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Introduction as preface

This is nothing but a running commentary on their lecture notes as the section titled: Group C*-algebras and K-theory, in the book: Noncommutative
Geometry {1NM 1831), by Nigel Higson and Erik Guentner [24]. As a back
to the past for a return to the future, we would like to study thoroughly
almost all the details of the lecture notes by them, at the basic level. With
some considerable effort within the time and the (page) space limited for
publication as well as revising the text, we made some additional, helpful, and technical notes or computations, (minor or more) corrections (from
Received November 30, 2016.
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misprintst miscitationst or not) t and proofs or elementary lemmas added in
detailst as well as even solutions for exercises, for convenience to the readers and for our self-containedness, to somewhat extent (but not completed
in some cases). Some notations are changed from the original ones by our
taste. We go through their lecture notes along the same way, but numberings or titles of sections or subsections are a bit changed. Several items in
the original references are not at handt but cited, and a few or more are not
cited by running short of preparation, but with some effort for such to be as
less as possible. This paper after this introduction is organized as follows.
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Brief reviewing K-theory groups for C*-algebra8

Definition 2.1. Let 2L be a ring with a multiplicative unit. The K-theory
group Ko(2L) of 2L is defined to be the abelian group generated by (sta-
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bly) isomorphism classes [E), [F] of finitely generated and projective (right)
2l-modules E, F, with 'the addition by the direct sum E9 and the formal
difference as
[E] + [F] = [E E9 F] and [E]- (F]
with [0] the class of the zero 2l-module as the unit.

Remark. Let Mn(2l) be the ring (or C*-algebra) of all n x n matrices over a
ring (or C*-algebra) 21. An idempotent p E Mn(2l) with p2 = p corresponds
to a finitely generated and projective 2l-module E = p2ln. In particular,
then x n identity matrix ln E Mn(2l) for 2l unital corresponds to 21n a free
21-module.
Note also that [E] = [F] E Ko(2l) if and only if E and F are stably
isomorphic as EE92ln ~ FE921n for some n ~ 0. This may say that E and F
are in fact. isomorphic, but its isomorphism may be constructed in a bigger
matrix algebra over 2L Hence, [E)- (F] = [G]- (H) if and only if E E9 H
and F E9 G are stably isomorphic. Refer to Milnor [44].
Remark. A ring homomorphism <p from 2l to ~ extends to a homomorphism
from Mn{21) to Mn(~) as cp((ai;)) = (cp(ai;)) or cp(E) = E ®21 ~' with
(ai;)a ® b = (ai;) ® cp(a)b. Thus, as a functor there is an induced group
homomoprhism cp. from K 0 (21) to Ko(~) as cp.[p] =. [cp(p)] or cp.[p21n] =
[cp(p2ln)] = [cp(p )~n]. In the end, E ®21 ~ may be defined by replacing
involved elements in 21 by corresponding elements in~ via cp.

Theorem 2.2. For the pull back commutative diagmm of rings (or C*algebras) with coordinate projections P1, P2 and homomorphisms q1, q2 :

with 21 c 21 1 E9 212 the direct sum, assume that either q 1 or q2 is surjective. If
E1 and E2 are finitely generated, projective modules over 211 and 2l2, and if
f : (pl).E1 ~ (p2)*E2 is an isomorphism of ~-modules, then the 21-module

is finitely generated and projective.
Moreover, up to isomorphism, every finitely generate4, projective module
over 21 has this form.
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Remark. Note that (Pj ).Ej
or ei ®21i 1.

= ~ ®21i Ej or Ej ®21i ~ with (Pi ).ej = 1 ®2ti ei

Definition 2.3. Let 2l be a C* -algebra and I = (0, 1] the closed interval in
JR. Denote by 2l(O, 1] = C((O, 1], 2l) or 2l(J) = C(I, 2l) the C*-algebra of all
continuous functions from [0, 1] to 2l, with the supremum norm.
Similarly, define 2lX = C(X, 2l) for X a compact Hausdorff space X.
If X is non-compact, let 2lX = Co(X, 2l) the C*-algebra of all continuous
functions from X to 2l vanishing at infinity.
Theorem 2.4. Let 2l be a C* -algebra with unit. If E is a finitely generated,
projective module over 2l[O, 1], then the induced modules over 2l obtained by
evaluation at points 0, 1 E (0, 1] are isomorphic.
Proof. (Added). Let E = p(2l(O, 1])n for some p E Mn(2l[O, 1]). By evaluation, E(O) = p(0)2ln and E(1) = p(1)2ln, and also E(t) = p(t)2ln for any
t E [0, 1). Then p(t) is a continuous path of projections of Mn(21) between
p(O) and p(1). By considering some finite partition of [0, 1], p(O) and p(1)
are homotopic by some homotopes with respect to the partition, so that
0
they are unitarily equivalent in .J\Ifn(2l).

Definition 2.5. A homotopy of *-homomorphisms of C* -algebras is a family
of homomorphisms 'Pt : 2l --+ ~ for t E (0, 1] such that the functions 'Pt (a)
on [0, 1] are continuous for all a E 2l.
A functor F on the category of C* -algebras is a homotopy functor in
the sense that all the homomorphisms 'Pt in any such homotopy induce
F(r.pt) = F(r.ps) : F(2l) --+ F(~) for any t, s E [0, 1].
It follows from Theorem 2.4 that the K-theory Ko(2l) for C*-algebras 2l
is a homotopy functor.

Definition 2.6. Let 2l be a C*-algebra with unit. Denote by GLn(2l) the
group of invertible matrices of Mn(2l). Define a diagonal embedding of
GLn(2l) as a subgroup of GLn+k(2l) by

g~

(g0 1k0)

with lk the k x k identity matrix. Define the K-theory group K 1 (2l) to be
the direct limit of the path-connected component groups 7ro(GLn(2l)):
K1 (2l) = !!!!l7ro(GLn(2l)).
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Remark. This is an abelian group. Because

0)

gh
( 0

ln

and

(~ ~)

and hecce

0)

hg
( 0 ln

are homotopic repectively. For instance, see Blackadar [7] or Wegge-Olsen
[57]. As a statement, C*-algebras are noncommutative in general, but their
K-theroy groups are always commutative.
For 21 = 21 1 Ee!a 212 a (surjective) pull back of C*-algebras, there is the
following six-term Mayer-Vietoris exact sequence of K-theory groups:
Ko(21) ~ Ko(211) E9 Ko(212)

l
Proof. (Edited). It is straightforward to derive all but the down arrow
To complete the diagram,
1
consider the pull back diagram: with 8 the !-dimensional circle and 2181 =
C(S 1 , 21),

a: Ko(23) ~ K1(21) on the right in the diagram.

Then
Ko(21S 1) ~ Ko(21tS 1) E9 Ko(212S 1) ~ Ko(23S 1)

ar
Kt(~S 1 ) + - - - K1(21tS 1) E9 K1(212S 1) ~ K1(218 1)

which is mapped to the Mayer-Vietoris sequence before the proof by the
operation (id ® £1). of the evaluation €'1 at 1 E 8 1 • This map on each is
a projection onto a direct summand since ct splits. The complementary
summands are computed as in Theorem 2.7 below. In fact, the map a :
K 0 (23) ~ K 1 (21) is obtained as a direct summand of the connecting map
Kt(~S 1 ) ~ Ko(2l8 1) with K1(S~) ~ Ko(~) and Ko(S2l) ~ K1(2l), where
821 = Co(IR) ® 2l the tensor product C*-algebra with Co(IR) the C*-algebra
of all continuous, complex-valued functions on the real line IR vanishing at
infinity, and is isomorphic to Co(IR, 21) = 21IR (see Murphy (45]).
0

a:
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Theorem 2. 7. Let 21 be a C* -algebra. The K-theory homomorphism induced by the evaluation £1 = ev1 at 1 E 8 1

has the kernel isomorphic to Kt (21). Also, the homomorphism induced by
the evaluation £1
(id®c-t).: Kt(21S 1)--+ Kt(21)
has the kernel isomorphic to Ko(21).
Proof. (Added). There is a split short exact sequence of C*-algebras:

(for instance, see [57]), which implies that
0

--+

S21

= S ~ 21 --+ 21S 1 ~ C(S 1 ) ® 21

~ 21

--+

0,

which also splits. It then follows that
Kj(218 1 ) ~ Kj(S21) EB Kj(21)
for j = 0, 1. Note that C(S 1) ~ S EB C and C(8 1 ) ~ S EBo C a pull back
C*-algebra on the zero C*-algebra. As well, 2181 ~ 821 EBo 21 .(corrected).
The Mayer-Vietoris sequence in this case does become:
Ko(218 1 )

----+

Ko(S21) EB Ko(21)

----+

0

+--

K1 (S21) E9 K1 (21)

+--

K1 (218 1).

1

l
0

It is known that Ko(821) ~ Kt(SS21) ~ Kt(21) by the Bott peridocity in
K-theory of C*-algebras. As well, we have K1(821) ~ Ko(2l). See [57). 0

The Mayer-Vietoris sequence implies that the functors X ~-----t Kj (2lX)
on compact spaces X are cohomology theories. Especially, with 2l = C,
X .....-t Kj(C(X)).
With 8 2 the 2-dimensional sphere, we have
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Proof. (Added). There is a split short exact seque~ce of C* -algebras for
C(8 2 ) as
0 ~ Co(~ 2 ) ~ 8® 8 = 88 ~ C(82 ) ~ C ~ 0.

It then follows that

0 ~ 8821 ~ 218 2 ~ C(82 ) ®21 ~ 21 ~ 0,
which splits. Therefore, for j

= 0, 1,

Kj(218 2 ) ~ Kj(SS2l) EB K;(2l)
~ K;(21) EB K;{21).
D

The Batt homomorphism Bp,u from Ko{21) to Kt {218 1) is defined by
associating to the class [p] of a projection p E Mn(21) the class [up] of the
unitary element
up(z) = zp + (1- p) E GLn{21S 1 ).
It then follows that this map is an isomorphism onto the kernel of the map
{id ® et).: Kt{21S 1) ~ Kt(21). Refer to Atiyah and Batt [3] and [57].
Proof. {Edited). The key step is to show that the map Bp,u is surjective.
Reduce to show that a polynomial loop of invertible matrices

u(z)

= bo + zb1 + · · · + zmbm E GLn{21), b; E Mn{21)

which defines an element of the kernel of (id ® c:I)* belongs to the image of
Bp,u·
By elementary row operations, the loop u(z) is equivalent to the linear
loop v(z):
0

v(z)

= az + b =

0

-1

bo

z+

.
(

0

-1 0

b; .. · b;)

0

.
1

Evaluating at z = 1 and from that vis in the kernel of the evaluation map
we see that the matrix a + b is path connected to the identity matrix 1k in
some suitable G Lk (21), so that v is equivalent to

w(z) =(a+ b)- 1 (az +b)= (a+ b)- 1az +(a+ b)- 1 (a + b- a)

=cz + (

1k - c).
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Since w(z) is invertible for all z E 8 1 , the spectrum of c contains no element
on the vertical line Re{ z) =
in C. If p is the projection associated to the
part of the spectrum of c to the right of the line, then w(z) is homotopic to
the unitary:

!

up(z) = pz + {1- p),
the K-theory class of which belongs to the image of Bp,u·

3

0

Graded C*-algebras x amplification and stabilization

Definition 3.1. Let 2l be a C* -algebra. A grading on 2l is a *-automorphism
o of 2l such that o 2 = id21 the identity map on 2l. Giving a grading on 2l is
equivalent to doing a direct sum of *-linear subspaces as 2l = 2lo E9 2l 1 such
that ~i2lj C 2li+i for i, j E Z2 = Z/2Z. The subspace 2lo and its elements
x are said to be even, while 2l 1 and its elements y are done to be odd, for
which o{x) = x and o(y) = -y.
Indeed, as the direct sum of even and odd parts we have

which may be viewed as a
0

c~lumn

= (id21o
0

vector. Namely, we have

0 )
-id2lt

on

with id21 + o = 2 id21o E9 0 and id21 - o = 0 E9 2 id211 as diagonal sums.

Example 3.2. Any C*-algebra 2l is trivially graded in the sense that 2l
and 2l 1 = { 0} and o = id21 or o = id21 E9 0 as a diagonal sum.

= 2lo

Example 3.3. A Hilbert space H is said to be graded if equipped with
an orthogonal decomposition H = Ho E9 H1. The C*-algebra OC(H) of all
compact operators on Hand the C*-algebra lR{H) of all bounded operators
on Hare graded in the sense that for an element t E 1R(H0 E9 Hl) viewed as
a 2 x 2 matrix of operators on Ho and H 1 to H0 or Ht, we define
t _

-

(tut21

t12) _ (tu 0 ) E9 ( 0 t 12)
t22 0 t22
t21 0
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= tev EB tod

on

(HHo )
1

Namely,
a=

G~)e(~

1

~1 ) ::12$-12::/e-J

on

Example 3.4. Let S = Co(R) be the suspension C*-algebra. Define a
grading on S by the decompostion
S = Co(R) = Co(R)ev ffi Co(R) 0 d ={even functions} ffi{ odd functions}.

The grading operator a is given by the automorphism which sends f(x) to
/( -x). Indeed,

f(x)

1

1

= 2(/(x) + f( -x)) ffi 2(/(x)- f( -x))

=fev(x) Ee J d(x),
0

with a(fev) = fev and a(jod) = - Jod.
Definition 3.5. A graded C* -algebra 2l is inner-graded if there exists a
self-adjoint unitary e in the multiplier algebra M(2l) of 2l such that

a( a)= eae = eae*

=Ad(e)(a),

a E 2l.

Example 3.6. The trivial grading on a C*-algebra 2l is inner with e =
1M(21) E M(2l) as

a( a)

= id21(a) =a= 1M(21)a1M(21) = eae E M(2l),

where the unit 1M(2!) is identified with id21.
The gradings on OC(H) and DJ(H) are inner withe= 12EB(-12)
on H = Ho Ee H1 as

= ]ffi-1

a(t) = tev ffi (-t0 d) = (12 ffi -12)(tev ffi (-t0 d))(12 ffi -12) =etc
fortE DJ(H), so that a= Ad(e) the adjoint map by e.
The grading on S is not inner.
Note that M(S) ~ C(,BR) ~ Cb(R), where [3X is the Stone-Cech compactification of X and Cb (JR) the C* -algebra of all bounded continuous Cvalued functions on X (see (57]). Suppose that a(a) = eae for some selfadjoint unitary e E M(2l). But then eae = e2a =a.
0
Let 2l be a graded C*-algebra. Let us introduce the symbol of degree
defined as for a E 2lo or a E 2!1 ,

aa =

{0

if a E 2lo,
1 if a E 2l1
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where {0, 1} = Z2 = Z/2Z. _Elements of 2lo or 2l1 are said to be homogeneous. Note that if a, b are homogeneous, then 8( ab) = 8a + 8b and
8a* = 8a.
.

Definition 3. 7. Let 2l and ~ be graded C* -algebras. Let 2l ® ~ be the
algebraic tensor product of 2l and ~ as linear spaces. Define multiplication,
involution, and grading on 2l ® ~ by
(a1 ® bi)(a2 ® b2) = (-1) 8b1 aa2 a1a2 ® b1b2,

= (-1) aaab a* ® b*,
8(a ®b)= 8a + 8b, (mod 2),
(a ® b)*

for homogeneous elements a, at, a;2 E Qt and b, b1 , b2 E ~. These are extended
by linearity to all tensors a® b for a E 2l and bE~.
For example, there is an isomorphism <I> from 2l ® ~ to ~ ® 2l defined
by sending a ® b ~ (-1 )aaab b ® a for homogeneous a E 2L and b E ~.
Proof. (Added). Indeed,

<I>((a1 ® bi)(a2 ® b2)) =<I>(( -1) 8b1 oa 2 a1a2 ® b1b2)
= (_ 1)ob18a2( _ 1)o(a1a2}8(b1b2}b1b2 ® a 1 a2
= (-1)8al8bl+8at8b2+8a28b2blb2 ® ala2,
<I>(al ® bi)<I>(a2 ® b2)

= (-1)8at8bt (-1)8a28b2(bl ® al)(b2 ® a2)
= (_1)aa 8b1( _ 1)aa28b2( -1)8a18b2b1b2 ® a 1a 2
1

and hence, these coincide, and

<I> ( (a ® b)*) = <I> ( ( _ 1) 8a8b a* ® b*) = ( _ 1)8a8b ( _ 1) 8a * 8b* b* ® a* = b* ® a*,
<I> (a ® b)* = (( _ 1) 8a8b b ® a)* = ( _ 1) 8a8b ( _ 1) 8b8a b* ® a* = b* ® a*.
Note as well that

(2L ® ~)o
(2l ® ~h

= [2Lo ® ~o] EB [2h ® ~1],
= [2lo ® ~1] EB [Qtt ® ~o].
0

Definition 3.8. The graded commutator of elements of a graded C* -algebra
2l is given by
[a, b] = ab - ( -1 )8a8bba
for homogeneous elements a and b of 2L This is extended by linearity to all
elements a and b of 2l.
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For example, if ao, bo E 2lo and a1, b1 E 2l1, then [ao, bo]
[a1, b1] = ab + ba, and [a;, b;+1] =ab-ba for j,j + 1 (mod 2).

= ab ·_ ba,

Lemma 3.9. Let ( be a graded C* -algebra and t.p : 2l --.. ( and 'lj; : ~ --.. (
be graded *-homomorphisms. If their images commute in the sense that
all graded commutators [r.p(a), 'lj;(b)] are zero, then there is a unique graded
*-homomorphism r.p ® 'lj; from 2l ® ~ to(, which sends a® b to r.p(a)'lj;(b):

2l®~ ~ (

i

II

2l,~ ~ (.
Proof. (Added). Define (r.p®'lj;)(a®b)
Check that
(<p ® '1/J) ((a 1 ® b1) (a2

® b2))

= r.p(a)'lj;(b) and extend it by Hnearity.

= (t.p ® '1/J) (( -1) Bb1aa2a1a2 ® b1 b2)

= (-1 )8b Ba2t.p( a1a2)'l/;(b1 b2) = (-1 )8b1aa2t.p( a1 )cp(a2)'lj;(b1)'1/J(b2),
1

(r.p ® 'lj;)(a1 ® bl)(t.p ® 'lj;)(a2 ® b2) = r.p(a1)'l/;(bi)r.p(a2)'1/J(b2)
= t.p( a1 ){['lj;(bi), t.p( a2)] + (-1 )8b1 aa2 t.p( a2)'lj;(b1) }'lj;(b2)

with ['1/l(bi), r.p(a2)]

= 0, and thus those coincide.

Also,

(cp ® 'lj;)((a ®b)*)= (-1) 8a8br.p(a)*'lj;(b)*,
(r.p ® '1/J)(a ®b)*= (r.p(a)'lj;(b))*

with ['1/J(b)*,r.p(a)*]

= 'lj;(b)*cp(a)*

= ['1/l(b)*, r.p(a)*] + (-1) 81b(b)* 8cp(a)* r.p(a)*'lj;(b)*,
= 0 and fJcp(a)* = fJa* = fJa, and hence those coincide.
D

Example 3.1(). Let H be a graded Hilbert space and H ® H be a graded
Hilbert space tensor product in the similar sense as 2l ® ~ above. It follows
from Lemma 3.9 above that there is a graded *-homomorphism t.p from
JS(H) ® IR(H) into Jm(H ®H) which takes homogeneous elementary tensors
® t to the operator defined by sending ®, ~
® ( -1) 8/;Btt,.

s

e

se

Proof. (Added). Note that

r.p((a1 ® bi)(a2 ® b2))(e ® 'TJ)

= r.p(( -1) 8b18a2a1a2 ® b1b2)(e ® 'TJ)

= (_1)ab18a2a1a2e ® ( _ 1)at;a(blb2)b1b2'f/,
r.p(a1 ® bi)r.p(a2 ® b2)(e ® 'TJ)

= r.p(a1 ® b1)(a2e ® ( -1) 8~; 8~b2'f/)

= aI a2e ® ( -1 )8(a2t;)8bl bl (-1 )81;8~ b27J)
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with a( bt b2)
Also,

= 8bt + 8b2

and 8( a2€)

= 8a2 + 8€'

so that those coincide.

cp ( (a ® b)*) (€ ® 11) = cp (( -1) 8a8b a* ® b*) (€ ® 11)
= (_1)8a8ba*€ ® ( _ 1 )8~8b* b* 11 ,
cp(a ® b)*(€ ® 17)

= [( -1)

8 8

~ ba ® b]*(€ ® 17)

= ( _ 1) 8~8b ( _ 1) 8a8b a* € ® b*11 ,

so that those coincide.

0

Definition 3.11. Let 21 and~ be graded C*-algebras and let 21®~ be their
algebraic tensor product. The maximal graded tensor product C* -algebra
21 ®max~ is defined to be the completion of 21 ® ~ by the C*-norm

where the supremum is taken over graded *-homomorphisms cp: 21
~ e: which commute gradedly.

~

e: and

'l/J: ~

But we often denote the maximal graded C* -algebra completion of 21® ~
by the same symbol 21 ® ~ for convenience if not specified.
Remark. Taking the maximal tensor product ®max is functorial as follows.
If cp: 21 ~ e: and 'l/J: ~ ~ ~ are graded *-homomorphisms, then there is a
unique graded *-homomorphism cp ®max 1{; : 21 ®max~ ~ e: ®max~ mapping
a® b to cp(a) ® 'l{;(b) for all a E 21 and bE~. Diagram it:
liJ

21

------+

1

1

21®max ~

r
~

e:

'P®ma.x1/J

1/J
------+

e=®max ~

r
~.

Example 3.12. If one of 21 or~ is inner-graded, then the ungraded tensor
product 21 ®max ~ is isomorphic to the usual maximal tensor product of
ungraded 21 and ~. The isomorphism <1> between them is defined by sending
a ® b ~---+ ac8 b ® b.
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Proof. (Added). Note that if (2! ®max m)o = 2l ®max m and (2l ®max m)I =
{0} and 2l = 2lo and 2ll = 0 and m = mo and ml = 0, then

(2lo EB 2lt) ®max (mo EB mt) ~ 2lo ®max mo = (2l ®max m)o ~ 2l ®max m.

Also,
4>({al ® bt)(a2 ® b2)) =<I>(( -l) 8b1aa2a1a2 ® b1b2)
= ( -l)8b18a2a 1a 2ca{btb2) ® btb2,
4>(at ® bt)<I>(a2 ® b2) = (atc8b1 ® b1)(a2c8h2 ® b2)
= ( -l)ab18(a2e8 b2)a 1cab1a2cab2 ® b1b2,

and hence, those coincide. As well,
4>((a®b)*)

= <I>((-l)aaaba• ®b*) = (-l)aaaba•c-8b* ®b*,

4>(a ®b)*= [aeab ®b)*= ( -1)8(aeab}8b£8ba• ® b*,

with 8b*

= 8b, and
caba•

= caba•c-8b£8b = (-l)a(e 8 b>a*c-ab,
D

so that those coincide.

If 2l and m are inner-graded C* -algebras by self-adjoint unitaries C2l
and e~ of M(2l) and M(m) respectively, then the graded tensor product
2l ®max m is inner-graded by C2l ® C2:l E M(2l ®max m).
Because, with definitions,

Definition 3.13. Let 2l and m be graded C*-algebras and let 2l®m be their
algebraic tensor product. The minimal graded tensor product of 2l and mis
the completion of 2l ® ~ by the representation <p ® 1/J from IR(H) ®max Im(H)
to B(H ®H), where <p : 2l --+ B(H) and 1/J : 2l--+ Jm(H) are faithful graded
*-homomorphisms (or representations). We may write it as 2l ®min m.
Exercise. For any 2l graded or not, we have 2l ®max K(H) = 2l ®min OC(H)
and s ®max 2l = s ®min 2l.
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Proof. (Added). We have 21®maxM2n(C) = 2l®minM2~(C), where M2n(C) ~
B(C2n) with C 2n =en EBen. Indeed, there is a unique graded (algebraic)
*-isomorphism 'P2n from 21 ® M2n(C) to M2n(21). It extends to the graded
*-isomorphisms from 21 ®max Mn(C) and 21 ®min Mn(C) to Mn(21).
Similarly, 'P2n· extends to a unique graded *-isomorphism from 21®1K(H)
to IK(2l) the completion of the union of Mn(21). It extends to the graded
*-isomorphisms from 2l ®max IK(H) and 21 ®min IK(H) to IK(21).
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and 21 be unital. Then we have
C(X)®max2l = C(X)®min2l. Indeed, there is a unique graded (algebraic)*isomorphism from C(X)®21 to C(X, 2l) the graded C*-algebra of continuous
21-valued functions on X. It extends to the graded *-isomorphisms from
C(X) ®rna){ 21 and C(X) ®min 21 to C(X, 21).
It then follows that s+ ®max 21+ = s+ ®min 21+ with s+ and 21+ the
0
unitizations by C. Hence S ®max 21 = S ®min 21 is deduced.

Exercise. The graded ·tensor product S ® S is not commutative.
Proof. Let
Then

1
/oEB/I,/' = I~EB/f,g = goffi91!9 = gbEBg~ E S = SoEBS1.

I=

(!i ® gj)(lk ® gf) = ( -1) 8Yi 81~ lifk ® 9i9l
= {!ilk® 9i9t

-!ilk® 9j9t

if 8gj8/fc
if 8gj8 ffc

= 0,
=1

and similarly,
if ag:a1i = o,
-!ilk® 9i9t if 8g!8fi = 1 .

<t' ® 'Hr ® 91·) = {!ilk® 9j9:
k

gl

t

Therefore, the multiplication is commutative when 8gj8/k = 8gt8fi and is
not when 8g38fk =/= 8g!8fi· Hence, the commutative cases are as follows:

(So® So)(So ®So),
(S1 ® So)(S1 ®So),
(S1 ® SI)(St ® SI),

(S1 ® So)(So ®So),

(So® SI)(So ® SI),

(So® SI)(So ®So),
(S1 ® S1)(So ®So),

which are all the same as So® So, and the noncommutative cases are as:
(S1 ® SI)(So ® SI) =/= (So® S1)(S1 ® St)

and

(S1 ® S1)(S1 ®So) =/= (St ® So)(S1 ® S1),
both of which (not equal) are equal to St ®So and So® S 1, respectively.
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0

Exercise. We have OC(H) ®max OC(H')

~

OC(H ® H').

Proof. We have

Thus, the isomorphisms above extend by density and continuity to the isomorphism in the statement.
0

Amplification
LetS= Co(R) as a (graded or not) C*-algebra. Define a *-homomorphism
11 = evo : S ~ C by 17(!) = f(O). If Sis ungraded, then 11 is homotopiC to
the zero *-homomorphism. The homotopy between them may be defined as
17t(f) = !( 1!_t -1) fortE [0, 1) and 171(/) = 0. But if Sis graded, then 17 is
non-trivial.
Denote by Sr = S([-r, r]) the quotient of S by restriction to the closed
interval [-r, r] C JR. Let idr(x) = x for x E [-r, r]. For any f E S and
idr ® 1 + 1 ® idr E Sr ® Sr self-adjoint, there is /(idr ® 1 + 1 ® idr) E Sr ® Sr
by functional calculus.
Lemma 3.14. There is a unique graded *-homomorphism D.: S ~ S ® S
whose composition with the quotient map qr : S ® S ~ Sr ® Sr for every
r > 0 is given by /(idr ® 1 + 1 ® idr), so that
b.(J) = lim f(idr ® 1 + 1 ® idr) = /(id00 ® 1 + 1 ® id00 )
r-+oo

as a (norm) limit.

Exercise. The intersection of the kernels of the maps qr : S ® S
is zero, which implies the uniqueness of the lemma above.

~

Sr ® Sr

Proof. It is clear that ker(qr) C ker(qt) if r > t, and f E ker(qr) if and only
if f is zero on [-r, r]. If we assume that there is another D.' as b., then
(qr o (~- ~'))(/) = 0 for any f E Sand any r > 0. Hence(~-~')(!)=
0.
0
Remark. (Corrected). Define self-adjoint homogeneous elements u and v of
2
2
S by u(x) = e-x even and v(x) = xe-x odd. This definition for u and vis
used later. But here we may redefine as u(x) = e-lxl even and v(x) = xe-lxl
odd. It then follows that
~(u) =u®u

and

~(v) =u®v+v®u.
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Indeed, for convenience we may assume that x, y?: 0. Then compute

Ll(u)(x, y) = e-lx®l+l®yl = e-x-y
=e-x® e-y = u(x) ® u(y)
with x ® 1 = x(l ® 1) = x. As well, for x,y?: 0,
~(v)(x, y)

= (x ® 1 + 1 ® y)e-lx®l+l®yl
= (x ® l)e-x®le-l®y + e-x®1 (1 ® y)e-l®y
= (xe-x)e-y + e-x(ye-Y) = v(x) ® u(y) + u(x) ® v(y),

as required. Similarly, one can show case by case the other ones, but some
may involve changing signs ±. If so, the formula for Ll(u) and ~(v) may
involve other signs case by case, to be corrected.
Lemma 3.15. (Added). The C*-algebra S is generated by u and v (in both

of two definitions).
Proof Let s+ = 8 E9 Cl be the unitization of 8 by the unit 1, which is
isomorphic to the C* -algebra C('Ir) of all continuous, complex-valued functions on the !-dimensional torus 'f. Consider the complex algebra generated by 1, u, and v, denoted as C[l, u, v]. For any distinct x, y E IR, we
have u(x) # u(y) (x, y ?: 0) and v(x) f:. v(y) (any x # y). Thus, the
Stone-Weierstrass approximation theorem implies that the algebra C[l, u, v]
D
is dense in 3+ ~ C('Ir).
There is a sort of coalgebra s.tructure that the diagrams commute:

~

8

a

8®8

1

lid®a

8®8 ~ 8®8®8
and

id

s~

8

II

l~®id

8~

s.
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Definition 3.16. Let 2l be a graded C*-algebra. The amplification of 2l
is defined to be the graded tensor product S2l = S ® 2l.
Definition 3.17. The amplified category of graded C*-algebras is the
category such that objects are graded C*-algebras and morphisms from 2l
to~ are graded *-homomorphisms from S2l to~. The composition ?j; o cp
of morphisms cp: S2l---+ ~ and ?j;: S~ ---+<!:is given by the composition:
S2l ~ SS2l

id®cp=Scp

S~ ~ <!:.

Exercise. The composition law in the amplified category is associative.
The identity morphism in it is given by 1J ® id2t : S2l ---+ C ® 2l
1J = ev 0 .

~

2l with

Proof. (Added). For cp: S2l---+ ~' ?j; : S~---+ <!:, and p: S<t---+ !>,we have
p o (1/; o cp) = p o [1/; o (Scp) o (~ ® id))
= p o 8[1/; o (Scp) o (~ ® id)) o (~ ® id),
(p o 1/;) o cp = (p o 'l/J) o (Scp) o (~ ® id)
= [p o S'ljJ o (~ ® id)] o (Scp) o (~ ® id).
For instance, if ~( u)

= u ® u, then it follows that for a E 2l,

[p o ('ljJ o cp)] (~ ® a)

= p o S ['ljJ o (Scp) o ( ~ ® id)] (u ® u ® a)

= p(u ® 'l/J(u ® cp(u ®a))),
[(p o 'ljJ) o cp)(u ®a)

= [p o S?j; o (~ ® id)] o (Scp)(u ® u ®a)

= [p o S'ljJ o (~ ® id)](u ® cp(u ®a))
= p(u ® ?j;(u ® cp(u ®a))).
If ~(v)

= u ® v + v ® u, then

[p o (1/; o cp)](v ®a)

= p o 8[1/; o (Scp) o (~ ® id)](u ® v ®a+ v ® u ®a)

= {p(u ® ?j;(u ® cp(v ®a)))+ p(u ® ?j;(v ® cp(u ®a)))}

+ p(v ® ?j;(u ® cp(u ®a))),
[(p o ?j;) o cp] (v ® a)

= [p o S?j; o (~ ® id)] o (Scp) (u ® v ® a +

= [p o S'ljJ o ( ~ ® id)] (u ® cp( v ® a) + v ® cp( u ® a))
= p(u ® 'ljJ(u ® cp(v ®a)))
+ {p(u ® 'ljJ(v ® cp(u ®a)))+ p(v ® 'ljJ(u ® cp(u ®a)))}.
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v ® u ® a)

It is then done by considering multiplicative linear combinations and extension by continuity, that p o (1/J o <p) = (p o 1/J) o <p.
As well, for <p : 821 --. ~, we have
(<p o (17 ® id21))(u ®a)= (<p o 8(17 ® id21))(u ® u ®a)
= <p(u ® u(O)a) = u(O)<p(u ®a)= <p(u ®a),
(<p o (17 ® id21))(v ®a) = (<p o 8(17 ® idm))(u ® v ®a+ v ® u ®a)

= <p(u ® v(O)a) + <p(v ® u(O)a) = <p(v ®a).
It then follows that <p o ( 1J ® id21) = <p.
Also, for 1/J : 8~ --. 21 and b E ~' we have

((17 ® id21) o 1/J)(u ®b)= ((1J ® id21) o S'lj;)(u ® u ®b)
= (TJ®id21)(u®'lj;(u®b)) = u(O)'lj;(u®b) = 1/;(u®b),
((17 ® id21) o 1/J)(v ®b)= ((17 ® id21) o S'lj;)(u ® v ® b + v ® u ®b)
= (17 ® id21)(u ® 1/J(v ®b))+ (1J ® id21)(v ® 1/J(u ®b))
= u(O)'lj;(v ®b)+ v(O)'lj;(u ®b)= 1/J(v ®b).
Hence we obtain {17 ® id21) o 1/J

= 1/J.

0

Remark. If <p1 : 8211 --. ~1 and <p2 : 212--. ~2 are graded *-homomorphisms,
then there is a tensor product morphism from 8(211 ®212) to ~1 ®~2 defined
by

Stabilization
The stailization of a C*-algebra 21 is the tensor product 2l ® IK(H) with
the C*-algebra of all compact operators on a Hilbert space H.
If 21 is a trivially graded C* -algebra with unit, then each projection p of
21 ® IK(H) corresponds to a projective (right) module p{21 ® IK(H)) over 21.
In this way, the set of isomorphism classes of finitely generated 21-modules
is identified with the set of homotopy classes of projections of 2l ® IK(H), as
a central idea inK-theory.
There are graded *-homomorphisms
C --. IK(H)

and

IK(H) ® OC(H) --. IK(H)

defined by C 3 .A~---+ .Ae withe the projection onto a !-dimensional grading
degree zero subspace of H and by identifying H ® H with H by grading
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degree zero unitary. There is no canonical choice of the projection e or the
unitary isomorphism.
Lemma 3.18. Let H and H' be graded Hilbert spaces. Any two grading
preserving isometries from H to H' induce the graded *-homomorphisms
from IK(H) to IK(H') which are homotopic through graded *-homomorphisms.
As a result, up to homotopy, there are canonical maps C---+ IK(H) and
IK(H)®IK(H) ---+ IK(H). Therefore, there is a stabilized homotopy category,
in which morphisms from 2t to ~ are the homotopy classes of graded *homomorphisms from 2t to ~ ® IK( H). Also, there is a stabilized and
amplified category, in which morphisms from 2t to ~ are the homotopy
classes of graded *-homomorphisms from S2t to~® IK(H).

4

Looking the K-theory as the E-theory

Definition 4.1. Let 2l, ~ be graded C*-algebras. We denote by [2t, ~] =
[2t ---+ ~] the set of homotopy classes of grading preserving *-homomorphisms
from 2l to~.
Definition 4.2. For a graded C* -algebra 2t, we define (theE-theory group)

Eo(2l)

=E(2t) = [S, 2l ® IK].

Example 4.3. Let 2l = C. Let D be an unbounded self-adjoint operator
on a graded Hilbert space H =HoED H 1 of the form

with nev = 0 and nod = D of grading degree one and assume that D has
compact resolvent (or possibly assume that D has the countable discrete,
point spectrum in 1R with finite multiplicity), so that (xi - D)- 1 E IK(H)
for x ¢. a(D) the spectrum of D (contained in IR). Note that an unbounded
operator D is self-adjoint if and only if the Cayley transform C of D defined
to be C = (D- il)(D + iJ)- 1 is unitary. For example, D may be a Diractype operator on a compact manifold. By the functional calculus, a graded
*-homomorphis~ 1/JD : S ---+ IK(H) is defined to be 1/JD(f) = f(D) (because
of the spectrum asssumption), and its class [1/Jn] is in Eo(<C).
Remark. Recall from [47] that for an (unbounded) operator ton a Hilbert
space H, the resolvent set p( t) of t is defined to be the set of all A E <C for
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which Al- tis bijective from the domain D(t) oft onto Hand the norm

II(.Xl- t)xll ~ Cllxll,

x E D(t)

for some C > 0, so that there is a bounded operator b ={AI- t)- 1 from H
such that
to D(s) c H with the operator norm llbll ~

b

D(t)

= b{.Xl- t)H c

{.Al- t)bH =H.

The complement of p(t) is the spectrum sp(t) = a(t) oft. Thus the resolvent
function r(A) = (Al - t)- 1 is always bounded on H. It is likely to have
compact resolvent such as x · ~ = 1 by cancelling unboundeds by compacts
to be one.

Example 4.4. Suppose that mis a unital, trivially graded C* -algebra. Then
K 0 (2t) is generated by equivalence classes of projections of21®1K{H). Let Po
and p 1 be such projections acting on the even and odd parts of the graded
Hilbert space H = Ho ffi Ht. Then define

'l/Jp(f)

=

fev(O)po

0

jod(O)Pt

0

(

)

=f(O)p

(corrected) to have a grading preserving *-homomorphism from S
to 21 ® IK(H) ~ [2t ® IK(H)o] ffi [2t ® IK(H)t].
Indeed, note that
p =Po E9 PI =

= SoffiSt

(P~i ~2) E9 (P~l P~2)

and
Thus,

'l/Jp( o:(J)) = (

fev(O)po
0

)
0
- Jod(O)pl

= o:('l/;p(f))

(formally). But /ev(o) = fo(O) = f(O) and j 0 d(o) = ft (0) = 0. Also,

_ ((Jg)ev(O)po
0
'l/;p(f)-

= ((fogo+ figi)(O)po
0

)

0

(fogt + ftgo)(O)Pt

0

= ((fogo)(O)po

)

0

(Jg) 0 d(O)Pt

0

(ftgt)(O)Pt

)

= 1/J
P

(f)'l/J ( )
P g

with (ftYt)(O) = 0. As well, 1/Jp(/*) = / 0(0)po ffi Ji(O)Pt = 'l/;p(/)*.
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Remark. Those examples above are related as follows. If Dis a self-adjoint,
grading degree one, operator on H with compact resolvent, then define by

1/Js : f

~

f(sD)

for s E [0, 1] (corrected) a homotopy from the *-homomorphism 1/JD at s = 1
as 1/JD(/) = f(D) to the *-homomorphism 1/Jp at s = 0 as 1/Jv(f) = f(O)p,
where p = Po EB PI is the projection (onto the kernel of D) corresponding to
H = Ho EBHt.
Note that if s is small enough, then the function f(sx) for x E IR converges in norm to f(O)xo(x) with xo(x) the characteristic function at zero
0. Hence, f(sD) converges in norm to f(O)xo(D) = f(O)p as well.

Exercise. Prove that Eo(C) ~ Z in such a way that the Fredholm index of
D (or D+) is associated to the class of the *-homomorphism 1/JD: S ~ OC(H).
Proof. (Added). Indeed, define an index map:

Eo(C) ~ Z
by index(['l/JD])
D+Ho, and

= index( D) (but normalized as below).

Also, DH

= D_Hl EB

index( D)= dim ker(D)- dimcoker(D)

= dim ker(D) -

0 E Z,

non-negative

where the dimention dim ker(D) is possibly 2 or finite n. If so, we may
consider
index or ~ · index as a normalization, or may use isomorphisms
2Z ~ Z ~ nZ as a group~ It is very likely to have 2 because if both D± are
the usual differential operator, and if a function has derivative zero, then it
is a constant, as well known in Calculus.
D

!·

We define the operation of addition on Eo(2l) as follows. Let 1/Jt, 1/J2 :
S ~ 2l ® OC(H) be *-homomorphisms. Define
1/J1 EB1/J2 : S ~ 2l ® OC(H EB H)
by

where H EB H is identified with H by some degree zero or one unitaries as
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where '?.:!.j means an isomorphism by a degree j unitary. Homotopy works
well with such identifications. The zero element for Eo {21) is given by the
class of the zero homomorphism 0 from S to 2l ® OC( H). Before going to
prove the existence of additive inverses, we make the following preliminary
observation which will be important later on.
The additive inverse for the class of 'l/J : S---+ 21®0C(H) is also represented
by
'l/J 0 P = 'l/J o Q: S ~ S ___!___.. 21 ® OC(H0 P),
where H 0 P = H 1 ffiHo is the opposite to H = HoffiH~, with grading reversed.
The set E 0 (21) = E(21) so viewed as a group may be called theE-theory
group of 21. Moreover, the E-theory {group) is a functor from the category
of graded C*-algebras as 21. and ~ and *-homomorphisms to the category
of abelian groups as E(2l) and E(~), where morphisms as compositions are
induced as

where <p.([¢])

=

E(2l) ~ E(~)
[(<p ® id) o 1/J] for *-homomorphisms 1/J : S---+ 21 ® OC(H).

Lemma 4.5. Let 1) be any graded C* -algebra and 1/J : S---+ 1) be a gradingpreserving *-homomorphism. Adjoin units to S and 1), and extend 1/J, and
form the unitary element: u.,p = 1/J ( ~~~) in the unitization (or unitalization)
of 1). Then the correspondence between 1/J and u.,p is a bijection between the
set of all *-homomorphisms 1/J : S---+ 1) and the set of all unitary elements u
in the unitization (or unitalization) of 1) which are equal to 1 module 1) and
are mapped to their adjoints by the grading automorphism as a( u) = u*.
Proof {Added). We have the following commutative diagram:

s+ '?.:!. c ('1r) ___!___.. n + = n mc

r

r

S = So ffi 81 ___!___.. 1J = 11o ffi 1J1.
For x E IR, the Cayley transform defined by
x-i
x +i

x 2 -1

2xi

= x 2 + 1- x2 + 1
takes values in the unit ~ircle 8 1 or '1r as c(O) = -1, c(1) = -i, c( -1) = i, and
c(x)

limx-±oo c(x)

=

= 1, with lc(x)l = 1.

Note that the unitizations+~ C('lr) of
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Sis generated by the inclusion unitary z: 'fCC, identified with c(x). Note
as well that c(x) is identified with (c(x)- 1, 1) E s+, so that c(x)- 1 E 8.
Hence,

'l/;(c(x))

= ('lj;(c(x)- 1), 'l/;(1)) = ('l/l(c(x)- 1), 1) E f>+,

and thus which is equal to 1 module i>. Also,
o:(u1b) = 'l/;(o:(c(x)) = 'l/;(c( -x)) = 'lj;(z) = 'lj;(z)* = u~.
Again, by the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, C('f) is generated by z = c(x)
as a C* -algebra. Thus, such a *-homomorphism 'l/1 : .C('f) ~ s+ --+- f>+ is
D
determined uniquely by the image 'lj;(z) = u111.
Definition 4.6. If i> is a graded C* -algebra, then a Cayley transform for
i> is a unitary in the unitization of i> which is equal to the identity, modulo
i>, and is switched to its adjoint by the grading automorphism.

As for additive inverses in Eo(21), let u = u111 be the Cayley transform
for ¢ : S --+- 2l ® IK(H). Then u* corresponds to the Cayley transfrom
for ¢ 0 P = 'l/11 ED 'l/Jo : S --+- 21 ® IK( H 0 P) opposite to ¢ = 'l/Jo ED 'l/11, where
H 0 P = H 1 ED H 0 is the Hilbert spcase opposite to H =HoED H 1 with grading
reversed. The rotation homotopy as

<P = ( (cost)u
t

(- sin t) 1

(sint)l)
(cos t) u *

t

E

[O, ~ ]

2

with

<P*<P
t

t

<P <P*
t

t

= ((cos t)u*
(sin t) 1

=(

(cos t)u
(-sin t)1

(-sin t)1) ( (cos t)u
(sin t)1 ) _ (1 0)
(cos t )u
(- sin t) 1 (cos t)u* - 0 1
(sin t) 1 ) ( (cos t) u * (-sin t)1)
(cost)u*
{sint)1
(cost)u

is then a path of Cayley transforms for *-homomorphisms S
HoP) as
(cost)¢
(sint)O )
( (-sint)O (cost)¢ 0 P

= (1

0)
0 1

--+-

with 0 the zero homomorphism, connecting

(~ ~.)

at t=Oto

ul ~)
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at t

= 27r .

21 ® IK( H ED

The last matrix is in turn connected to the identity via
(cost)!
( (-sin t)l

(sint)l)
(cos t)l

1r

t goes from 0 to

-2.

Finally, note that u = 1 identified with 1 E9 1 as above corresponds to the
zero homomorphism 1/J = 0 from S to 2l ® IK( H) as uo = 1.

Proposition 4. 7. In the categor7J of triviall1J graded, unital C* -algebras 2l,
the E-theory functor Eo(2l) is naturally isomorphic to the K-theory functor
Ko(2l).
Proof. It is shown that Eo(2l) is the group of path components of the space
of Cayley transforms for 2l ® IK(H).
Note that

2l®OC(H) = (2lEB0)®0C(H) =· (2l®IK(H))EBO

~ (2l®OC(H)~)EB(2l®IK(H)l).

If c = I E9 (-I) the diagonal sum (with I = 1 ® l2) is the grading
operator and if u is a Cayley transform in (2l ® IK(H))+, then cu is a selfadjoint unitary whose +1 spectral projection p = ~(cu +I) is equal to the
+1 spectral projection Pc =I EB 0 of c, module 2l ® OC(H).
Note that

= u*c2u = u*u = 1,
2
(cu){cu)* = cuu*c = c = 1,
(cu)* = u*c = c 2u*c = co(u*) =cu.
{cu)*cu

Since cu is self-adjoint and unitary, so that the spectrum u{cu) is contained
in {±1}. By the functional calculus, ~((cu) +I)= x1 (cu), with x1 (t) is the
characteristic function at 1. As well, c is also self-adjoint and unitary. By
the functional calculus, ~(c + 1) = Xl(c) =I EBO. Then p- Pc = ~(c(u- .1))
with u - 1 E 2l ® IK(H) as claimed.
Conversely, if p is a projection which is equal to Pc modulo 2l ® IK(H), ·
then the u = c(2p- I) defines a Cayley transform for 2l ® IK(H).
Indeed, suppose that p- Pe = ~(c(u- 1)). If p- Pe E 2l ® OC(H), then
u - 1 E 2l ® IK(H). It follows that
u

1

+
= 2c(p- Pe) + 1 = 2c(p- -(c
2

1)) + 1 = c(2p- 1)

with

u*u
uu*

= (2p- l)c2(2p- 1) = (2p- 1)2 = 1,
= u(2p- 1) 2 u* = uu* = 1.
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.

Therefore, we may view Eo{21) as the group of path components of the
projections which are equal toPE module 21 ® OC(H). Then the map taking
[p] to [p]- [pd gives an isomorphism between Eo{21) and K 0 (21) by involving
the stability of K-theory groups.
0
An exercise put here in the original text is put behind Example 6.2 for
convenience to the proof, with needed terminology.
Exercise. If ~ is a graded C* -algebra that is the closure of the union of a
directed system of graded C*-subalgebras ~ 0 , then the natural map
lim
---:-+ Eo(~a)-+
.

Eo(~)

is an isomorphism.
Proof. As a hint given, every Cayley transform for~® OC(H) is a limit of

Cayley tansforms for the subalgebras ~a®IK(H), by considering restrictions
and inductive extensions. It is then done.
·
0
Long exact sequences
Definition 4.8. Let 21 be a graded C*-algebra. Denote by H{21) the space
of all graded *-homomorphisms from S to 21 ® OC(H), equipped with the
topology of pointwise convergence, so that the net '1/Ja converges to 'ljJ if and
only if '1/Ja(/) converges to '1/J(f) in the norm topology for any f E S. Thus,

H(21)

= tHom(S, 21 ® OC(H))

the topological Hom space (we may say so).
The space H(21) has the zero homomorphism as a natural base-point.
There is a direct sum operation as
ffi : H(21) x H(21) -+ H{21)

as ffi(<pt, <p2) = <p1 ffi <p2 : S -+ A® OC(H ffi H), where H ffi H is identified
with H by some degree zero unitary. This operation gives the addition on
the group
7ro(H(21)) = Eo(21) ~ Ko(21).
Let 'ljJ E H(Co(IRn) ® 21). Then 'ljJ is viewed as a map from IRn to H(21)
which converges to the zero homomorphim at infinity and is also as a zeropointed (at the north pole) map from the one-point compacttification sn of
IRn to H(21), all of which may consist of the space nn H(21). It then follows
that
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Definition 4.9. Let 21 be a graded C* -algebra. The higher E-theory groups
of 21 are the homotopy groups of the space H(2I.):

En(2I.) = 7rn{H(21)),

n ~ 0.

The space H{21) and En(21) are functorial in 21. If cp : 21t
graded *-homomorphism, then
cp. : H(2I.I)

-4

-4

212 is a

H(212)

as cp*('l/;) = (cp ® idoc(H)) o 'lj;, and
cp. : En{2tt)

~

Eo(Co(IRn) ® 211)

-4

En(212)

Lemma 4.10. If cp : 2I. - 4 ~ is a surjective homomorphism of graded C*algebras, then the induced map cp. : H(2I.) --+ H(~) is a fibration.

Recall that a map X - 4 Y is a Serre fibration if for every map f
from a cube of any finite dimension into Y and for every lifting to X of the
restriction off to a face of the cube, there is an extension to a lifting defined
on the whole cube.
Proof. Regard H(21) as the space of Cayley transforms for 21 ® 1K{H) and
thus as the space of unitary elements. Then note that the map cp of unitary
D
groups of 21 and~ is a fibration.

The fiber of the map cp. : H(21) --+ H(~) is H('J), where 'J is the kernel
of cp. Then there is a long exact sequences:

which ends at

Eo(~).

f\s well, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence holds:

associated to the pull back 21

= 21t ffi~ 2!.2.

Products

Let 21 and ~ be unital C*-algebras. There is a product operation on
K-theory groups:
®* : Ko(2t) x Ko(~)

--+

Ko(2t) ®
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Ko(~) C

Ko(21 ® ~)

defined as [p] ®. [q] = [p ® q].
There is a map (or product) of spaces

® : H(21)

X H(~) ~

H(21 ® ~)

denoted as the same as the tensor product and defined by associating to a
pair ('l/1'.11, 'l/1'13) E H(2!) x H(~) with 'l/121 : S ~ 21 ® OC(H) and 'l/1'13 : S ~
~ ® OC(H) the composition:

S ~ S ® S 1/J~®1/J!8 (21 ® OC(H)) ® (~ ® OC(H)) ~ 21 ® ~ .® IK(H).
Taking homotopy groups we obtain pairings

®.

= ((·, ·) o ~)*: Eo(21) x

Eo(~)~

Eo(21 ® ~)

as well as

®. = {(·, ·) o ~). : Ei(21) x

E;(~) ~

Ei+;(21 ® ~)

by taking Co(IRi) ® 21 and C0 (Ri) ® ~ in the first pairing.

Example 4.11. Suppose that 21 = ~ = C. For j = 1, 2, define '1/J; : S ~
C ® OC(H) ~ OC(H) by 'l/J;(f) = f(d;) by functional calculus for some selfadjoint operators d; as in Example 4.3. Then the corresponding product of
'l/11 and 'l/12 is given by f 1-+ f(di ® 1 + 1 ® d2). This type of formula is the
standard construction of an operator, the Fredholm index of which is the
product of the indices of d1 and d2, in index theory (unchecked).
Proposition 4.12. (a) TheE-theory product®. is associative.
(b) The .E-theo,.Y product ®. is commutative in the sense that if x E
Eo(21) andy E Eo(~), and if T: 2l ® ~ ~ ~ ® 21 is the transposition (or
flip) isomorphism, then r.(x ®. y) = y ®. x in Eo(~® 21).
(c) The E-theory product is functorial in the sense that if f : 21 ~ 21'
and g : ~ ~ ~' are graded *-homomorphisms, then (f ® g).(x ®. y) =
f.(x) ®* g*(y) in Eo(21' ® ~').

Remark. In item (b), if we take x E Ei(21) andy E E;(~), then r*(x®.y)
( -l)iiy ®. x.
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=

Proof. {Added). (a) Let cp E H{21), 'lj; E H{~), and p E H(C!). The~ the
products {not tensors)
(cp ® 'l/1) ® P = ((cp ® 'l/1) ® p) o a
= (((cp®'lj;)oa)®p)oa,
cp ® ('l/1 ® p) = (cp ® ('1/J ® p)) o a
= (cp ® (('1/J ® p) o a)) o a
with (a ® id) o a = {id ® a) o ~ and those are the same as the tensor
cp ® 'lj; ®ponS® S ® S.
·
(b) The product cp ® 'lj; = (cp ® 1/;) 0 a is mapped by T toT 0 (cp ® 'lj;) 0 a,
which is equal to ('lj; ® cp) 0 a= 'lj; ® cp.
(c) The product cp ® 'lj; = (cp ® 'lf;) o a is mapped by f ® g to (f ®g) o
(cp ® 'l/1) o a, which is equal to ((f o cp) ®(go¢)) o a= f.(cp) ® g.('lf;). D
Denote by 1p E E 0 (C) the class of a homomorphism C{Jp which maps each
element f E S to f(O)p E OC(H), where pis the orthogonal projection onto
a 1-dimensional, grading degree zero subspace of H.

Proposition 4.13. If~ is any graded C*-algebra and if x E Eo(~), then
the class 1p ®. x of Eo(C ® ~) corresponds to x, under C ® ~ ~ ~.

Proof. (Added). Let 'lj; E H(~). Then cpp®'l/1 = (cpp®'l/J)oa. If a(j) = f®f,
then (cpp ® 'lf;)(f ®f)= f(O)p ® 'lf;(p), and if a(j) = u ® f + f ® u, then
(cpp ® 'lf;)(a(f)) = u(O)p ® 'l/J(f)
with Cp ® ~

5

~ ~

+ f(O)p ® 'l/J(u)
D

and some more computation.

Asymptotic morphisms for C*-algebras

Definition 5.1. (Cannes- Higson [11]). Let 2l and~ be graded C*-algebras.
An asymptotic morphism from 21 to ~ is a family of functions 'Pt : 2l --+ ~
for t E [1, oo) such that the continuity condition holds as that for all a E 2(.

'Pt(a) E Cb([1, oo), ~),

[1, oo) 3 t ~ 'Pt(a) E ~,

and the asymptotic condition holds as that for a 1 , a2, a E 2l and .A E C,
lim (cpt(ala2)- 'Pt(al)cpt(a2))

t-oo

lim (cpt(Aal

t-oo

=0

(in norm)

+ a2)- Acpt(al)- 'Pt(a2)) = 0

lim ('Pt( a*) - 'Pt( a)*) = 0.

t-oo
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If a is the grading automorphism for 2l and

lim [a(cpt(a))- <pt(a(a))]

t-+oo

We denote by (<pt) : 2l

--+

m, we assume that

=0

{in norm).

man asymptotic morphism defin.ed as above.

An asymptotic morphism (<pt) : 2l --+ mis a one-prameter family of maps
from 2l to~ which asymtotically converges to a *-homomorphism.

Definition 5.2. Two asymptotic morhisms (<pt), ('1/Jt) : 2l
totically equivalent if for all a E 2l,
lim llcpt(a)- '1/Jt(a)ll

t-+oo

--+ ~

are asymp-

= 0.

Definition 5.3. Let ~ be a graded C* -algebra. The asymptotic C* -algebra
of mis defined to be the quotient C*-algebra

which is denoted as Cq([1, oo), ~)
I= [0, 1] (homeomorphic).

=Cq(Io, m), with [1, oo)

~ /0

= (0, 1] c

·

Proposition 5.4. (Added). Up to equivalence, an asymptotic morphism
from 2l to~ is the same thing as a *-homomorphism from 2l into Cq(Io, m).
Proof. (Edited). If cp : 2l --. Cq([1, oo ), m) .is a *-homomorphism and s :
Cq([1, oo), m)--. Cb([1, oo), m) is a cross section for the quotient map from
Cb{[1, oo), m) to Cq{[1, oo), m), then we obtain an asymptotic morphism
from 2l to m by composing as

and its equivalence class is independent of the choice of a cross section.
Conversely, an asymptotic morphism can be viewed as a function from 2l
into Cb([1, oo), m), and by composing with the quotient map into Cq([1, oo), ~)
we obtain a *-homomorphism from 2l to Cq([1, oo), m) as

which depends only on the asymptotic equivalence class of the asymptotic
morphism.
0
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Now, the composition as

of a graded *-homomorphism 'l/J with an asymptotic morphism r.p given is an
asymptotic morphism from S into~® IK, with 1K. = JK.(H).

Lemma 5.5. Every asymptotic morphism from S into a graded C* -algebra
1) is asymptotic to a family of graded *-homomorphisms from S to 1J.
Proof. A *-homomorphism from S to 1J is identified with a Cayley transform
for 1), that is, a unitary in the unitalization ofi>, equal to 1 modulo 1J, which
is switched to its adjoint by the grading homomorphism.
An asymptotic morphism from S to 1) is the same up to equivalence as
a norm continuous family of elements Xt of the unitalization 1)+, equal to
1 modulo 1), which are asymptotically unitary and asymptotically switched
to their adjoints by the grading automorphism.
Such a family of asymptotic Cayley transforms can be altered to produce a family of Cayley transforms, for large t. First, replace Xt with
Yt = !(xt + a(x;)) and then unitarize by forming Ut = Yt(YtYt)-~. Note
that Yt is invertible for t large. Then Ut for t large correspond to a family
D
of *-homomorphisms.

Definition 5.6. Two asymptotic morphisms r.p 0 , r.p 1 :. 2l -v-+ ~ are homotopic if there is an asympptotic morphism r.p : 2l -v-+ C([O, 1], ~) such that
r.p(a)(O) = r.p 0 (a) and r.p(a)(1) = <p 1 (a) for a E 2l. This homotopy is an
equivalence relation and we denote by

the set of all homopopy classes of asymptotic morphisms from 21

to~-

There is a natural inclusion map from

[2l, ~]

=[2l ~ ~] ~ [2l

"""+

~]

since each *-homomorphism from 2l to~ is regarded as a constant asymptotic morphism. It follows from Lemma 5.5 that

Proposition 5. 7. If 1) is a graded C* -algebra, then
[S, i>] ~ [S

-v-+

i>]

an isomorphism.
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Asymptotic morphisms x tensor prodcuts
With t.p: 2l ® OC ~ 2l ® OC, there is the following diagram:
Eo(2l) = [8, 2l ® OC]
l

~

[S~2l®OC]

~

·101!!

li

~ [S ~ ~®OC] ~ [S,~®OC] =Eo(~).
As a conclusion, t.p : 2l ® IK
'P• : ~o(2l) -+ Eo(~).

~ ~

® OC induces an E-theory homomorphism

Lemma 5.8. Let n be a C* -algebra and let c.p : 2l ~ ~ be an asymptotic
morphism of C* -algebras. Then there is an asymptotic morphism t.p ® id :
2l®n ~ ~®n for anyn such that

(c.p ® id)t(a ®d)

= 'Pt(a) ®d.

Moreover, this formula determines t.p ® id uniquely, up to asymptotic equivalence.
Proof. Assume for simplicity that ~ and n are unital. For the non-unital
cases, consider adjoining units. There are graded *-homomorphisms from 2l
and n into the asymptotic C*-algebra Cq(Io, ~®n), determined by sending
a ~---+ 'Pt(a) ® 1 and d ~---+ 1 ®d. They graded commute and so determine a
homomorphism c.p ® id: 2l ® n -+ Cq(l0 , ~ ® n). This in turn determines
an asymptoti.c morphism <p ® id : 2l ® n ~ ~ ® n.
Two asymptotic morphisms which are asymptotic on the elementary
tensors as a® d determine *-homomorphisms into Cq(I0 , ~ ® n) which are
equal on elementary tensors, and hence equal everywhere. It follows from
this that such two asymptotic morphisms are equivalent.
0
Remark. On the argument above, it is crucial to use the maximal tensor
product as®= ®max·

Lemma 5.9. (Edited). (a) An asymptotic morphism t.p: 2l ~ ~ determines
an asymptotic morphism t.p ® id from 2l ® OC( H) to ~ ® OC( H), and hence a
E-theory group map c.p. : E 0 (2l) -+ Eo(~) is deduced.
(b) An asymptotic morphism t.p : 2l ~ ~ ® OC(H) determines an asymptotic morphism c.p ® id from 2l ® OC(H) to (~ ® OC(H)) ® OC(H), and with
OC(H) ® OC(H) ~ OC(H), hence a E-theory group map c.p. : Eo(2l) -+ Eo(~)
is deduced.
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(c) An asymptotic morphism <p : S2l .._. ~ determines an asymptotic
morphism <p®id from S2l®OC(H) to ~®OC(H), and hence a E-theory group
map <p* : Eo(2l) ---+ Eo(~) is obtained.
(d) An asymptotic morphism <p: S2l.._. ~®OC(H) determines an asymptotic morphism <p ® id from S2l ® OC(H) to (~ ® OC(H)) ® OC(H), and hence
·a E-theory group map <p* : Eo(2l) -)' Eo(~) is obtained.
Proof. As for (a) and (b),

E 0 (2l)

= [S, 2l ® OC(H)]

As for (c); if ['1/J] E

~ [S, ~ ® OC(H))

= Eo(~).

[S, 2l ® OC(H)], then the composition:

S ~ S ® S ~ S ® (2l ® OC(H)) ~ {S2l) ® IK(H)

lp2!d ~ ® OC(H)

represents a E-theory class of Eo(~).
As for {d), combine {b) and (c).

0

Bott periodicity in E-theory
May refer to Atiyah

[2].

Definition 5.10. A graded C*-algebra ~ has the rotation property if
the automorphism sending b1 ® b2 ~ ( -l) 8 b18b2 b2 ® b1, which interchanges
t}:le two factors of ~ ® ~ is homotopic to a tensor product *-homomorphism
as id ® p for some p.

m

Example 5.11. The trivially graded C*-algebra = C 0 (IRn) has this property with p = id. In this case, note that~®~~ Co(IRn) ® Co(Rn).
In fact, any trivially graded unital C* -algebra has this property with p =
id, and for the non-unital case, we consider the unitization by C. Because
any symmetry, i.e., any self-adjoint unitary is homotopic to the identity
(see (57, Proposition 4.7]). The usual filp in the trivially graded case is a
symmetry.
Theorem 5.12. Let ~ be a graded C* -algebra with the rotation property.
Suppose that there exists a class b E Eo(~) and an asymptotic morphism
a : S ® ~ .._. IK(H) such that the induced a* : Eo(~) ---+ E0 (C) maps b to
the unit class 1. Then for every C* -algebra 2l, the maps
id. ®a* : Eo(2l ® ~) ---+ EoU~t)

and {3.

are inverse to one another.
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= ®* b: Eo(2l) ---+ Eo(2l ® ~)

Proof. For any C* -algebra l!:, the following diagram commutes:

Eo(l!:) ® Eo(2l ® ~) ~ Eo(l!: ® 2l ® ~)

1

(id.®id.)®o.

Eo(l!:) ® Eo(2l)

~

Eo(l!: ® 21).

In this case, the map a. : Eo(21 ® 23) ~ Eo(21) is said to be multiplicative
in this sense. It follows with ( = C trivial that a. is left inverse to the map
{3. : Eo(2l) ~ Eo(2l ® 23) as .

a.({3.(x))

= a.(x ®.b)= x ®. a.(b) = x ®. 1 = x.

To prove that a. is also right inverse to {3. we let
a :

21 ® ~

~

23 ® 21

and

T :

23 ® 21 ® 23

~

23 ® 21 ® ~

the isomorphisms which interchange the first and last factors in the tensor
products. Note that for z E Eo(23), the diagram:

Eo(21 ® 23)

z®·l
Eo(~®21®~) ~ Eo(~®21®~)

commutes, so that a.(y) ®. z = r.(z ®. y) for y E Eo(2l ® ~). Since 23 has
the rotation property, T is homotopic to the tensor product p ® id ® id for
some p. By setting z = b we obtain

a.(y) ®. b = r.(b ®. y) = p.(b) ®. y
in Eo(23 ® 2l ® ~). Applying a. we deduce that

a.(a.(y) ®.b)
a.(p.(b) ®. y)

= a.(y) ® a.(b) = a.(y)
= p.(b) ® a.(y)

equal to

in Eo(~® 2l). Applying a. on Eo(~® 2l) we obtain that

= (a o a).(y) = y
a.(p.(b) ® a.(y)) = a.(y) ®. p.(b)
a.(a.(y))

equal to

in E 0 (2l ® ~). This shows that a. is the right inverse to the multiplication
®. by P• (b). Therefore, a. is both left and right invertible. By uniqueness
of the inverse to a. invertible, we get
{3.

= ®.b = ®p.(b)
0

as maps.
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Remark. It follows that p*(b) =b.

6

Clifford algebras as C* -algebras

We may refer to [25] of Higson, Kasparov, and Trout {unchecked in details).

Definition 6.1. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space, that
is, a real vector space with a positive definite inner product (·, ·). The complex Clifford algebra of V is the graded complex algebra (or C* -algebra
with C*-norm) generated by the unit 1 of grading degree zero and a linear
copy of V, whose elements are self-adjoint and of grading degree one, subject to the relations v 2 = llvll 2 1 = (v, v)1 for any v E V. We may write the
C*-algebra as

Cl*(V)

= C[V] = Cl*{1, V) = C1 EB C[VJ

but not graded, only as a direct sum.

Remark. The Clifford algebra Cl*(V) may be constructed from the complex
tensor product Tc(V) of V by dividing it the ideal generated by the elements
v®v -llvll 2 1 for v E V.

If the set {e 1, · · · , en} is an orthonormal basis for V, then ei are regarded
as elements of Cl* (V) such that e] = 1 and eiei + eiei = 0 if i i= j.
Indeed, note that for any x, y E V,

+ yx = (x + y) 2 - x 2 - y2
2
2
2
= (llx + Yll - llxll - IIYII )1, so that
2
2
2
eiej + eiei = (llei + eill - lleill - lleill )1
xy

if i
0
{
- 2. 1 if i

i= j,

= j.

Thus, the unit 1 and the monomials (or products) ei 1 • • • eiv with 1. ~
i1 < · · · < ip ~ n for 1 ~ p ~ n and of grading degree p (mod 2) span
Cl*(V) as a complex linear space and as a basis as

Example 6.2. The Clifford algebra Cl*(R)

= C1 EB C[R]

is isomorphic to

C 2 ~ C(1, 1) EB C(1, -1) = Cl*(R)o EB Cl*(R)~,
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where e1 = (1, -1), with the grading a on C 2 defined as idc2 EB ( -idc2) =
12 EB ( -12). The grading automorphism transposes two copies of C in C 2.
Indeed, for (x, y) E C 2,

(x, y)
a(x, y)

x+y
x-y
-(1, 1) + - -(1, -1),

==

2

2

x+y
y-x
- -(1, 1) + - -(1, -1)
2

2

·
so that

= (y, x).

Also, the grading a is not inner because the algebra is commutative.

Exercise. (Edited here). If 2l is trivially graded and unital C* -algebra,
then Eo(2l ® Cl*(R)) ~ Kt(2l).
Proof. Note that Kt (2l)

~

Ko(S2l) and

Ko((S2l)+) ~ Eo((S2l)+)

= (S, (S2l)+ ® OC] ~ (S, S2l ® OC] EB (S, C ® OC].

Hence, Kt (2l) ~ Eo(S2l). Note as well that S = Co (lit) is generated as a
C* -algebra by an even function and an odd function in S such as u and v,
and that every homomorphism <p of S into S determined by setting as cp( u)
and cp(v). This is equivalent to setting cp'(u) and cp'(v) in Cl*(IR) ~ C 2 for
cp': S--+ Cl*(IR). In this sense, we obtain Eo(S2l) ~ Eo(2t ® Cl*(JR)) (or by
other reasons).
·
D

Example 6.3. The Clifford algebra Cl*(JR2) is isomorphic to M2(C) in such
a way that
e1

so that ey

=

(~ ~)

= 12 = (1, 1) = e~

and

and e1e2

e2

= (

~i ~)

= (-i; i) the digonal matrices.

Thus

with the grading a= 12 EEl ( -12) inner, because c = ie1e2 = (1, -1), e* =
-ie2e1 = ie1e2 = c, and e2 = -(e1e2) 2 = 12, and e12c = 12 and cete = -e1.

Example 6.4. More generally, the Clifford algebra Cl*(JR 2 k) of even dimensionalJR2k is isomorphic to the matrix algebra M 2 k(C), graded by c =
ike 1 · · · e2k =I EEl (-I), while the Clifford algebra Cl*(JR2k+l) of odd dimensionalJR2k+l is isomorphic to the direct sum M 2 k (C) EEl M 2k (C), graded by
the automorphism which switches the summands. The proof is added as
Corollary 6.7 below.
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.

Definition 6.5. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space. Denote by CoCl*(V) = Co(V, Cl*(V)) the graded C*-algebra of continuous
functions from V to Cl*(V), vanishing at infinity, such that

Co(V, Cl*(V))j

= Co(V, Cl*(V)j),

j

= 0, 1.

We may call CoCl* (V) the continuous field of Clifford algebras over V.
Example 6.6. We have

Co(IR, Cl*(JR))

= Co(lR, C) Ee Co(lR, C) = Ee2 Co{1R)

with the grading automorphism switching the summands. Also,

Suppose now that U and V are finite dimensional Euclidean vector space.
Each of U and Vis a subspace of U Ee V. There are corresponding inclusion
maps from Cl*(U) and Cl*(V) to Cl*(U Ee V). Moreover, it follows that
there is an isomorphism as

Cl*(U) ® Cl*(V)

~

Cl*(U Ee V).

Proof. (Added). Define a map~ from Cl*(U) ® Cl*(V) into Cl*(U Ee V) by
sending the canonical basis as

1) = (ei, 0) + 1, <1>{1 ® /j) = (0, /j) + 1,
~(ei ® /j) = (ei, /j) + 1, <1>(1 ® 1) = (0, 0) + 1

~(ei ®

in U Ee VEe C1 C Cl*(U Ee V) and by extending by linearity and continuity.
Note that
~(ei ® 1)~(1 ® /j)

= [(ei, 0) + 1)[(0, fi) + 1] = (ei, /j) + 1
= ~(ei ® /j) = ~((ei ® 1){1 ® /j)).
0

Corollary 6. 7. (Added). The Clifford algebra Cl*(JR2k) is isomorphic to
M 2 k (C), while the Clifford algebra Cl*(JR2k+I) is isomorphic to the direct
sum·M2k(C) Ee M 2 k(C).
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Proof. We obtain
Cl*(IR2k)
Cl*(IR2k+ 1)

= Cl*(E9kiR2) ~ ®kCl*(IR2) ~ ®kM2(<C) ~ M2k(<C),

and

= Cl*(IR E9 IR2k) ~ Cl*(IR) ® Cl*(IR2k)
~ <C 2 ® M 2k(<C) ~ M 2k(C) E9 M 2k(C).
D

Proposition 6.8. Let V and W be fin~te dimensional Euclidean spaces.
There is an isomorphism of graded C* -algebras:

Co(U, Cl*(U)) ® Co(V, Cl*(V))

~

Co(U E9 V, Cl*(U E9 V))

by sending !1 ® /2 to !1 · /2 defined by (!1 · !2)(u, v) = !1(u) · !2(v).
Proof. Note that
Co(U) ® Co(V)

~

Co(U E9 V)

by sending g1 ® g2 to g1 · g2 defined by (g1 · g2)(u, v) = g1 (u)g2(v). Note as
well that U E9 V ~ U x V as a space.
Moreover, for the tensor !I® /2, the function !I·. /2 is defined as above.
Set if!(/1 ® !2) = /1 · !2· Then
if!((/1 ® /2)(gl ® g2))
if!(/1 ® !2)if!(g1 ® g2)

= it!(f1g1 ® /2g2) = figl
= (/1 . f2)(g1 . g2)

. /2g2,

(possibly in this sense). On the other hand, we obtain

Co(U, Cl*(U)) ® Co(V, Cl*(V))
~ Co(U) ® Cl*(U) ® Co(V) ® Cl*(V)
~ Co(U) ® Co(V) ® Cl*(U) ® Cl*(V)
~ Co(U E9 V) ® Cl*(U E9 V) ~ C0 (U E9 V, Cl*(U E9 V)).
D

Let g : V1 ~ V2 be an isometric isomorphism of finite dimensional Euclidean vector spaces. There is a corresponding *-isomorphism g. : Cl*(Vi) =
<C[Vi] ~ Cl*(V2) = <C[V2] and also a *-isomorphism g. : CoCl*(Vi) ~
C0 Cl*(V2) defined by g.(J)(v) = g.(J(g- 1(v))) for f E CoCl*(V1) and
v E

\12.
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Proposition 6.9. (Improved). Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean
space. The C* -algebra C0 Cl*(V) ® CoCl*(V) has the rotation property in
the sense that the flip automorphism on it is homotopic to ( -idv ).®{idv ). =
( -idv EB idv ) •.

Proof. Since
CoCl*(V) ® CoCl*(V)

~

CoCl*(V EB V),

the flip isomorphism on the tensor product corresponds to the *-automorphism
r. of C0 Cl*(V EB V) associated to the flip map T which exchanges two copies ·
of V in V EB V, that is, r( x, y) = (y, x). But T is homotopic through isometric
isomorphisms of V EB V to the map (-id v) EB id v sending (x, y) ~ (- x, y),
and thus r. is homotopic to ( -idv EB idv ). = ( -idv ). ® (idv ) •.
Indeed, note that
r =

on V EB V with

T

= r*

and r 2

uo

=

(i~v i~v)

= idvev ~

Define

(cos 0 idv - sin 0 idv)
sinOidv cosOidv

on V EB V with 0 E [0, ~]. It then follows that uor
idv.

=T

and u~ T

= (-idv) EB
0

Definition 6.10. Denote by cl = clv : V ~ Cl*(V) the (Clifford) inclusion map defined by cl(v) = v, where Vis included as a real linear subspace
of self-adjoint elements of Cl*(V).

The (Clifford) function cl : V

~

Cl*(V) is continuous. Because

The function cl does not vanish at infinity. Because for any e > 0, the set

{v

E

V

lllcl(v)ll = llvll

~

e}

is not bounded and so not compact in V. Therefore, cl ¢ C0 Cl*(V). However, if f E S = Co(~), then the function f o cl defined by

I o cl = f(cl): V

~

Cl*(V),

(! o cl)(v) = f(cl(v))

by functional calculus does belong to C0 Cl*(V). Note that cl(v)* = cl(v),
so that the spectrum a(cl(v)) is contained in ~' and hence f(cl(v)) is defined in C*(cl(v)) generated by cl(v), isomorphic to C0 (a(cl(v))) by Gelfand
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transform. Also, l(cl(v)) is approximated by polynomials with respect to
cl(v), so that the function l(cl) is continuous on V. As well, the set
{v E V llll(cl(v))ll

=

sup

ll(t)l ~ c:}

tEu(cl(v))

is compact in V. Indeed, since cl(v) 2 = llvll 2 1, we have a(cl(v) 2 ) = {llvll 2 }.
Thus, a(cl(v)) C {±llvll}.
Define a *-homomorphism {3 = f3v : S = C0 (IR) ~ C0 Cl*(V) by {3(!) =
l(clv), which we may call the Bott *-homomorphism. Check that

f3(lg)(v) = (lg)(clv)(v) = (lg)(cl(v))
= l(cl(v))g(cl(v)) = f3(1)(v){3(g)(v).
Definition 6.11. The Bott element b of Eo(CoCl*(V)) is theE-theory class
of the Bott *-homomorphism f3v : S ~ CoCl*(V) tensored wtih a rank one
projection of OC(H).
Remark. The Clifford function cl is an example of an unbounded multiplier of the C*-algebra CoCl*(V). See the last subsection as unbounded
multipliers of Section 7 below.

Example 6.12. If V = R, then we have cla(x)
Cl*(R). Hence f3ra.(l)(x) = l(x, -x).
If V = R2 , then we have

cl111•(x, y) = (x

~ iy

x ~ iy) =

(~ ~)

= cl{xe 1 ) = (x, -x) E C 2 =

E M2(1C)

~ Cl*(JR2)

with R2 ~ C. Hence

f3ra.2(1)(x, y) =I ( 0 .
X-'ty
Note that

X

+oiy) --I (-oz oz).

c·(~ ~)~c12Eac(~ ~)

and it seems that any element of it does not vanish at infinity, but it is no
problem, with f. by functional calculus as checked above.
Theorem 6.13. For every graded C* -algebra 2l. and every finite-dimensional
Euclidean space V, the B ott map:
{3: Eo(21) ~ Eo{2l. ® CoCl*(V))
defined by f3(x)

= x ®. b is an isomorphism of abelian groups.
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The theorem is proved in the next section by constructing a suitable
asymptotic morphism a and proving that a.{b) = 1.
Remark. If n is even 2k, then the Clifford algebra Cl*{I~n) is isomorphic to
M 2 k(Co(Iin)). It follows that if 2l is trivially graded, then

Eo{2l ® Cl*(IRn))
with n

= 2k.

~

Eo{2l ® Co(IRn))

Since

the theorem above implies that with n even,

7

The Dirac operator and the harmonic oscillator

We may refer to [25] of Higson, Kasparov, and Trout (unchecked in details).
The Dirac operator

Theorem 7.1. There exists an asymptotic morphism a: S ® CoCl*(V) ~
lK(H) such that the induced homomorphism a* : Eo(CoCl*(V)) __.. Eo(C)
maps the Bott element bE Eo(CoCl*(V)) to 1 E Eo(C).
The proof is completed as Corollary 7.21 below.

Definition 7.2. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space. We
assume that the algebra Cl*(V) has the Hilbert space structure such that
the monomials ei 1 • • • eip associated to an orthonormal basis {ei} of V are
orthonormal. The Hilbert space structure is indepndent of the choice of the
basis {ei} of V. Let H(V) denote the infinite dimensional complex Hilbert
space of all square integrable Cl*{V)-valued functions on V, and set

H(V) == L 2 (V, Cl*(V)) = L 2 Cl*(V).
The Hilbert space H(V) is a graded Hilbert space, with grading inherited
from Cl*(V), as H(V)i = L 2 (V, Cl*(V)i) for j = 0, 1.

Definition 7.3. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space and let
e, f E V. Define (multiplicative) linear operators on the finite dimensional
graded Hilbert space Cl*(V) by (with notation changed)

Me(x)

=e·x

and WJ(x)
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= (-1) 8 xx ·f.

Proof. (Added). Let x, y E Cl*(V) with x = xo EB Xt and y
8xj = (-I)i and 8yj = (-I)i. Then for a, (3 E C,
WJ(ax + (Jy)

= Yo EEl Yt

wtih

= WJ(axo + f3yo) + WJ(axt + (Jyl)
= (axo + f3yo)f- (ax1 + (Jyi)f
= a(xof + (-l)xif) + (J(yof + (-l)yif)
= aWJ(x) + f3WJ(y).
0

Lemma 7.4. (Added). The operator Me : Cl*(V) ~ Cl*(V) is self adjoint
while the operator W1 : Cl*(V) ~ Cl*(V) is skew adjoint.

Proof. For z

= Lj Zjej

(M;x, y)

E V,

= (x, Mzy) = (x, zy)
= Lzj(X,ejy) = Lzj(ejx,y) = (Mzx,y),
j

j

but we need to prove (x, ejy) = (ejx, y), which seems to be a bit nontrivial
{omitted). Also,

(W;x, y)

= (x, Wzy) = (x, YoZ- YIZ)
= Lzj(x,yoej)- Lzj(x,ylej)
j

j

=- L

Zj(xoej, y)

+L

Zj(XIej, y)

j

j

= (-Wzx,y),
where the proof between the second and third lines is necessary (omitted).
For instance, if V = JR., then Cl* (V) ~ Cl EB Ce1. Then
Me 1 (xi+ yel)

= xe1 + y(e1, e1)l = yl + xe1

= (!) = (~
and thus M;1

= Me 1 • Also,
We 1 (xl + ye1)

= xe1- y(e1, e1}l = -yl + xe1
= (

and hence,

~) (:) '

w; = - We
1

7)

=

(~ ~1) (:) '
0

1•
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Exercise. Let e 1, · · · , en be an orthonormal basis for V. If 1 ~ i 1 < · · · <
ip ~ n, then the number operator defined by
n

N= LWeiMei
i=1

maps the monomial eit · · · eip in Cl*(V) to (2p- n)ei 1

• • •

eip·

Proof. (Added). If V =~'then Cl*(V) ~ C1 ffi Ce1. Then
N =

Wei Mel

1 '
0 0)
0 (01 01) = (-1
= ( 01 -1)

and hence which maps 1 to -1 = (2 · 0- 1)eo and e1 to e1 = (2 · 1- 1)et
respectively.
In general, we have that if i :f= i1, · · · , i :f= ip, then

and if i = ik for some 1

~

k

~

p, then

Therefore,

Ne·'1 ···e·lp =(n-p)(-1)e·11 ... e·'P +p(e·t 1 ···e·'P )=(2p-n)e·t 1 ···e·lp '

0
Definition 7.5. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space with
n =dim V. Denote by 6(V) = 6Cl*(V) the dense subspace of H(V), comprised of Schwartz class Cl* (V)-valued functions, that are rapidly decreasing
and infinitely differentiable on V and as for partial derivatives,
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for any non-negative integers m and PI,··· ,Pn with IPI = PI + · · · + Pn·
The Dirac operator of Vis a unbounded operator Don H(V) with domain
6(V), defined by
n

(Df)(v)

8

= LWeiBv·f(v)
i=l

'

where e1, · · · , en is an orthonormal basis of V and v1, · · · , Vn are the corresponding coordinates on V.

Lemma 7.6. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space. The
Dirac operator of V is essentially self-adjoint (possibly in the sense that it
is self-adjoint on S(V)).
Iff E S = Co(JR), h E CoCl*(V), and Mh is pointwise multiplication
operator on the Hilbert space H(V) = L 2 Cl*(V), then the product f(D)Mh
is a compact operator on H ( V).
Proof By definition, it follows that
n
8
n
8
D = Lwei.
=LEi~,
8v, i=l
i=l
v,

with each Ei a skew adjoint matrix, as a constant coefficient. Under the
Fourier transform 3' as a unitary isomorphism from H(V) to H(V") with
V ~~nand V" ~ ~n with (~i)f= 1 coordinates, the operator D corresponds
to the multiplication operator D" = A 2:?:: 1 EiMei. It then follows that
D" and hence D = 3'* o D" o ~ are essentially self-adjoint. Moreover,
n

(D") ~ = <RLEiMei) 2 ~
2

i=l

n

n

=- L

WeiMeiWe;Me;~ =- L

i,j=l

~i~j~(-I)ejei

i,j=l

n

= L~l~ = 11~11 ~
2

i=l

for any~ E V" ~ ~n. It then follows that for f(x) = e-x for x E JR,
2

f(D")

= e-(1'")2 = e-llell2

as a. pointwise multiplication. Therefore, the inverse Fourier transform
2
~· f(D") = f(D) is the convolution by e-~llvll (up to a constant). It follows that if hE C 0 Cl*(V) is compactly supported on V, then f(D)Mh is a
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Hilbert-Schmidt operator, and is therefore compact. Indeed,
~(f(D)Mhg)

= (~f(D))~(hg) = f(DA)'B(hg)

so that
llf(D)Mngll = 11/(D/\)~(hg)II-

It then follows that the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of f(D)Mh is

I:

I:

llf(D)Mh9ill 2 =

llf(DA)~(hgj)ll 2

9;EH(V)

g;EH(V)

where {gj} is an orthonormal basis for H(V).
Since the set of all f E S such that f(D)Mh is compact for all such h is
2
an ideal of S, while the function e-x generates S as an ideal, the lemma is
D
proved.
Definition 7. 7. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean space. If h E
CoCl*(V) and ift E [1, oo), then define a function ht(v) = h( tv) in CoCl*(V).
Lemma 7 .8. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean space with D the
Dirac operator. For every f E S and hE CoCl*(V), we have
1
t

.

hm II[/( -D), Mht]ll = 0,

t-oo

where Mht E B(H(V)) and f( tD) is defined by the functional calculus of
unbounded operators.
Proof. By an approximation argument involving the Stone-Weierstrass theand h is smooth and
orem, it suffices to consider the case where f (x) =
compactly supported. We compute the (usual additive) commutator, where
the graded case can be done similarly,

xli

1

1

1

±'l.,y-y-±.
.,yJ = [-±
'l.
X
X
'l.
X
1
.
1
. 1
1
= --.y(x±z)-.--.(x±z)y--.

x±z

x±z
1

1

x±i

x±i

= --yx-- 1

1

x±z

1

--xy-x±i x±i

1

.,
.[y,xJ-±
= -----±
't
X
't
X
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x±z

which implies by functional calculus,

[(t- 1 D ± i/)- 1 , Mht] = (t- 1 D ± i/)- 1 [Mht' t- 1 D](t- 1D ± i/)- 1 ,
which has norm bounded by t- 1 11[Mht' D) II· Note that lx ± il ~ 1 for any
x E ~' so that I I ~ 1 for evert x E IR, and thus II (t- 1 D ± il) - 1 11 ~ 1.
Moreover, the usual commutator [Mht' D] is

xii

where the second term has norm O(t- 1 ) and the first term is compactly
supported.
0

Proposition 7.9. There is, up to equivalence, a unique asymptotic morphism (as requirecl)
Ot :

S ® CoCl*(V) "-'71K(H(V))

such that Ot(f ®h)= f(t- 1 D)Mht.
Proof. FortE [1, oo), define a linear map Ot: S ® CoCl*(V) ~ JB(H(V)) by
Ot(f®h) = /(t- 1 D)Mht· Lemma 7.8 above shows that Ot defines an asymptotic morphism from S ® CoCl*(V) to B(H(V)), and equivalently defines a
homomorphism from S ® CoCl*(V) to Cq(Io,lB(H(V))), with universality
of the tensor product. Although neither of the operators f(t- 1D) nor Mht
are compact, it follows from elementary elliptic operator theory that their
product is compact. Thus, the image of the homomorphism is contained in
the subalgebra Cq(Io, OC(H(V))) of Cq(Io, JB(H(V))).
0
Exercise. If Jt is a closed ideal of a C* -algebra 21, then there is a short
exact sequence of asymptotic algebras:
0 ~ Cq(Io, .ft) ~ Cq(Io, 2l) ~ Cq(Io, 21/.ft) ~ 0.

Proof. (Added). There is a short exact sequence of C*-algebras:
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We need to show that the following diagram commutes and is short exact
on the bottom line:
0 ~ Cb(Jo,fi.) ~ Cb(Jo,2l) ~ Cb(Io,2l/fi.) ~ 0

1

1

1

0 ~ Cq(Io,fi.) ~ Cq(Io,2l)

~

Cq(Io,2l/fi.)

~

0

D

but omitted.

The harmonic oscillator
Definition 7.10. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space.
The Clifford operator is a unbounded operator Con H(V) with domain
6(V) the Schwartz space, defined by
n

(C J)(v) =

2: viMeif(v),
i=l

where Vi are the coordinates on V corresponding to the orthonormal basis
ei of V ~ The definition of C is independent of the choice of the basis of V.

Lemma 7.11. (Added). The Clifford operator C is esentially self-adjoint
on H(V) with domain 6(V).
Thus, iff E S, then f(C) E B(H(V)) by functional calculus.

Proof. With Vi as aIR-valued function, We have
n

(C* J, g)

= (/, Cg) = L: (/, ViMeig)
i=l

n

n

i=l

i=l

= L:(MeiVif,g) = (L: MeiVif,g)
and hence

n

{C* f) (V)

= L: Mei Vi J{V) = (C f) (V).
i=l

D
Lemma 7.12. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space and let
{3 : S ~ CoCl*(V) be the Bott *-homomorphism defined by {3(!) = f o cl by
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functional calculus. If CoCl*(V) is represented on the Hilbert space H(V) =
L 2 Cl*(V) by point'll!ise multiplication operators as Me;, then the composition
S ~ C0 Cl*(V) ~ B(H(V))

maps f E S to f(C) E IB(H(V)).
Proof. (Added). We have
(M o f3)(f)~(v)

= Mp(J)~(v) = f3(f)~(v) = (! o cl)~(v)

= f(cl(v))~(v) = f(v)~(v),

and

n

f(C)~(v)

= f(LxiMeJ~(v) = f(Mv)~(v)
i=l

and both of which are equal, with v

= Mv.

D

Definition 7 .13. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space.
Define an unbounded operator B = Bv = C +Don H(V), with domain
6(V) = 6Cl*(V), by

(BJ)(v)

= (Cf)(v) + (Df)(v),

where C is the Clifford operator and D is the Diract operator, and B is
called the Bott-Dirac (or Clifford-Dirac) operator.

Example 7.14. If V

= R, then

and for v E R

and

D

a=
= Wet av

(o1 -I)
a ( o -&)
0 av = /v
0
'

and thus

B
Observe that B : 6(V)

=(

0

8
· v+ 8v

--+

v -

0

fv) .

6(V), so that B 2 is defined on 6(V).
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Proposition 7 .15. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space of
dimension n and let B = C + D as above. Within 6(V), there exists an
orthonormal basis for H(V) consisting of eigenvectors for B 2 such that
(a) their eigenvalues are nonnegative integers, and each eigenvalue has
finite multiplicity, and
(b) the zero is an eigenvalue with multiplicity one and corresponds to the
exponential eigenfunction exp(- ~ llvlf2 ) for v E V.

Proof. First, let us consider the case where V =JR. Then
B2

where (v -

d )(
dv v

+

=

d)
dv

(v

2
-

/;z - id

0

0

= v2 -

d
d + v dv
Tvv

d
- dv (vf(v))

+ 1'd

v2

d2
-di)2"

-

• h
~ Wlt
dV2"

d

+ v dvf(v)

)

'

=- f(v).

It then suffices to prove that within the Schwartz subspace of L2 (JR) there is
an orthonormal basis of eigenfunctions for the harmonic oscillator operator
for which its eigenvalues are positive integers with multiplicities
h = v2 finite and 1 is an eigenvalue with multiplicity one.
That is a well-known computation and is done as follows. Let k = v +
2
and l = v- Jv and let f1(v) = e-~v for v E JR. Then

.jp,

fv

h

= kl -

id

= lk +

id

as checked above. We have kf1 = vfi -vii= 0, so that h/1 = (lk+id)/1 =

II·
Compute that
hlf

= (v 2 -

d2
dv

d
dv

-)!
-)(v2

d3
2 d
~
3
- ! + -3!
=v f--(vf)-v
dv
dv
dv 2
d3
d
d2
d
v -2f ) - v 2 - f + - !
+
= v 3 f- (2-f
dv3 '
dv
·
dv
dv
d

d2

lhf = (v- -)(v 2 - - ) !

=
=

dv2
dv
d3
d2
d
v3 f- -(v2 f) - v -2 + - !
dv3
dv
dv
d3
d2
d
v 3f- (2vf +v2 - f ) - v -2 f + - !
dv3
dv
dv
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and thus (hl-lh)f
follows that

= 2(v- fv)f = 2lf, so that [h, l] = hl-lh = 2l. It then

[h, t 2 ]

= hl2 -l2 h = hl2 - lhl + lhl-l 2 h
= [h, l)l + l[h, l] = 2. 2l2 •

Suppose that [h, zn] = hln - znh = 2nln. Then compute

[h,zn+l]

= hzn+l

_zn+lh

= hzn+l

-lnhz + znhz-zn+lh

= [h, zn]z + zn[h, l] = 2(n + l)zn+l.
By induction, [h,ln] = 2nln.
If we define fn+l = zn ft, then

Therefore, the functions f n are eigenfunctions of the symmetric operator
h with distinct eigenvalues, and thus are orthogonal and nonzero, and they
span L 2 (IR) since each fn+l is a polynomial of degree n times /1 by induction.
So after £ 2 -normalization we obtain a required basis.
The general case follows from the the purely algebraic calculation to have

on Hp(V), where N is the number operator and Hp(V) denotes the subspace
of H(V) comprised of Cl*(V)-valued £ 2 -functions on V whose values are
linear combinations of monomials eii · · · ei, of degree p, and the set of all of
which may be denoted by cz;(V). It follows from this that an eigenbasis
for B 2 may be found by separation of variables Vi.
Indeed,

= (C+D) 2 = C2 +D2 +CD+DC.
Compute that for f E Hp(V) = L 2 Cl;(v) such as f = f(v)eit
B2

n

CDf(v) =

L ViMei(Dj)(v)
i=l
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· · · ei,,

with

so that

On the other hand,

a

n

DCJ(v) = f;W•iav/CJ)(v)

a

n

=L

n

We 1 av· (L ViMeif)(v)

j=l

J

i=l

n

= L

n

We 1 Me 1 f(v)

j=l

+L

a

n

We 1 L Vi av· (Meif)(v),

j=l

i=l

J

with

so that

n

DCf(v) = Nf(v)

+ LWjVjMe1 f(v).
j=l

Therefore, (CD+ DC)f(v) = N f(v) = (2p- n)f(v).
Compute as well that for f E Hp(V)
n

n

n

2

(C f)(v) = L ViMei L VjMe 1 f(v)
i=l

j=l

L

L

ViVjMeiMe 1 f(v)

i,j=l

n

=

=

n

ViVjf(v)( -1) 2Peiej

i,j=l

=L
i=l
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vl f(v),

and also

For (b), we compute that

=

t v?e-~llvll21- t
.

.

t= 1

n

=L
i=l

t= 1

v;e-~llvll21-

.i_( -vie-~llvll2)1- ne-~llvll21
8vi

n

L v?e-~llv1121 + ne-~llvll21- ne-~llvll21 = 0.
i=l

0
Corollary 7.16. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space. Let
B = Bv be the Bott-Dirac unbounded operator of V on H(V) = L 2 Cl*(V)
with domain 6(V) = 6Cl*(V). Then
(a) B 2 is essentially self-adjoint;
.
(b) B 2 has compact resolvent;
2
{c) The kernel of B is !-dimensional and corresponds to the exponential
function exp( -llvll 2 ).
It follows that the same holds for B as well.
Proof. {Added). For (a), it is shown that all the eigenvalues of B 2 are real
and the spectrum a(B 2 ) of B 2 is contained in IR, and hence B is self-adjoint
on 6(V).
For (b), if .X ¢ a(B2 ), then it is shown to be that {.Xl - B 2 )- 1 is compact. Indeed, by functional calculus, the operator may be identified with
the function .\_:x on a(B 2 ) with x E JR. Since a(B 2 ) is discrete, the claim
follows from a fact that compact operators are approximated by finite rank
operators in norm.
· As well, compute the inner product on 6(IR) = 6Cl*(IR) in H(IR) =
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EB2 £2(JR):

(B~,'17) = (B (~o), ("'o)) = (((v- ~)~t), ("'o))
~1

= (

(~1)
~o

(v + dv)~o

'171

'171

~)"'o)) = ( (~o) ,((v- ~)"'t)) = (~,
,((v(v-+ dv)"'1
(v + dv)"'o
~1

B"')

by integration by parts. Hence B is self-adjoint on 6(IR). More details can
D
be deduced similarly as for B 2 , but omitted.

Theorem 7.17. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space. The
composition:

S ~ S®S ~ S®C0 Cl*(V) ~ OC(H(V))
is asymptotically equivalent to the asymptotic morphism 1 : S ~ OC( H (V))
defined by 'Yt(f) = f(t- 1 B) fort~ 1.
Proof. The idea of the proof is to check the equivalence of the asymptotic
2
morphisms Ot o {id ®,B) o .6. and "Y on the generators u(x) = e-x and v(x) =
2
xe-x of S = Co(I~) (but we should use u(x) = e-lxl and v(x) = xe-lxl for
using .6., and then the story in what follows seems to be modified suitably).
282
and
We then have 'Yt(u) = e-t-

(at o {id ®,B) o Ll)u

= nt o {id ® ,B)(u ® u) = Ot(u ® ,B(u))

= Ot( u ®. e-c2 ) = e- t-2v2 e- t-2c2
(corrected). Then we need to know that e- 882 = e-sH is asymptotic to
2
2
e-sD e-sC for 0 < s = t- 1 ~ 1. For this purpose we invoke the next
D
proposition below. The rest of the proof is to be continued below.

Proposition 7.18. (Mehler's formula). Let V be a finite dimensional
Euclidean space and let C and D be the Clifford and Dirac operators for
V. Then the operators D 2, C 2, and C2 + D 2 are essentially self-adjoint on
H(V), with domain 6(V), and if s > 0, then
e-s(C2+D 2)

= e-~st(s)C

2

= e-~st(s)D
where
81 ( S )

cosh{2s)- 1
s!nh{2s)

=-~......;._-

2

e-s 2 (s)D 2 e-~s 1 (s)C 2

e-s2(s)C2 e-~s 1 (s)D 2

and
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82 ( s )

'

_ sinh(2s)
.
2
-

Proof. See for example [12] (the lacking item not checked).
Note that the second identity follows from the fisrt by taking the Fourier
transform on L 2 (R), which interchanges the operators C 2 and D 2 •
(Added as follows). Compute the inner product for f E Hp(V), g E
Hq(V) in H(V) :::: L 2 Cl*(V):
n

2

(C /,g)

n

= (L: vt J, g) = (f, L
i=1

2

(D J,g)

vfg)

= (/, C 2 g),

and

i=1
n

~

n

~

= (- L 8v~f,g) = (/,- L 8v~g) = (J,D2g),
i=1

i=1

'l.

'l.

by integration by parts, which also follow from C and D being self-adjoint.
If V = 11!, then C 2 = v2 and D 2 =
But the rest is somewhat non
0
trivial.

-£.

Lemma 7.19. If X is any unbounded self-adjoint operator, then there are
.
.
1 (t)X2
1 t-2 X2
(t)X2
t-2x2
asymptotzc
equzvalences:
e-2r1
~ e-2
, e-1"2
~ e, and
t-1 X e-!rl(t)X2

rv

t-1 xe-!t-2X2'

t-1 xe-1"2(t)X2 ~ t-1 xe-t-2X2'

where
_ cosh(2t- 2 ) - 1 _ ( _ 2 )
71 (t ) sinh(2t- 2 ) - 81 t
and the asymptotic equivalence ~ means that the differences between the left
and right sides in the equivalence relations above converge to zero in norm
as t ~ oo.
Proof By the spectral theorem (or functional calculus) it suffices to consider
the same problem with the self-adjoint operator X replaced by a real variable
x and the operator norm replaced by the supremum norm on Co(lR). Then
the lemma is a simple calculus exercise, based on the Taylor series of r1(t)
and r2(t) as t- 2 + o(t-2).
(Added). For convenience, set Pi(s) = Tj(s- 1) for s > 0. Note that
sinh(2s 2 )
e282 - e- 282
P2(s) =
= - -4- 2
= ~ oo (2n 8 2n _ (-1)n2n 8 2n)
n!
n!

42:

n=O

- 1

00

22n+1 s2(2n+l) -

- 2" ~ (2n + l)!

2

2

- s + o(s ) (s-> +0),
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and also
P1(s)

=

cosh(2s2) - 1
sinh(2s2)

2
2
e2s + e- 2 s - 2
e2s2- e-2s2

=

2 = 2s2 + o(s2) (s~ +0).
= 2 + 8s4 + o(s4)2
4s 2 + o(s )

Hence, possibly, r 1(t) may be replaced with ~T1 (t) to have the same Taylor
[]
series as r2(t).
Lemma 7.20. If f,9 E S

= Co(IR),

then

lim ll[f(t- 1 C),9(t- 1 D)} II= 0,

t-oo

where C and D are the Clifford and Dirac operators for V as Rn.
Proof. For any f E S fixed (and for f* as well, probably), the set of all
9 E S for which the lemma holds becomes a C*-subalgebra of Co(IR).
Indeed, for such 91, 92 E S and o E C, we have

II [f(t- 1C), 91 (t- 1D)+ 092(t- 1D)]ll
:5 ll[f(t- 1C), 91 (t- 1 D)]ll + lolll[f(t- 1 C), 92(t- 1D)) II,
and
and if such 9n converges to 9 E S, then
ll[f(t- 1 C), 9(t- 1D))ll

= ll[f(t- 1C), (9- 9n)(t- 1D) + 9n(t- 1 D)]II
:5 ll[f(t- 1 C), (9- 9n)(t- 1 D)] II+ ll[f(t- 1 C), 9n(t- 1 D)]ll.

By the Stone-Weiesrstrass theorem it suffices to prove the lemma when
Furthermore, it suffices to consider
9 is one of the resolvent functions
the case where f is a smooth function with support compact. In this case.
the norm ll(f(t- 1 C), (t- 1 D±i)- 1 ]11 is estimated as follows (corrected). Note
that

xii.

1 ( 1 )
1
x±i = ±i 1=Fix
1

= ±i

=

1
±i

00

L
n=O

(±ix)n
n!

+ x + o(x) (x ~ 0).
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Hence, if t is large enough, then the norm is close to ·

~i 1 + t- 1D]ll = ll[/(t- 1C), t- 1D]ll

ll(f(t- 1 C),

=

t- 1 11 [/(t- 1 C), D] II·

Moreover, since f is smooth, its Taylor expansion at zero is

f(x) =

oo j(n) {0)

L

n.1

n=O

(x ~ 0).

xn = /(0) + f'(O)x + o(x)

Therefore, if tis large enough, then·the norm ll[/(t- 1 C), D]ll is close to

11[/(0)1 + !'(O)t- 1C, D]ll = t- 1 /'(O)II[C, D]ll
(corrected), which goes to zero as t

~

oo.

0

Proof. (For Theorem 7.17 above, continued). Since the number operator N
commutes with C 2 ~nd D 2 , we obtain
e-t-

28 2 _

-e -t-

2 (C 2+D2+N) _

-e -t-

2 (C2+D 2) - r 2N

e

.

By Mehler's formula as Proposition 7.18 above,

e-t-

28 2

=e -lst(t2

2)C2 -s2(t- 2)D2 -ls 1(t- 2)C2 -t- 2 N

e

e

e

2

2
2
2
2
=e -1TI(t)C -~(t)D -1Tt(t)C -t- N

e

2

e

2

e

.

It follows from Lemma 7.19 that

as t

~

oo. Since the right hand side above is equal to

-lr2C2 -t-2D2
e
{e 2

= [e-l(t-1C)2
2

,

e

-e -t-2D2 e_!t-2C2
2
+e -t-2D2 e _!t-2C2}
2
e_!r2C2
2
e -t-2N

-(t-1D)2] _!t-2C2 -t-2N

e

e

2

it follows from Lemma 7.20 that

as t

~

oo (corrected), and that similarly,
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+ +e

-t-2D2 -t-2C2 -t-2N

e

e

,

2

as t ---+ oo, where e-t- N converge in norm to the identity operator since the
operator N is bounded.
2 2
2 2
We then have shown that (at o (id ® {3) o ~)u' = e-t- D e-t- C and
282
are asymptotic on one another.
lt(u) = e-t
A similar computation shows that (at o (id ® {3) o ~)v and rt(v) are
2
asymptotic to one another, for v(x) = xe-x •
282
and
Indeed, lt(v) = t- 1 Be-t-

(at o (id ® {3) o ~)v =at o (id ® {3)(v ® v) = at(V ® {3(v))
C e-C2) -- t-1D e-t-2D2t-1C e-t-2C2 .
'CY
-- at ( v 10\
0

The rest is omitted, but it seems to be non trivial.

Corollary 7.21. The homomorphism a,.; : Eo(CoCl*(V))
the element bE Eo(CoCl*(V)) to the element 1 E Eo(C).

---+

Eo(C) maps

Proof. The class a.(b) is represented by the composition at(!® !3(!)) with
{3(!) = f(C) = b for some f E S. By Theorem 7.17, this composition
is asymptotic to the asymptotic morphism It(!) = f(t- 1 B) as t ---+ oo.
But each map It is a *-homomorphism, so that the asymptotic morphism
1 = (It) is homotopic to the *-homomorphism 11 : f---+ f(B). Now denote
by p the projection onto the kernel of B. Define a homotopy

/(8B),

if 8

f.... { e(~)p ~).
proving that a.(b)

= t- 1 E (0, 1],

if 8 = 0

= 1, where index( B)= dim ker(B) = dimp =

1.

0

Proof. (For Theorem 6.13, added). It follows from that there is an E-theory
homomorphism
id. ®.a. : Eo(2l ® CoCl*(V))

---+

Eo(2l ®C)

=

which maps the class x®.b to x®1 = x. Hence, we obtain (id.®.a.)o{3(x)
x and as well {3 o (id. ®. a.)(x ®*b) = x ®*b. It then says that the maps {3
0·
and (id. ®*a*) are isomorphisms in this sense.

Unbounded multipliers as an appexdix.
Any C*-algebra 2l may be regarded as a right Hilbert module over 21.
May refer to Lance [39] or [57]. An unbounded (essentially self-adjoint)
multiplier of 21 is an essentially self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert module
21 in the following sense (compare [39, Chapter 9]):
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Definition 7 .22. Let 2l be a C* -algebra and let E be a Hilbert right 2l. module. An essentially self-adjoint operator on E is an 2!-linere map T from
a dense ~-submodule Er of E into E such that
(a) (Tv, w) = (v, Tw) for all v, wE ET.
(b) The operator I + T 2 with I ·= id is densely defined and has dense
range.

r-

If T is essentially self-adjoint, then the closure
ofT with the graph
as the closure of the graph of T is self-adjoint, and regular in the sense that

r- ± il are bijections from the domain of r-

toE, and that the inverses

iJ)- 1

(T- ±
are adjoints of one another.
If T is essentially self-adjoint, then there is a functional calculus *-

homo-morphism <p from S = 0 0 (JR) into the bounded, adjointable operators
onE such that r.p(xii) = (T- ± iJ)- 1 •
In the case where E = 2l, if the densely defined operators (T- ± iJ)- 1
are given by right multiplication with elements· of 2l, then the functional
calculus homomorphism <p maps S into 2l (acting on 2l. as right multiplication
operators). If 2! is graded, if the domain DT ofT is graded, and if T has
odd grading degree as a map from DT graded into 2t graded, then <p is a
graded *-homomorphism.
Example 7.23. If 2l = S, then the operator X: f(x) -+ xf(x) defined on
compact supported functions of Sis essentially self-adjoint.
Lemma 7 .24. If Xj are essentially self-adjoint multipliers of C* -algebras
2lj for j = 0, 1, then the operator (X1 ®1)+(1®X2) with domain Dx 1 ®Dx2
(not completed) is an essentially self-adjoint multiplier of211 ® 2l2.
Example 7.2.5. Using the lemma above we can defin~ ll.: S-+ S ® S by
ll.(f) = f((X ® 1) + (1 ®X)) (in another way without using the method
mentioned before).

(This subsection is not well checked, but a point to notice is to treat the
domain well).

8

The bivariant E or EE-theory with two variables

May refer to Kasparov [29], [30], and [31] as well as Connes-Higson (11] and
Quentner-Higson-Trout [16] as a modification of the Kasparov KK-theory.
The bivariant E or EE-theory groups
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Definition 8.1. Let 21 and ~ be separable graded C*-algebras. We denote by E(2t, ~) = EE(2!, ~) the set of all homotopy classes of asymptotic
morphisms from S ® 2l ®OCto~® IK. Thus,
E(2l, ~) = (S ® 2l ® IK -v-+

~

® IK].

Example 8.2. Each *-homomorphism <p from 21 to~' or more generally,
each *-homomorphism <p from S ® 21 ® IK to ~ ® IK determines an element
of E(2t, ~). This class depends only on the homotopy class of <p, and is
denoted as (<p) E E(2l, ~).
An operation of addition for the set E(21, ~) is given by direct sum of
asymptotic morphisms, and the zero asymptotic morphism provides the zero
element for this addition.

Lemma 8.3. The abelian monoid E(21, ~) by addition is an abelian group,
and may be called the E or EE-theory group of 2l and ~ .
. Proof. Let <p; S ® 2l ® IK(H) -v-+
Define an asymptotic morphism

<p 0 P : 8

®

~ ®

IK(H) be an asymptotic morphism.

2l ® OC(H)

-v-+

~ ®

IK(H0 P)

by <p~P(x) = <pt(a(x)), where a is a grading automorphism.
asymptotic morphism

<P 8 : S ® S ® 2l ® OC(H)
<Ps(l ® x) =I
t

-v-+

~®

JK(H EB H 0 P),

Define an

where

0)
(08 08) (<pt(x)
0
<p~P(x)

I

E S, x E S ® 2! ® IK(H), and s E [0, 1], t E (1, oo). By composing
-+ S ® S we obtain a homotopy of
asymptotic morphisms

for

<P 8 with the comultiplication 6. : S

<P 8 o (6. ® id) : S ® 21 ® JK(H)

-v-+

~®

IK(H EB H 0 P)

connecting <p EB <p 0 P and the zero asymptotic morphism.

D

Remark. The above argument provides another proof that the E and Ktheory groups with one variable are in fact groups.
If p is a rank-one projection of IK(H), then by composing asymptotic
morphisms <p with the *-homomorphism ( ·) ® p from S ® 2l to S ® 21 ® IK( H)
by sending f ®a to f ®a® p we obtain a map of sets or of abelian groups:

[S ® 2l ® OC(H)

-v-+

~®

IK(H)]

with [<p] ~ [((·) ® p) o <p].
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-+

[S ® 2l

-v-+

23 ® JK(H)]

Lemma 8.4. The above map sending [cp] to [( (·) ® p) o cp] is a bijection.

Proof. The inverse is given by taking tensor product with the identity map
on IK(H). That is,
(®oc(H))* : [S ® 21-+ ~ ® IK(H)] ~ [S ® 21 ® IK(H)-+ ~ ® IK(H)]
with

[7/J]

..--+

[7/J ® idoc(H)l·

[((·) ® p)

o

It follows that

(,P ® idoc(H))]

= [7/J]

and

[(((·) ® p)

o

cp) ® idoc(H)J

= [cpJ.
D

The E-theory groups E(21, ~) defined above are contn}variantly functorial in 21 and covariantly functorial in ~ on the category of graded C*algebras, in the sense as follows (added):
If p : 211 ---+ 212 is a graded *-homomorphism, then

is induced as p* [cp]

= [cp o p] and precisely,

S ® 211 ® IK(H)
If p:

~ 1 ---+ ~2

ids®p®idK(H)

S ® 212 ® OC(H) !:.., ~ ® OC(H).

is a graded *-homo~orphism, then

P• : E(21, ~1) ~ E(21, ~2)
is induced as

p.(cp)

= [p o cp) as

S ® 21 ® IK(H) !:.., ~1 ® OC(H) ~ ~2 ® OC(H).

Proposition 8.5. The functor E(C, ~) on the category of graded C*-algebras
is naturally isomorphic to Eo(~)~ Ko(~).

Proof This follows from Proposition 5. 7 and Lemma 8.4.
(Added). Indeed, wehave

E(C, ~) = [S ® C ® OC(H) -+ ~ ® OC(H)]
~ [S ®C-+ ~ ® OC(H)]
~ [S-+ ~ ® OC(H)]
~ [S, ~ ® OC(H)] =Eo(~).

0
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Composition of asymptotic morphisms
As the main feature of the baivariant E-theo~y, there is a bilinear composition law as

E(~, ~) x E(~, <!) ~ E(2l, <!)
as

®~(a,

,B)

=a®~

E(21, ~)

X

,8, which is associative in the sense that the diagram

E(~, <!)

(id,®d

X

E(<!, j)) (®~,id) E(~, <!)

X

E(<!, 11)

1

1

®<!:

E(2!, 11)

E(~, ~) x E(~, 11)

is commutative. We may call the operation theE or EE-theory product as
the Kasparov KK-theory product in KK-theory. It is obtained below in the
subsection: TheE-theory category.
As an idea to compute (indirectly) the K-theory groups of a C*-algebra
~' we may find a C* -algebra ~ with computable K-theory groups such that
there are E-theory elements a E E(~, ~) and {3 E E(~, ~) such that
a®~ {3

= [id 21] E E(~, 2!)

In other words, 2l and

Ko(2l)

~

~

Eo(2l)

and

{3 ®2t a

= [id~] E E(~, ~).

are E-theory equivalent. Then
~

E(C, 2l) ~ E(C, ~)~Eo(~)~ Ko(~)

in the middle by theE-theory product of either ®2to or ®~{3.
May refer to [16] for some details in this subsection.
As did previously, recall that an asymptotic morphism (cpt) : 2l
·
defines a *-homomorphism
cp: 21 ~ (Cqlo)(~)

"-"'+

~

= Cq(Io, ~) = (Cb /Co)((O, 1], ~),

and two asymptotic morphisms from~ to ~ define the same *-homomorphism
from ~ to Cq(Io, ~) if and only if they are asymptotically equivalent.
The asymptotic algebra construction is a functor as ~ 1-+ Cq(I0 , ~),
since a *-homomorphism 1/J from ~ to ~ induces a *-homomorphism from
Cq(Io, ~) to Cq(Io, ~) by composition, with the following commutative:

c

~

1®{·)

1

11®{·)

(Cb /Co)((O, 1], ~) ~ (Cb /Co)((O, 1], ~).
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Definition 8.6. Define the asymptotic functors inductively by (Cqlo) 0 (~) =
((Cb /Co)Io) 0 (~) = ~ and
(Cqlo)n(~)

= ((Cb /Co)Io)n(~) = (Cb /Co)Io(((Cb /Co)Io)n-l(~)).

Two *-homomorphisms cp0 , cp 1 : ~ ---+ (Cqlo)n(~) are n-homotopic if there
exists a *-homomorphism ~ : ~ ---+ (Cqlo)n(C([O, 1], ~)) such that cp 0 and
cp 1 are recovered respectively as the compositions:
~ ~ (Cqlo)n(C([O, 1], ~))

evo,evi

(Cqlo)n(~),

where evo and ev1 are evaluations at 0 and 1 in [0, 1].

Lemma 8.7. ([16]). The relation of being n-homotopic for the set of all
. *-homomorphisms from~ to (Cqlo)n(~) is an equivalence relation.
Definition 8.8. For graded C*-algebras ~and~' denote by[~, (Cqlo)n(~)]n
the set of n-homotopy classes of *-homomorphisms from~ to (Cqlo)n(~).

Example 8.9. Observe that
[21, (Cqlo) 0 (~)]o

= [21, ~],

and

[21, (Cqlo)(~)h

= [21 ~ ~].

Remark. The relation of n- homotopy is not the same as homotopy. Homotopic *-homomorphisms from 21 into (Cqlo)n(~) are n-homotopic, but
not vice-versa, in general. There is a natural transformation T1 of functors, from (Cqlo)n(~) to (Cqlo)n+l(~), defined by including (Cqlo)n(~)
into (Cqlo)n+l(~) = (Cqlo)(Cqlo)n(~) as constant functions on Io. There
is another natural transformation T2, defined by including~ into Cqlo(~)
as constant functions and then applying the functor (Cqlo)n(·) to this inclusion. Both natrual transformations are compatible with homotopy in the
sense that:

Lemma 8.10. ([16]). The above natural transformations T1 and T2 define
the same map from [21, (Cqlo)n(~)]n to [21, (Cqlo)n+l (~)]n+l·
Proof. (Added). Note that we have the following commutative diagram:

II
21

Tll T2
Tlo'P,Tlo'I/J

(Cqlo)n+l(~).

T2o!p,T2o'I/J

It then be proved that if [cp) = [1/1], then [T1 ocp) = [T1 o,P] and [T2ocp] = [T2o,P],
and as well, both of which are equal.
D
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Definition 8.11. Let 21 and 2) be graded C*-algebr~. We denote by
[21, (Cqlo) 00 (2))] 00 the direct limit of the directed system of [2l, (Cqlo)n(2))]n
with the connecting map in Lemma 8.10 above:

We may call the elements of the set [21, (Cqlo) 00 (2))]oo oo-homotopy classes.

Proposition 8.12. ([16]). Let<p: 2l ~ (Cqlo)n(~) and'lj;: 2) ~ (Cqlo)m(<!:)
be *-homomorphisms. Then the class of the composite *-homomorphism:
2l ~ (Cqlo)n(2)) ~ (Cqlo)n((Cqlo)m(<!:))

= (Cqlo)n+m(<!:)

in the set [21, (Cqlo) 00 (<!:)]oo depends only on the class of<p in the direct limit
set [21, (Cqlo) 00 (~)] 00 and the class of'lj; in the set[~, (Cqlo) 00 (<!:)] 00 •
The composition law:

is so defined and is associative as

[P[oo(['l/J]oo [<p]oo)

= ([P]oo['l/J]oo)[<p]oo = [p o 1/J o cp]oo

in [2l, {Cqlo) 00 (~)] 00 , with [1/J]oo[<p]~
and for p E <!:--+ (Cqlo) 1 (~).

= [1/J o <p]oo

and [P]oo['l/J]oo

= [p o 1/J]oo,

·

Exercise. The class of the identity *-homomorphism from 2l to 21 in
[21, (Cqlo) 00 (2l)]oo serves as an identity morphism for the above composition law.
Proof. (Added). Consider the compositions:

Since <p o id = <p and id o 'lj; = 'lj; in the sense above, we have [<p] 00 =
(<poid] 00 = [<p] 00 [id]oo in [21, (Cqlo) 00 (2))]oo and [1/J]oo = [ido'l/J]oo = [id] 00 [1/J]oo
in [~, ( Cqlo) 00 (2l)] 00 •
0

Definition 8.13. The asymptotic category for graded C* -algebras is defined to be the category where objects are graded C* -algebras 2l and ~'
morphisms are classes of the sets [2l, ( Cqlo)~(~)] 00 , and identity morphisms
are the classes of identity *-homomorphisms for 21, and the composition law
is given as done above.
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Observe that there is a functor from the category of graded C* -algebras
and *-homomorphisms into the asymptotic category, which is the identity
on objects and which assigns to a *-homomorphisms t.p : ~ ---+- ~ its class
(l.fJ]oo in [~, (Cqlo) 00 (~)]oo·
Exercise. The K-theory viewed as functors from graded C* -algeras and *homomorphisms to abelian groups factors through the asymptotic category.

Proof. (Added). This is done as that the following diagram commutes:
~ [~, ~]

= [~, (Cqlo)

0

(~)] ~ [~, (Cqlo) 00 (~)]oo

l

[·1·1
H(Ko(~), Ko(~))

=

Hom(Ko(~), Ko(~))

=

((·)oo)•

H(Ko(21), Ko(~)),

where H(~, ~) = Hom(~,~) and (l.fJ)* = t.p* is the induced map on Ktheory groups by a *-homomorphism t.p E Hom(~,~) and as well, [l.fJ]* and
([l.fJ]oo)* are induced by the homotopy class [l.fJ] and the co-homotopy class
[l.fJ]oo respectively.
0

Operations
Definition 8.14. Let F be a functor from the category of graded C*algebras and *-homomorphisms to itself. If ~ is a graded C* -algebra and
F(f) E F(C([O, 1], ~)) = F(~[O, 1]), then define a function (Foev)(f) from
[0, 1] into F(~) by (F o ev)(f)(t) = F(evt(f)) = F(evt)F(J), where evt :
~[0, 1) ---+- ~ is the evaluation map at t E [0, 1) and F(evt) : F(~[O, 1]) -+F(~) is the induced morphism from evt by F as

C([O, 1], ~)

Fl
F(~[O, 1]) ~ F(~),
where note that F(f) may not be unique at all as a function F(·) on ~(0, 1].
The functor F is continuous if (F o ev)(/) is continuous on [0, 1] for every
~ and every F(f) E F(~[O, 1]).

Example 8.15. The maximal and minimal tensor products as functors as
®~ : 21 ~----+- 21 ® ~ and ®min~ : 2l ---+- 2l ®min ~ are continuous.
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Proof. (Added). We have the commutative diagram as

C([O, 1), 21)

®231
C([O, 1], 21) ® ~

21®~,

with C([O, 1], 21) ® ~ ~ (21 ® ~)[0, 1], as required. Since C([O, 1]) is nuclear,
D
its minimal and maximal tensor products coincide.
Definition 8.16. An operation from the category of graded C*-algebras to
itself, viewed as a functor F, is said to be exact if for every short exact
sequence of graded C* -algebras:
0 --+ 'J

--+

21

--+

21/'J

--+

0,

there is the induced short exact sequence:

0 --+ F('J)

--+

F(21)

--+

F(21/'J) --+ 0.

Example 8.17. The operation taking the maximal tensor product for any
~ as ®max~ : 21 --+ 21 ®max ~ is exact as a functor.
In contrast, the operation taking the minimal tensor product for some
~ (corrected) as ®min~ : 21 --+ 21 ®min~ is not exact as a functor. Note
that if ~ is nuclear, by definition, 21 ®min ~ = 21 ®max ~ for every 21, so
that ®min~ is exact. May refer to Simon Wassermann (the lacking item not
cited but see [35]).
If F is a continuous functor as mentioned above, then there is a natural

transformation:
T: F(~[O, 1])

= F(~ ® C([O, 1])) --+ F(~)[O, 1] = F(~) ® C([O, 1])

with
F

®C{[O,l])

----+
®C([O,l]}

F(~) ® C((O, ~])

1

~ ® C([O, 1]) ~ F(~ ® C([O, 1]))

F(~ ®

'T

C([O, 1])).

By the same process, there are also natural transformations:

Tb: F(Cb([1, oo), ~)

= F(Cb Io(~))--+ Cb((1, oo), F(~)) = Cb I0 (F(~))

To: F(Co([1, oo), ~)

= F(Colo(~))--+ Co([1, oo), F(~)) = Colo(F(~)).
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and

In addition, ifF is an exact continuous functor, then we obtain an induced
map Tq from F(Cqlo(93)) to Cqlo(F(93)) as Tq(q(x)) = q'(Tb(x)), where
0 ~ F(Colo(93))

I
0

To
------t

------t

F(Cblo(93)) ~ F(Cqlo(93))

1

Tb

Colo(F(93))

------t

1

------t

1

I

Tq

Cblo(F(~)) ~ Cqlo(F(93))

0

------t

0.

Proposition 8.18. ([16]). Let F be an exact, continuous functor on the category of graded C* -algebras and *-homomorphisms. To each *-homomorphism
<p: 2l ~ (Cqlo)n(93), the composition assigned:
F(2l)

~ F((Cqlo)n(93)) ~ (Cqlo)nF(93)

defines a functor on the asymptotic category.
Proof. (Added). It says that the following diagram is induced:

[F{·))n

1

1

(F{·))oo

[F(2l), (Cqlo)n(F(93))]n

------t

[F(2l), (Cqlo) 00 (F(93))]oo·

0
Applying this to the maximal tensor product functor, we obtain
Proposition 8.19. ([16]). There is the maximal tensor product functor on
the asymptotic category.
Proof. (Added). It says that the following diagram is induced:

(®l!)n

1

1

(®l!)oo

[2l ® <!:, (Cqlo)n(93 ® <!:)]n

------t

[2l ® <!:, (Cqlo) 00 (93 ® <!:)]oo·

0
Definition 8.20. The amplified asymptotic category for graded C*algebras is the category where objects are graded C* -algebras 2l and ~
and morphisms from 2l to~ are the elements of [S®2l, (Cqlo) 00 (~)] 00 • The
composition of morphisms [<fJ]oo : 2l ~ ~ and ['l/J]oo : 93 ~ <!: is given by the
following composition of morphisms in the asymptotic category:
S ® 2l [~®id)oo S ® S ® 2l [id®«p)oo S ® 93 ~ (.
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The E-theory category
As the main technical theorem in E-theory,
Theorem 8.21. ([16]). Let Q1 and~ be graded C* -algebras and assume that
00
Q1 is separable. Then the natural map from [Ql, (Cqlo)(~)h to [Ql, (Cqlo) (~)]oo
is a bijection.
Thus, every morphism from Q1 to ~ in the asymptotic category is represented by a unique homotopy class of asymptotic morphisms from Q1 to
~.

It follows from Definition 8.1 and Theorem 8.21 that theE or EE-theory
group may be identified with the set of morphisms in the amplified asymptotic category from 2l ® OC( H) to ~ ® OC( H), as

E(2l, ~)

~

[S ® Q1 ® OC(H), (Cqlo)(~ ® OC(H))]I.

Consequently, we obtain a pairing
E(Qi, ~) x E(~, ~) ~ E{2l, ~)
by the composition law in the asymptotic category from 2l ® OC(H) to~®
IK(H) to~® IK(H), which may be called theE or EE-theory product.
Theorem 8.22. The E or EE-theory groups E(2!, ~) become the groups
of morphisms in an additive category <E with objects separable graded C*algebras, called the E-theory category.
There is a functor from the homotopy category of separable graded C*algebra and graded *-homomorphisms into the category <E, which is the identity on objects.
Remark. If <p : Q1 --+ ~ is a *-homomorphism and if 1/J : ~ ~ ~ is an
asymptotic morphism, then the E-theory classes (cp] E E(2!, ~) and [1/J] E
E(~,_ (!) are defined. In addition, an asymptotic morphism from 2l to ~
is defined as the composition that may be denoted by 1/J o <p, and so [1/J o
<p] E E(2l, ~) with [1/J o cp] = [<p] ® [1/J] as an E-theory product. The same
also holds for compositions of cp as an asymptotic morphism and 1/J as a
*-homomorphism and for the same compositions in the amplified category.
The tensor product functor on the asymptotic category for graded C*algebras extends to the amplified asymptotic category as:

2l

[cp]oo

----+

l®C!:

®C!:l
2!®~

~

[IP®id]oo=[IP]oo®C!:
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~®~

for any [cp] 00 E [S ® 21, (Cqlo) 00 (~)] 00 , so that
[cp ® id]oo

= (cp]oo ® ~. E [S ® 21 ® ~' (Cqlo)

00

(~ ® ~)] 00 •

Theorem 8.23. There is a functorial maximal tensor product on the Etheory category <E which is compatible with the maximal tensor product on
C* -algebras via the functor from the category of separable graded C* -algebras
and graded *-homomorphisms into theE-theory category.
Proof (Added). It says that the following diagram commutes:
[cp]
~

21 ® ~ (cp®id]=[cp]®e: ~ ® Q:
for [cp] E E(2t, ~), so that
[cp ® id]

= (cp] ® ~ E E(21 ® Q:, ~ ® Q:).
D

The minimal tensor product does not carry over to the E-theory category.

Definition 8.24. A graded C* -algebra
sequence of graded C* -algebras: 0 ~ J

~

is exact if for every short exact
-+ 21 ~ 21/'J ~ 0, the sequence of

minimal tensor products:
0 ~ 'J ®min ~ ~ 21 ®min ~ -+ (21/'J) ®min ~ ~ 0

is exact.
In other words, ~ is exact if and only if the minimal tensor product
functor for graded C*-algebaras: ®min~: 21 ~ 21®min ~-is exact.

Theorem 8.25. Let~ be an exact, separable graded C* -algebra. Then there
is a minimal tensor product functor ®min~ on the E-theory category <E.
In particular, if21 1 and 212 are isomorphic in theE-theory category, then
211 ®min~ and 2!2 ®min~ are isomorphic there too.
Proof. (Added). It follows that the following diagram commutes:
[cp]
~
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for (cp)

E E(~I, 2l2),

so that

(cp ® id] = (cp) ® ~

E E(2l1 ® ~, 2l2 ® ~).

If the E-theory class [cp] is an E or EE-theory equivalence in the same
0
sense as the KK-theory equivalence, then so is (cp ® id) = (cp) ® ~.

A return to Bott periodicity
Definition 8.26. Let V be a finite dimensional Euclidean vector space.
Denote by [,B] E E(C, C0 Cl*(V)) theE-theory class of the *-homomorphism
,B : S --+ C0 Cl*(V) ·defined by ,B(f) = f(cl), with cl : V --+ Cl*(V) the
inclusion map. Denote by [a] E E(CoCl*(V), C) theE-theory class of the
asymptotic morphism a: S ® CoCl*(V) -v-+ IK(H(V)) defined as at(!® h)=
J( t- 1 D)Mht.
Proposition 8.27. The following composition in theE-theory

category~:

C ~ CoCl*(V) ~ C
is the identity morphism from C to C.
Proof. This follows from Remark after Theorem 8.22 and Theorem 7.17, as
in the proof of Corollary 7.21.
(Added). Note that [,B) ® [a] = [a o ,8] E E(C, C) and that E(C, C) ~
E 0 (C) ~ Z. It is proved that the composition of ,B and a induces the trivial
~~~cl~.
0

As the basic result in E-theory,
Theorem 8.28. The morphisms [a] : CoCl* (V) --+ C and [,B] : C
CoCl*(V) in the E-theory category are mutual inverses.

--+

Proof. A small variation of the rotation argument mentioned before proves
the statement.
It is shown that [a] is right invertible as well, and so is invertible with
[,8] as inverse.
0

In other _words, C and C0 Cl*(V) are E or EE-theory equivalent.
Excision as the six term exact sequence in E-theory
Definition 8.29. Let 21 be a C* -algebra. The suspension of 2l is the C*algebra S2l = Co (I~)® 2l ~ Co(R, 2l) with isomorphisms:
S2l ~ {! E 2l(O, 1] I /(0)

= /(1) = 0} ~ Co{(O, 1))®2l = Co((O, 1), 2l) = 21(0, 1).

-
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If 21 is graded, then so is 821, where Co(O, I) is given the trivial grading.

Theorem 8.30. The suspension map

(®8, ®8)* : E(21, ~)

~

E(821, 8~)

defined as sending (cp) to [ids® cp) is an isomorphism. Moreover, there are
natural isomorphisms, with 8 2 = 8(8C),

Proof. It follows from Batt periodicity that 8 2 is isomorphic to C in the
E-theory category, and this proves the second part of the theorem.
(Added). Note that CoCl*(R. 2 ) ~ C0 (R.2 ) ® M2(C) ~ M 2 (8 2 ), and that
the stability of EE-theory groups implies that 8 221 is isomorphic to 2l in the
E-theory category with [a] E E(8 221, 21) and [,B) E E(21, 8 2 21) the E-theory
equivalences, so that the fist of the second claim follows by the E-theory
products from the left as
®[a]: E(2l, ~) ~ E(82 2l, ~)

and

®[,B): E(8 22l, ~) ~ E(2t, ~)

are shown to be isomorphisms by E-theory products. Similarly, the second
of the second claim follows by theE-theory products from the right for~
For the first claim, we obtain by applying the suspension map three times

E(21, ~) ~ E(S2l, 8~) ~ E(8 2 21, 8 2 ~) ~ E(21, ~) ~ E(82l, 8~)
by the periodicity obtained above. It is done by that the suspension map is
injective by definition.
0
Theorem 8.31. ([16]). Let~ be a graded C*-algebra and let 'J be a closed
ideal of a separable C* -algebra 21. Then there are functorial six-term exact
sequences in E-theory:

E(21/'J, ~)

r

E('J,8~)

and

E(~, 'J)

E(2l, ~)

----+

----+

E('J, ~)

l

~ E(2l,S~) ~ E(21/'J,S~)
----+

E(~, 21)

r

----+ E(~, 21/'J)

l

E(~, 8(21/'J)) ~ E(~, 821) ~ E(~,

-
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S'J).

Proof. The second diagram only is proved below. See [16] for more details.
The proof has two parts. The first is a construction borrowed from elemenD
tary homotopy theory as follows. (To be continued).
Definition 8.32. Let 1r : ~ ---? (!: be a *-homomorphism of graded C*algebras. The mapping cone of 1r is defined to be the C*-algebra as

C1r

= {(b, f)

E ~

EB Q:[O, 1] l1r(b)

= f(O)

and f(1)

= 0}

with the pull back diagram:

C1r

= ~ EB1r Q:[O, 1]

P2

~

(![0, 1]

1

Pll

evo

~

~

Q:.

Proposition 8.33. Let 1r : ~ ---? Q: be a *-homomorphism of graded C*algebras. For every C* -algebra 21, there is a long exact sequence of sets of
asymptotic morphisms:
• • • ---?
---?

[21

~

[2t ~

8(!7r] ---? [21 ~ S~] ---? [21 ~ S<!:]
<!:7r] ---? [21 ~ ~] ---? [2t ~ <!:].

Proof. As discussed above before, the proof for homotopy classes of asymptotic morphisms may be replaced with the proof for homotopy classes of
ordinary *-homomorphisms. There is a long sequence of *-homomorphisms:
••• ---?

sc1r---? s~---? S<!: = (!(O, 1) ~ c1r' ~ ~ ~ (!,

where i is the canonical inclusion map, such that the composition of any two
successive *-homol!lorphisms in the sequence is null homotopic, so that the
composition of any two successive maps of the sequence in the proposition
above is trivial. Note that the cone <!:[0, 1) is contractible.
Let us prove exactness at the [2l ~ ~] term. If the composition

is null homotopic, then the corresponding null homotopy gives an asymptotic
morphism q, : 21 ~ (![0, 1). The pair comprised of c.p and q, determines an
asymptotic morphism from 2t into C1r, as required. Hence, if the homotoy
class 1r.[c.p] = [c.p o 1r] is zero, then the class [c.p EB 4»] in [2t ~ C1r] is mapped
0
to [c.p]. For more details, see [16].
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1r : ~ ---.. (t be a *-homomorphism of graded C*algebras. For every C* -algebra 21, there is a functorial six-term exact sequence:

Corollary 8.34. Let

E(21,C7r)

~

E(21,~)

~

E(21, (t)

1

l

E(2l, S(t) ....--- E{21, S~) ....--- E{21, SC1r).
Proof. This follows from Proposition 8.33 above and Theorem 8.30 as the
double suspension stability forE or EE-theory groups.
0
Proof. {Continued). To prove Theorem 8.31 above it remains to replace C1r
with 'J in Corollary 8.34 above, in the case where 1r : ~ ---.. (tis a surjective*homomorphism with kernel 'J. To this end, observe that there is an inclusion
map of 'J into ~ and so into C1r. Using the following construction one
can show that this inclusion map induces an isomorphism in theE-theory
category. (Further to be continued).
· D

Theorem 8.35. {(16]). Let 'J be a closed ideal of a separable graded C*algebra 2l. Then there is a norm-continuous family { UthE[l,oo) of degree zero
elements of 'J such that (a) 0 ~ Ut ~ 1 for all t, (b) limt-oo llutx- xll = 0
for all x E 'J, and (c) limt-oo lluta- autll = 0 for all a E 21.
If s : 2l/'J ---.. 2l is any set-theoretic ·section for the quotient map from 2l
to 21/'J, then an asymptotic morphism t.p = ('Pt) from S(2l/'J) to 'J is defined
by 'Pt(f ® y)

= f(ut)s(y).

Theorem 8.36. ([16]). Let 'J be a closed ideal of a separable graded C*algebra 21. The asymptotic morphism associated as above to the extension

o---.. S'J---.. 21[o, 1)

(id2l,q®id)

c7r---.. o,

where C1r = 21EBq {21/'J)(O, 1) with q: 21---.. 21/'J the quotient map, determines
an element of E(SC1r, S'J) which is inverse to the element of E(S'J,_ SC1r)
which is determined by the inclusion map of'J into C1r by {id,O).
Proof. (Continued). To complete the proof of Theorem 8.31, it then follows
from SC1r ~ S'J in the E-theory category as obained above that 'J ~ C1r

(corrected) in the E-theory category.
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0

9

The equivariant EE-theory

wi~h

group actions

To keep matters as simple as possible we assume that groups in what follows
are countable and discrete, but may consider arbitrary second countable,
locally compact groups instead.
Definition 9.1. Let G be a countable discrete group and let 2l and ~ be
graded G-C* -algebras, that are graded C* -algebras with actions of G by
grading preserving *-automorphisms. A G-equivariant asymptotic morphism from 2l to ~ is an asymptotic morphism r.p = ('Pt) : 2l ~ ~ such
that
· lim II'Pt(g ·a)- g · 'Pt(a)ll = 0
t-oo

for all a E 2l and g E G, so that the noncommutative diagram:
21~~

21~~

commutes asymptotically as t

~

oo.

Definition 9.2. We denote by [21 ~ ~] 0 the set of all homotopy classes of
G-equivariant asymptotic morphisms from 2l to~If~

is a G-C* -algebra, then so is the asymptotic algebra (Cqlo)(~).
A G-equivariant asymptotic morphism tp from 2l to~ is the same thing
up to equivalence, as an equivariant *-homomorphism 'lj; from 2l to (Cqlo)(~)
as the diagram
21 ~ (Cqlo)(~)

cl

lc

2l ~ (Cqlo)(~)
commutes, where if G is not discrete, then the action of G on (Cqlo)(~) is
not necessarily continuous.
Thanks to this observation it is a straightforward matter to define an
equivariant version of the asymptotic category that we constructed previously.
The higher asymptotic algebras (Cqlo)n(~) are also G-C*-algebras.
Definition 9.3. (Edited). We define [21, (Cqlo)n(~)]~ to be the set of nhomotopy classes of G-equivariant *-homomorphisms from 21 to (Cqlo)n(~).
Define [21, (Cqlo) 00 (~)]~ to be the direct limit of [21, (Cqlo)n(~)]~.
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These are the morphism sets of a category by the composition law as

This category may be amplified as done before.
Theorem 9.4. ([16]). (Edited). If 2l is separable and G is
the canonical map (1 to oo) gives an isomorphism

disc~te,

then

Definition 9.5. Let G be a countable discrete group. The standard GHilbert space Ha is defined to be. the infinite direct sum ffi~= 0 l 2 (G), with
the regular representation of G on each direct summand and graded so that
the summands numbered even are even and those numbered odd are odd.

As the universal property of Ha,
Lemma 9.6. If H is any separable graded G-Hilbert space with unitary
representations of G on its even and odd grading degree summands, then
the tensor product Hilbert space H ® Ha is unitarily equivalent to Ha via a
grading preserving, G -equivariant unitary isomorphism of Hilbert spaces.
Proof. Denote by Ho the same Hilbert space H but equipped with the trivial
G-ac~ion. Define a unitary isomorphism from H ® l 2 (G) to H 0 ® l2 (G) by
sending v ® x9 to g- 1v ® x9 with x9 the characteristic function at g E G.
From this we obtain a unitary isomorphism~ from H ® Ha to Ho ® Ha.
Since H 0 ® Ha is a direct sum of copies of Ha, because Ho ~ l2 {N) and
l2 {N) ® Ha ~ GJ-NHa, we then have Ho ® Ha ~ Ha. Hence we obtain that
the diagram
H®Ha ~ Ho®Ha~Ha

1

G a®a

.

1

G t®a

H®Ha ~ Ho®Ha~Ha
with a the given G-action and t the trivial G-action, commutes as

x9 ) = h(g- 1v ® x9 ) = g- 1v ® Xh-1 9 ,
~(h(v ® x9 )) = ~(h- 1 v ® Xh-1 9 ) = g-. 1 hh- 1v ® Xh-lg = g- 1v ® Xh-lg·
h~(v ®

D
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Definition 9. 7. Let G be a countable discrete group and let 21 and ~
be separable, graded G-C* -algebras. Define the G-equivariant E or EEtheory group Ea(21, ~) for 21 and ~ to be the set of homotopy classes of
G-equivariant asymptotic morphisms from 8 ® 21 ® OC(He) to~® OC(Ha)
as
0
Ea(2l, ~) = (8 ® 21 ® OC(Ha)-+ ~ ® IK(He)] .
Remarks. By virtue of the Hilbert space He, if His any seprable graded
G-Hilbert space and if cp: 8®21-+ ~®IK(H) is a G-equivariant asymptotic
morphism, then cp determines an element of Ea(21, ~). To see this, simply
tensor cp with the identity map on IK(Ha) and apply Lemma 9.6 above as

(8 ® 21) ® OC(Ha)

cp®id

(~ ®

-----+

~ ~®

OC(H)) ® OC(He)

IK(H ®He)~~® OC(He).

This construction has a generalization as follows. Suppose that H is a
separable graded Hilbert space, equipped with a continuous family of unitary
G-actions a(t), parametrized bytE [1., oo ). The continuity requirement here
is pointwise norm continuity, so that if g E G and k E OC(H), then a(t) 9 (k)
is norm continuous for t. Suppose now that 21 and ~ are G-C* -algebras and
that cp = (cpt) : S ® 21 -+ ~ ® IK(H) is an asymptotic morphism which is
equivariant with respect to the given family of G-actions, in the sense that
the diagram
8®21 ~ ~®IK(H)
. id®a

1

1

id®a(t)

8®21 ~ ~®IK(H)
with a the given G-action on 21, commutes asymptotically as t
that
lim IICfJt((id ® a 9 )(x))- (id ® a(t) 9 )(cpt(x))ll = 0

--+

oo, so

t-+oo

for all g E G and x E 8 ® 21. Then cp also determines a class of Ee(2t, ~).
Indeed, tensor cp with the identity map on OC(Ha) and apply the procedure in
the proof of Lemma 9.6 above, and we then obtain an asymptotic morphism
from 8 ® 21 ® OC(He) to~® IK(Ho ®He) which is equivariant in the usual
sense for the single, fixed representation J.L of G on Ho ®He as,
S ® 21 ® OC(He)
id®a®.A

1

'Pt®id

~ ® IK(H ®He) ~ ~ ® OC(Ho ®He)

1

id®a(t)®.A

1

id®p

8®2l®OC(He) ~ ~®IK(H®He) ~ ~®OC(Ho®He)

106

with the action .A which correspond~ to the regular representation action of
G on Ha.
In the definition above, it is essential to include OC( Ha) as a tensor factor
in both arguments above. If we were to leave one out we would obtain a
quite different and not very useful object.
D
The sets Ea(2t, ~)become additive abelian groups as theE or EE-theory
groups E(21, ~) do, called the Ea or EEa-theory groups of 21 and~-

Theorem 9.8. The Ea-theory groups Ea(21, ~) become groups of morphisms in an additive category ~G whose objects are separable graded GC* -algebras, called the equivariant E-theory or Ea-theory, category.
There is a functor from the homotopy category of gmded G-C*-algebras
and graded G-equivariant *-homomoprhisms into the equivariant E-theory
category ~G, which is the identity on objects.
There is a functorial maximal tensor product on the equivariant E-theory
cate~ory.
·.
There are six-term exact sequences of Ea-theory groups associated to
short exact sequences of G-C* -algebras.
These precise statements and proofs are obtained as modifications from
the non-equivarinat case as Theorems 8.23 and 8.31 by just adding the
symbol G properly to each item, but omitted. May refer to (16].

10

Crossed products of C*-algebras by discrete
groups

May refer to Pedersen (47] or Williams (58] for crossed products of C*algebras.
Full crossed products

Definition 10.1. Let G be a discrete group and let 21 be a G-C*-algebra.
A covariant representation of 2l and G based on a C* -algebra ~ is a pair
(cp, 1r) of a *-homomorphism cp: 2l ~~and a group homomorphism 1r from
G into the unitary group U(M(~)) of the multiplier algebra M(~) of~
such that
1r9 cp(a)1r9 -t = cp(g ·a) for all a E 2t, g E G,
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as that the diagram commutes:
2l ~ 23
G

1

1

Ad(7rG)

2l ~ 23.

Definition 10.2. Let G be a discrete group and 2l be a G-C* -algebra. Denote by Cc( G, 2l) the involutive algebra of 2l-valued, finitely supported, (so)
continuous functions on G with the convolution multiplication and involution defined as for !1,/2,/ E Cc(G,21), g E G,

= I: h (h)(h · (!2(h-Ig))),

(!I * f2)(g)

and

hEG

!*(g)= g. (J(g-I)*).
0 bserve that a covariant representation of 2l and G based on a C*algebra 23 determines a *-homomorphism <{)*11" from Cc(G, 2l) into 23 defined
by
cp(j(g))1r9 for f E Cc(G, 2l).
(cp * 1r)j =

I:

gEG

Proof. (Added). Check that

(fi * (/2 * j3))(g)

= I: f1(h)(h · ((/2 * /3)(h- 1g)))
hEG

=I: fi(h)(h ·

= I:

[2:: f2(k)(k · (/3(k-Ih-Ig)))])
kEG

hEG

I:

f1(h)(h · f2(h- 1l)(h · h- 1l· (j3(l-Ig))))

hEG kEG,l=hk

= I:(fl * f2)(l)(l· (f3(l- 1g))
lEG

-
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= ((fi * /2) * j3)(g).

Also, compute that
(ft

* !2)* ([}) =

=g.

g. ( (ft

* !2)(9-l )*)

[E !t(h)(h. (!2(h- g-l )))J*
1

heG

=g. [ :E ft(g- 1 h)(g- 1 h. (!2(h- 1 )))]*
9 - 1 heG

hEG

= :E f2(h)(h. fi(h- 1g)) = (!2 * fi)(g).
heG

Moreover,
(cp * 7r)(fl * !2)

= :E cp((ft * !2)(g))1rg
gEG

= :E cp[:E ft(k)(k. (!2(k- 1g)))]7rg
gEG

keG

= :E :E cp(ft(k))1rk1rk-lcp(k. (f2(k- 1 g)))7rk1rk-lg
gEGkeG

= :E cp(ft (k))1rk

:E cp(f2(k- 1g))1rk-lg
k-t 9 eG

kEG

= (cp * 7r)fl . (cp * 7r)f2·
Furthermore,
(cp * 7r)(f*)

= :E cp(f*(g))1rg
gEG

= :E cp(g . f(g-l )*)7rg = :E 7rg'lrg-1 cp(g. f(g- 1 )*)7rg
gEG

gEG

= :E 1rgcp(f(g-1 ))* = [:E cp(f(g- 1))7rg-1]* = [(cp * 7r)(/)]*.
gEG

gEG

0

Definition 10.3. The full crossed product C* -algebra denoted by 2l :x1 G =
C* (G, 2l) or just 2l * G = G * 2l (as yet another notation created here) is
defined to be the C* -completion of the *-algebra Cc( G, 2l) in the smallest
C* -algebra norm which makes all the *-homomorphisms cp * 1r continuous.
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Indeed, the C*-algebra 21

~

G has the C*-norm defined as

II/II =sup ll(<p * 1r)/ll = II(EBtp*7r<p * 1r)!ll,
tp*7r
so that 21 ~ G is isomorphic to the C* -algebra generated by the image of
the direct sum representation of Cc(G, 21) over covariant representations
(<p, 1r) = <p * 1r of 21 and G.

Example 10.4. If 21 = <C, then <C ~ G is the full group C* -algebra denoted
by C*(G).
If 21 is graded and if G acts on 21 by grading preserving automorphisms,
then C*(G, 21) has a natural grading, where the grading automorphism acts
pointwise on -functions in Cc( G, 21).
Remark. The C*-algebra G * 21 = 21 ~ G contains 21 as a C*-subalgebra
and the multiplier algebra M(G * 21) contain G within the unitary group
U(M(G*2l)). Elements of Cc(G, 21) can be written as finite sums 2:9 ea a9 x9 ,
where only finitely many a9 E 21 are nonzero. In this way, the grading
automorphism is given by sending

2:.: a x
9

9

2:.: a

~

9

(a 9 )x9 ,

gEG

gEG

where a is the given action of G on 21.
Taking the full crossed product (FCJ:>) by G as an operation is viewed
as a functor from G-C* -algebras to C* -algebras, which is continuous and
exact:

{21: G-C*-algebras} ~ {21

>4

G: FCP C*-algebras}.

Namely, if 0 --t 'J --t 21 --t 2l/'J --t 0 is a short exact sequence of G-C*algebras, then the induced sequence of C* -algebras:
0

--t

'J

>4

G

~

21

>4

G

~

(21/'J)

>4

G

is exact. Also, we have the commutative diagram as
C([O, 1],21)

~

l~a

l~a
C([O, 1], 21) ~ G ~ 21
with C([O, 1], 2l)

>4

21

G ~ (21 ~ G)[O, 1].
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>4

G

~

0

As a result, there is a descent functor from the G-equivariant asymptotic
category to the asymptotic category, denoted as

[m, (Cqlo) 00 ~]~ ~ [m

>4

G, (Cqlo) 00 (~)

>4

G)oo·

Lemma 10.5. Let G be a discrete group, let

~ be a G-C* -algebra, and let
H be a G-Hilbert space· on which G acts by u 9 : H ---4 H unitary operators for
g E G. Then there is an isomorphism of C* -algebras from (~ ® IK(H)) >4 G
to (~ >4 G)® K(H), defined by sending finite sums:

L,: (b9 ® k9)x9 ~ L,: (b9x 9) ® k9u9.
gEG

gEG

Proof. Sending finite sums so induces an algebraic *-homomorphism from
Cc(G, ~ ® IK{H)) to Cc(G, ~) ® IK{H). It follows from examining the definitions of the norms for the maximal tensor product and the full crossed
product that the algebraic *-isomorphism extends to a *-isomorphism of
C* -algebras.
Indeed, note that

((bg• ® kul)Xul)

* ((bu2 ® kU2)Xu2)

= L,:((bu• ® kul) ® Xu.)(h)(h · ((bu2 ® ku2)Xu2)(h- 1 ·))
hEG

= (bui ® kg1)(g1 · ((bu2 ® kg2)Xu2)(g1 1·))

= (bu.

® kuJ(gt · (bu2 ® k92))xu•o2

= (bul (gt · (bu2)) ® ku• ku2nxu1u2 ~ (bu. (gt · (b92))xu192) ® (kul ku2uu1Y2)

and that

{ (bu1Xu1) ® ku1 Ug1 }{ (bu2X92) ® ku2Uu2}
= {(bg1XuJ * (bu2Xo2)} ® ku1UU1ku2Uu2
= {bu.(gt · (bo2))Xu1u2} ® kul(uulku2uu1 1)uu.uu2'
where the inner automorphism on OC(H) as uu 1ku2u 1 = Ad(uu 1 Hku2 ) may
91
be identified with the identity map on OC(H) up to unitary equivalence. Also,
[(bu. Xu1) ® ku1 Uu1 ]*

= (bgl Xo1 )* ® (ku• Uu• )* =
= g1 · (b; 1 Xu;:•) ®

[(bol ® ku1 )xul ]*

u; k;
1

1
g1 · (bul Xu1 ( (·)- ))* ® u;. k; 1

1,

= (g1 · (b;. ® k;1))xu1 (( ·)- 1)
~

(g 1 • (b; 1 ))xu;:• ® k;1

u;

1

= (g1 · (b; 1 ))xu;:• ®

u; uu1k; u;
1

and hence both of up and down sides are equal up to unitary equivalence.
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1

0

1,

Combining Lemma 10.5 above with the decent functor between asymptotic categories above we obtain
Theorem 10.6. There exists a descent functor from the equivariant E or
Eo-theory category to the E-theory category which maps G-C* -algebras to
their full crossed products by G, and which maps the Eo-theory classes of
G-equivariant *-homomorphisms cp to the E-:theory classes of the induced
*-homomorphisms cp ><1 G of full crossed products by G as
['P)EEc(2l,2:l)

Corollary 10. 7. Let G be a countable discrete group. If 2l and ~ are
separable G -C* -algebras and if they are isomorphic objects in the equivariant
E or Eo-theory category, then Eo(2l ><1 G) ~ Ko(2l ><1 G) is isomorphic to
Eo(m ><~ G) ~ Ko(m ><~ G)
Proof (Added). We have

Eo(2l ><~ G) ~ E(C, 21 ><~ G)

['P>4G]eE(2t>4G,2:l>4G}

E(CC, m><1 G) ~ Eo(m ><~ G),

~

where [cp ><1 G] is the induced K-theory equivalence corresponding to an Eo0
theory equivalence (cp] E Ec(2l, m).
Reduced crossed products
Definition 10.8. ([39] or [57] for Hilbert modules). Let 21 be a G-C*algebra with G a discrete group and denote by l 2 (G, 21) the Hilbert 2l-module
comprised of functions ~ : G __., 2l for which the series EgeG ~(g)*~(g)
converges in norm in 2l. The left regular representation of 21 on l 2 ( G, 2l)
is the covariant representation A= (cp, 1r) into the C*-algebra B(l 2 (G, 2l)) of
adjointable, bounded operators on l 2 (G, 21) given by the formulas
(cp(a)~)(h)

= (h- 1 · a)~(h) and

(1r9 ~)(h)

= ~(g- 1 h)

for h, g E G and~ E l 2 (G, 2l).
The regular representation of21 determines a *-homomorphism cp*7r =A
from the full crossed product 2l ><1 G to JB(l 2 (G, 2l)).
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Definition 10.9. The reduced crossed product C* -algebra of a G-C*algebra 21 by G is defined to be the image of 2l ><1 G by the regular representation, and is denoted by 2l ><~r G = c;(G, 21) or 21 ><~.x G = C~(G, 21).
Example 10.10. If 21 = C, then C
of G, denoted as c;(G) or C~(G).

><lr

G is the reduced group C* -algebra

Taking the reduced crossed product is a functor from (graded) G-C*algebras to (graded) C*-algebras. However, unlike the full crossed product
taking, the reduced crossed product taking is not exact for every G.
Definition 10.11. A discrete group G is said to be exact if the functor
><1 rG : 21 ~---+ 21 ><1 r G is exact as that the sequence of reduced crossed products:
0-+ 'J

><lr

G-+ 2t

><lr

G-+ (21/'J)

><lr

G-+ 0

is exact for any short exact sequence of G-C*-algebras 'J, 21, and 21/'J.
Proposition 10.12. (Kirchberg-Wassermann [36]). A discrete group G is
exact if and only if the reduced group C* -algebra
(G) is exact as that

c;

0-+ 'J ®min c;(G)-+ 2i ®min l?;(G)-+ (21/'J)

®min

c;(G)-+ 0

is exact for any short exact sequence of C* -algebras 'J, 21, and 21/'J.
Proof. (Sketch). Exactness of c;(G) is implied by exactness of G since the
reduced crossed product 2l ><lr G with the trivial G-action is isomorphic to
the minimal tensor product 21 ®min (G), where
(G) is trivially graded.
The reverse implication is impiied as follows. If (G) is exact, then

c;

is exact. But for any G-C*:algebra
~ ><~r G-+ (~

c;
c;

~'there
><1

G)

is a functorial embedding

®min

c;(G)

defined by sending G 3 g = x9 ~---+ g ® g and ~ 3 d ~---+ d ® 1. Moreover,
there is a functorial, continuous and linear left-inverse defined by sending
d ® 1 ~---+ d, g ® g ~---+ g, and g ® h 1-+ 0 if g # h E G. It follows that the
sequence
0 -+ 'J ><lr G -+ 2l ><lr G -+ (21/'J) ><lr G -+ 0
is a· direct summand of the above short exact sequence of the minimal tensor
D
products with c;(G), and is therefore exact as well. .

-
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Exercise. If e: is a C* -subalgebra of an exact C* -algebra~' then
exact.

e: is also

Proof. (Added). The following diagram proves the statement:
0 ---+ J ®min ~

---+

T

21 ®min ~

---+

(21/'J) ®min ~ ---+ 0

T

T

0---+ J ®mine: ---+ 2l ®mine: - - - + (2l/J) ®mine:---+ 0
where exactness for the first horizontal sequence for any short exact sequence
of C* -algebras J, 2l, and 21/'J implies the second, and three up arrows are
injective.
0
Example 10.13. (Edited). All discrete subgroups of connected Lie groups
are exact.
All hyperbolic groups are exact.
Every amenable group is exact. In fact, a group G is amenable if and
only if C*(G) ~ c;(G) and as wep if and only if 2l ><l G ~ 2l ~r G for any
G-C* -algebra 2l.
Those of interest are not checked. Refer to Wassermann [56] or more.
Theorem 10.14. Let G be an exact, countable discrete group. There is a descent functor from the G-equivariant E-theory category to theE-theory category which maps a G -C* -algebra 2l to the reduced crossed product C* -algebra
2l ><lr G, and which maps the class of a G-equivariant *-homomorphism
r.p : 2l ---+ ~ to the class of the induced *-homomorphism from 2l ><lr G to
~ ~r Gas
['P)EEa (2!,23)

['P)IIr0)EE(2t)llr0,~)11r0)

2l ~r G
~ ~r G.
Corollary 10.15. Let .G be an exact, countable discrete group. If 2l and
~ are separable G-C* -algebras and if they are isomorphic objects in the Gequivariant E or Eo-theory category, then Eo(2l ~r G) ~ Ko(2l ~r G) is
isomorphic to Eo(~ ><lr G) ~ Ko(~ ><lr G)

Proof., (Added). We have
Eo(2l ~r G) ~ E(C, 2l ><lr G)

['P)IIrG)EE(2l)llr0,

23

)11rO)

E(C, ~ ><lr G) ~ Eo(~ ><lr G),

9!!

where [r.p ~r G] is the induced K-theory equivalence corresponding to an
Eo-theory equivalence [r.p] E Eo(2l, ~).
0
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11

The Baum-Connes (BC) conjecture

May refer to [16] as well as Baum-Connes-Higson [4].
Proper G-spaces
Let G be a countable discrete group and let X be a paracompact, Hausdorff topological space with an action of G by homeomorphisms, called a
G-space.
Definition 11.1. A G-space is said to be proper if for every x EX, there
is a G-invariant open subset U of X with x E U, a finite subgroup H of G,
and a G-equivariant map tp from U to G / H, as that the diagram commutes:

u

G
----+

u

G/H

G
----+

GfH.

Example 11.2. If His a finite subgroup of G, then the discrete homogeneous space G / H is proper.
Because we may take U = G/H and tp = idc;H the identity map on
G/H.
Moreover, if Y is any paracompact, Hausdorff space with an H-action,
then the induced space X= G XH Y, defined to be the quotient (G x Y)/ H
space of G x Y by the diagonal action of H, with H acting on G by right
multiplication, is proper.
Lemma 11.3. A G-space X is proper if and only if for every x EX, there
is a G-invariant open subset U of X with x E U, a finite subgroup H of G,
an H -space Y, and a G-equivariant homeomorphism from U to G x H Y.

Lemma 11.4. A locally compact G-space X is proper if and only if the map
from G x X to X x X which takes (g, x) to (g · x, x) is a proper map of locally
compact spaces, in the sense that the inverse image of every compact set is
compact.

Example 11.5. If G is a discrete subgroup of a Lie group L, and if K is a
compact subgroup of L, then the quotient space L/ K is a proper G-space.
Proof. {Added). Consider the map as G x (L/ K) --+ (L/ K) x (L/ K) defined
as above. If an inverse image is non-compact, then the image itself should
be non-compact.
0

-
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Universal proper G-spaces .
Definition 11.6. A proper G-space is said to be universal if for every
proper G-space Y, there exists a G-equivariant continuous map Y ~ X,
and if moreover this map is unique up to G-equivariant homotopy.
It follows from the definition that any two universal proper G-spaces
Xj are G-equivariantly homotopy equivalent, and be also to a universal

proper G-space
commutes:

Ua unique up to G-equivariant homotopy, as the diagram
y

--+

Xi~

--+

la
Xi~ Ua.
la

al
y

Ua

Proposition 11. 7. Let G a countable discrete group. Then there exists a
universal proper G -space.
The proof below is due to Kasparov and Skandalis [32].
Proof. Let M 1 be the space of countably additive measures on G with total
mass ::; 1, that is a compact space with the topology of pointwise convergence. Let M! be the closed subspace of M 1 consisting of measures of total
2
mass ::; ~. The difference set X = M1 \ M 1 is a locally compact proper
2
D
G-space which is universal.

One can provide a much more concrete model as examples as EG or BG
the classifying space for G a torsion free, discrete group. See [4].
Proposition 11.8. Let M be a complete and simply connected Riemannian manifold of nonpositive sectional curvature. If a discrete group G acts
properly and isometrically on M, then M is a universal G-space.
Remark. The manifold could be infinite dimensional.

G-compact spaces
Definition 11.9. A proper G-space X is said to beG-compact if there is
a compact subset K of X such that G · K = UgEG9 · K =X.
If X is a G-compact, proper G-space, then X is locally compact and the
quotient space X/G is compact, because for any x EX, x E g · K for some
g E G, and X/G = K/G as a quotient space.
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Definition 11.10. Let X be a G-compact proper G-space. A cut off
function for X is a continuous function f from X to the closed interval (0, 1]
such that the support supp(f) of f is compact and LgeG / 2 (g · x) = 1 for
all x EX.
The sum L: over G is locally finite, namely, a finite sum. Every Gcompact proper G-space admits a cut off function. Moreover, any two cut
off functions fo and /1 are homotopic in the sense that the functions defined
by

ft(x)

= JtJ'[(x) + (1- t)fJ(x),

t E [0, 1), x EX

are all cut off functions on X.

Proof. (Added). Note that supp(f2 ) = supp(f) is compact, so that it is
covered by a finite union U;g; · K for some compact subset K of X. Also,
the G-orbit G · x of each x E X has a finite intersection with each compact
g; · K, since G is discrete.
Note that 0 ~ ft(x) ~ 1 since 0 ~ fo(x) ~ 1 and 0 ~ ft(x) ~ 1 for any
xEX.
Recall that supp(/) is the closure of the complement ker(/)c of the kernel
ker(/) of f. Since the intersection ker(/o) n ker(/1 ) is contained in ker(ft),
then ker(ft)c is contained in the union ker(/oY U ker(/I)c. Thus,
supp(ft) C supp(/o) U supp(ft).
On the other hand, ker(/oY and ker(ft)c are contained in ker(ft)c, so that
supp{/o) and supp(ft) are contained in supp(ft). It follows that
supp(ft)

= supp(fo) U supp(ft).

Also, we compute

I,: f 2 (g · x) = I,:(t/f(g · x) + {1- t)JJ(g · x))
gEG

gEG

=t L

ff(g . X)

+ (1 - t) L

gEG

!6 (g . X) = 1.

gEG

0

Lemma 11.11. Let'/ be a cut off function for a G-compact, proper G-space
X. The function defined by

p(g)(x) = f(g- 1 • x)f(x)
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defines a projection in Cc(G, Cc(X)), and hence in Co( X) ~G.
The K-theory class of this projection is independent of the choice of a·
cut off function.
Proof. (Edited with details). We compute that for any g E G and x EX,

(p * p)(g)(x)

=L

p(h)(x)(h · p(h- 1g))(x)

hEG

= L p(h)(x)p(h- 1g)(h- 1x)
hEG

=

L f(h- x)f(x)f(g- hh- x)f(h- x)
1

1

1

1

hEG

= f(g- 1x)f(x) L ! 2 (h- 1x) = p(g)(x),
hEG

and thus p2

= p.

Also,

p*(g)(x)

= g · (p(g- 1 )*)(x)

= p(g-l)*(g-lx)
= f(gg- 1x) f(g- 1 x) = f(g- 1 x)f(x) = p(g)(x),
and thus, p* = p.
If fo and /1 are cut off functions on X, then there is a homotopy (It)
between fo and !1- Then the projections Po and PI associated to fo and
/ 1 respectively have a homotopy given by projections Pt defined from ft for
t E (0, 1]. Therefore, [pof = (p1] = [pt] in the Ko-group of Co(X) ~ G.
D
Definition 11.12. We denote by (pc] the K-theory class of Ko(Co(X) ~G)~
E(C, Co( X) ~G) associated to projections done to cut off functions on X,
and call it the cut off class.
Exercise. (N.C. Phillips (48] (the lacking item)). If X is a proper G-space,
then Co(X) ~ G ~Co( X) >4rG, so that Ko(Co(X) ~G)~ Ko(Co(X) ~rG) 3

(pc}.
Proof. (Edited). An approach is to show that iff E Cc(G, Cc(X)) and if
1 + f is invertible in Co(X) ~r G (or {Co(X) >4r G)+ the unitization), then
the inverse actually lies in Cc(G, Cc(X))+. It follows that 1 + f is invertible
in Co(X) ~ G, and therefore, the map from Co(X) >4 G to Co(X) ~r G is
spectrum preserving, and hence isometric.
D
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The assembly map.
Definition 11.13. Let G be a countable discrete group and let 1> be separable G-C* -algebra. The assembly map
J.L: Ec(Co(X), 1>)

-4

is defined to be the composition ([pc]®) o
Ec(Co(X), 1>)

~c

~

~G)

(~G):

E(C~(X) ~ G, 1> ~G)

descent

where fpc) E E{C, C0 {X)

Eo(1>

lPc]®(·)
product

E(C, 1> ~G),

G).

Definition 11.14. Let G be a countable discrete group and let 1> be a
G-C* -algebra. The (topological) K-theory group of G with coefficients in
1> is defined to be the inductive limit:
K(G, 1>)

= K(G, Uc, 1>) =!!!!! Ec(Co(X), 1>),
X

where the limit is taken over the collection of G-invariant and G-compact,
(proper G- )subspaces X in the universal proper G-space Uc, directed by
inclusion.
Remarks. Note that if X c Y c Uc are G-compact, proper G-spaces, then
X is a closed subset of Y and the restriction of functions on Y to X defines
a G-equivariant *-homqmorphism Res from C0 (Y) to Co(X). This induces
a homomorphism from Ec(Co(X),1>) to Ec(Co(Y),1>):
Ec(Co(X),1>) ~ Ec(Co(Y),1>) ~ ... ~ K(G,1>).
If X C Y C Uc are G-compact, proper G-spaces, then the restriction
map from E(C, C0 (Y) ~ G) to E(C, Co(X) ~ G) maps the unit class for Y
to the unit class for X. Consequently the assembly maps for the various
G-compact subsets of Uc are compatible and pass to the direct limit, so
that as below:

Definition 11.15. The (full) Baum-Connes assembly map coefficients in
a separable G-C* -algebra 1> is the map:
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which is obtained as the limit of the assembly maps for G-compact (proper
G-)su bspaces X of Ua :

~

K(G, 'D)=!!!!! Ec(Co(X), 'D)

Ko('D ~G)

lim l

II
~

Ec(Co(Y), 'D)

E(C, 'D ~G)

II

Res•l XCYCUa

JL=(pc] ®o >4G

--~

Ec(Co(X), 'D)

E(C, 'D

~

G).

Definition 11.16. The reduced Baum-Connes assembly map with coefficients in a separable G-C* -algebra 'D is the map
K(G, 'D)

J.L>.=J.Lr

Ko('D ~r G)

obtained by composing the full Baum-Connes assembly map p, with the map
.X. from Ko('D ~ G) to Ko('D ~r G) induced from the quotient map .X from
'D >4 G to 'D >4 r G :
Ko('D ~G)

K(G,'D)

1

..\.=r.

II

Ko('D ~r G).

K(G,'D)

Remark. If G is exact and if X is a G-compact, proper G-space, then the_re
is a reduced assembly map
Ec(Co(X), 'D) ~ Ko('D ~r G)

defined by means of a composition:
Ec(Co(X), 'D)

~r G, 'D ~r G)

E(Co(X)

>4rG

descent

lPc)®(·)

E(C, 'D

product

~r G),

where (pc] E E(C, Co(X) >4r G). Then the reduced Baum-Connes assembly
map 1-L..\ in the definition above may be defined equivalently as a direct limi
of such maps:
K(G,'D) = ~Ec(Co(X),'D) ~

liml
~ E(C, 'D ~r G).

Ec(Co(Y), 'D)

I

Res• XcYcUa

~ E(C, 'D ~r G).

Ec( Co(X), 'D)

-

II
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The Baum-Connes (BC) conjecture as statements
The BC conjecture with coefficients. Let G be a countable discrete
gro?,J,p. The reduced Baum and Cannes assembly map:
ttr: K(G, 'D)~ Eo('D ~r G)~ Ko('D ~r G)

is an isomorphism for every separable G-C* -algebra 'D.
Remark. This conjecture above is false in general, by thanks to Gromov.
Counter examples are given later below in Section 17. We may refer to [26]
of Higson, Lafforgue, and Skandaklis for more.
The BC conjecture with coefficients trivial. Let G be a countable
discrete group. The reduced Baum and Cannes assembly map with 'D = <C:
ttr: K*(G) ~ K*(C;(G))

is an isomorphism for * = 0, 1.
Remark. This conjecture above is proved for all hyperbolic groups by Lafforgue [38] (but not at hand), where from abstract of which, the BC assembly
maps are proved to be injective by Kasparov and Skandalis and proved to
be surjective by Lafforgue.
Beyond discrete groups, the Baum-Connes conjecture is proved for G all
reductive Lie and p-adic groups (by Lafforgue [37] in part).
The major open question seems to be:
Question. The Baum-Connes conjecture is true or not for discrete subgroups
of connected Lie groups, as in the case of uniform lattices in semi-simple Lie
groups?

The BC conjecture for finite groups
There is a well known result of Green and Julg that the equivariant
K-theory for C* -algebras is equivalent to the K-theory of crossed product
C*-algebras in the case of finite or compact groups (see Green [17) and Julg
[28]). This is basically equivalent to that the BC conjecture is true in that
case.
Theorem 11.17. (Green-Julg). Let G be a finite group. Then the BaumConnes assembly map is an isomorphism for every G-algebra 'D :

K(G,'D) ~=:r Eo(i' ~G)~ Ko(i' ~G).
Proof. (Edited). {Sketch). If G is finite, 1) ~ G ~ 1) ~r G.
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If G is finite, then the universal proper G-space Uc can be taken to be
the one point space. Thus the theorem becomes an isomorphism

Ec(C,i') ~ E(C,i'

9!!

)q

G).

Jbr,

The unit projection of C*(G) is given by the function p(g) =
which
is central in C*( G) corresponding to the trivial representation of G: Note
that

(p * p)(g)

=L

p(h)(h. p(h- 1 g))

hEG

1

1

= IGI· IGI2 = jGj = p(g),
p*(g) =g. (p(g~l)*) =

1~1

= p(g).

The statement is proved by defining an inverse to the assembly map J.t.
For this purpose, we note that 1) >4 G may be identified with the following
fixed point algebra:

where an equivariant *-homomorphism from 1) )q G, equipped with the trivial
G-action, to i'®End{l2 (G)) is defined by mapping dE 1) to LgecY·d®x9
and by mapping g E G to 1 ® p9 , where Xo is the projection supported
at g E G and p is the right regular representation. Then the following
homomorphism is induced as
E(C, 1)

G) ~ Ec(C, 1) ® End(l 2 (G)))

)q

9!!1
Ko(i'

19!!
)q

K(G,1)).

G)

Composing the maps in the diagram we obtain the map from the left bottom
to the right bottom as the inverse to p,. See [16] for details.
Since l 2 (G) is a finite dimensional vector space, namely, End(l 2 (G)) of
endomorphisms on l 2 (G) is a matrix algebra acting on l 2 (G).
0

Proper G-C* -algebras
Definition 11.18. A G-C*-algebra ~is said to be proper if there exists a
locally compact proper G-space X and an equivariant *-homomorphism cp
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from Co(X) into the center of the multiplier algebra M(~) of ~ of degree
zero such that cp(Co(X)) ·~is norm dense in~.
We may say that ~ is proper over cp(C0 (X)). It looks like that ~ =
cp(Co(X)) · ~. Possibly, cp may be a *-isomorphism. Proper algebras are
assumed to be separable in what follows.
The notion above is due essentially to Kasparov [30]
Example 11.19. If G is finite, then every G-C*-algebra 2l is proper over
the one point space.
If X is a proper G-space, then Co (X) is a proper G-C* -algebra.
If~ is proper over X, then for every G-C*-algebra ~'the tensor product
~ ® ~ is also proper.
Proof. (Added). We have C*(G) ~ C(G") with the dual group G" ~ G.
Let X= G" and cp the evaluation map at the trivial representation of Gin
G". Then
C(X) ~ Cl c M(2l)
g

1

.11

Cl,

C(X)
with Cl · 2l

= 21.

Also, we have
C0 (X)

cp=id

Co(X) c M(Co(X))

gl
Co(X)

lg
cp=id

Co(X)

---+

with M( Co(X)) ~ Cb(X) and C0 (X) · C0 (X) = Co(X). As well,
Co(X) ~ M(~) ~ M(~ ® ~)

gl

lg

lg

C0 (X) ~ M(~) ~ M(93 ® ~) .
where 1 E M(~) is the unit and Co(X) · (~ ® ~)
Exercise.

If~

is a proper G-C*-algebra,
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= ~ ® ~.

then~~

G

= ~ ~r G.

D

Proof. (Added). Note that
~

><1

G

= cp(Co(X))~ ><1 G
= 23 ® cp(Co(X)) ><1 G
= 23 ® cp( Co (X)) ><~ r G = ~ ><~ r G

D

(possibly, in this sense).

Theorem 11.20. ([16]). Let G be a countable discrete group and let 23
be a proper G-C* -algebra. Then the Baum-Connes assembly map is an
isomorphism:

K(G, 23) ~ Eo(23 ~G)~ Ko(~
~

><1

G).

As well, thanks to the exercise above, the reduced Baum-Connes assembly
map is an isomorphism:

The outline of the proof is given in what follows.
Proposition 11.21. ([16]). Let H be a finite subgroup of a countable group
G and let W be a locally compact space with an action of H by homeomorphisms. If 'D is any G-C* -algebra, then there is a natural isomorphism:

where 'D on the left hand side is viewed as an H -C* -algebra by restriction
of the given G-action.
Proof The space W is identified with the open set {1a} x W of G XH W.
As a result there is an H-equivariant map from Co(W) to Co(G XH W).
Composing with this map defines a restriction homomorphism as:
Ea(Co(G XH W),'D) ~ EH(Co(W),'D).

To construct its inverse, observe that every H -equivariant asymptotic morphism from Co(W) to 'D extends uniquely to a G-equivariant asymptotic
morphism from Co(G XH W) to 'D ® OC(l 2 (G/ H)). We then obtain an inverse map:
En(Co(W), 'D)~ Ec(Co(G xn W), 'D).

D

-
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Lemma 11.22. Let G be a countable group. If the assembly map
p,: K(G, ~)-+Eo(~

>4 G)~ Ko(~ >4

G)

is an isomorphism for every G-C*-algebra ~ which is proper over a Gcompact space Z, then it is an isomorphism for every G -C* -algebra.
Proof. Every proper G-C*-algebra is a direct limit of G-C*-algebras which
are proper over G-compact spaces. Since K-theory commutes with direct
limits, as does the crossed product functor, to prove the lemma it suffices to
prove that the same holds for the functor 11 ~ K (G, 11). By definition, it
then suffices to prove that if Z is a G-compact, proper G-simplicial complex,
then the functor 11 ~ Ea(Co(Z), 11) commutes with direct limits. By a
Mayer-Vietoris argument, the proof of this reduces to the case where Z is a
proper homogeneous space GI H. But we have
Ea(Co(GI H), 11) ~ EH(C, 11) ~ Eo(11

>4

G).

In fact~ with W ={point}, Proposition 11.21 above implies

and Theorem 11.17 implies

The lemma is now proved by continuity of K-theory for direct limits.

D

Lemma 11.23. Let G be a countable group. If the assembly map
p,: K(G, ~)-+Eo(~

>4 G)~ Ko(~ >4

G)

is an isomorphism for every G-C* -algebra ~ which is proper over a proper
homogeneous space Z = G I H, then it is an isomorphism for every G -C*algebra which is proper over a G-compact proper G-space.
Proof. If ~ is proper over a G-compact, proper G-space X, then to each
G-invariant open set U of X there corresponds a closed ideal Ju = Co(U) -~
of~- By induction, there are G-invariant open subsets to cover X, each
of which admits a G-map to a proper homogeneous space. Therefore, the
proof reduces to the case where ~ is proper over some proper homogeneous
space GIH.
The proof of Theorem 11.20 is therefore reduced to the case where ~ is
proper over some proper homogeneous space GI H.
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If m is proper over G I H' then mis a direct sum of closed ideals corresponding to the points of Gl H, and the closed ideal J9 H corresponding to
gH E G I H is an H -C* -algebra. Then there is the following commutative
diagram:
Eo(m ~ G) ~ Ko(m ~ G)

1~
K(H,J9 H) ~ Eo(J9 H ~H)~ Ko(J9 H ~H).

0

See (16] for details.

The general conjecture with proper G-C*-algebras
The following provides a strategy for attacking the Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients in general:
Theorem 11.24. Let G be a countable discrete group. Suppose that there
exists a proper G-C* -algebra m morphisms /3 E Ec(C, m) and a E Ec(m·, C)
such that a o {3 = 1 E Ec(C, C). Then the Baum-Connes assembly map is
an isomorphism:
K(G,~) ~ Eo(X> ~G)~ Ko(~ ~G)

for every separable G-C* -algebra 1J.
If in addition G is exact, then the reduced Baum-Connes assembly map
is an isomorphism:
K(G, ~) ~ Eo(~ ~r G)~ Ko(~ ~r G).

Proof. Consider the following diagram:
J.l.

K(G,C®~) -----+ Eo(C®~~G)
(,B®idt> )

1

·1

(,B®idl) ).

J.l.

K(G,~®~) -----+ Eo(m®~ ~G)
(a®idt>

1

>·1

(a®idt> ).

K(G,C®X>) ~ Eo(C®~ ~G),

where the horizontal maps are the assembly maps, while the vertical maps
are induced from E-theory products by the classes /3®id1) E Ec(C®~, ~®
i') and a® id1) E Ec(~ ® i', C ® i'), and the diagram is commutative.
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Since 93 is a proper C* -algebra, so is the tensor product 93 ® 1>. Therefore, the horizontal map in the middle is an isomorphism by Theorem 11.20.
The composition of the vertical maps on the left is the identity map by
the assumption, and hence so is on the right. It follows that the top or
bottom horizontal map is an isomorphism as well.
The same holds for the reduced case similarly.
0
Crossed products by the group of integers

We consider the case where G = zn the (torsion) free abelian groups.
Let G act by translations on Rn in the usual way and let G act on the
graded C*-algebra CoGl*(Rn) by (g · f)(v) = f(g · v) forgE G, v ERn, and

f

E

CoCl*(IRn).

Exercise. With this action by zn, the C*-algebra C0 Cl*(Rn) is proper.

Proof. (Added). Note that the zn-space Rn is proper. Because for any
x E lRn, take U ·= lRn as an open set containing x. Then there is a zn_
equivariant map cp from Rn to zn I H with H the trivial group as

where cp(g·(h·x)) = cp((g+h)·x) = g+h and g·(cp(h·x)) = g·h = g+h in zn.
Hence, Co(IRn) is a proper zn_C*-algebra. It then follows that CoCl*(IRn)
is also proper since CoCl*(IRn) ~ Co(IRn) ® Cl*(Rn).
0
We are going to produce a factorization in zn-equivariant E-theory as

C ~ CoCl*(IRn) ~ C
such that [a] o [,8]

= [id]

the identity map class.

Definition 11.25. Denote by ,8 : S --+ CoCl*(IRn) the *-homomorphism
defined as ,8(/) = f(cl) before, and fort 2:: 1, denote by ,Bt : S--+ CoCl*(IRn)
the *-homomorphism defined by ,Bt(f) = {3(/t), where ft(x) = f(t- 1 x).

Thus, ,Bt(f) = f(t- 1C), where Cis the Clifford operator.

Proof. (Added). In fact, f(t- 1 C)~(v) = f(t-l Mv)~(v) and ,Bt(f)~(v) =
ft(v)~(v) = f(t- 1 v)~(v) for~ E L2 Cl*(IRn).
0
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Lemma 11.26. The asymptotic morphism (f3t) : S....,... C0 Cl*(Rn) given by

the above family of *-homomorphisms is zn -equivariant.
Proof. Consider the diagram
zn
S=Co(lR) ~

~t

1

S

lf3t

CoCl*(Rn) ~ CoCl*(Rn)
which may not be commutative, but show that it commutes approximately
as t -+ oo, so that

llf3t(9 ·f)- g · (,Bt(f))ll

= llf(g · t- 1 c)- g · (f(t- 1C))II

(corrected) goes to zero for any f E S and 9 E zn (fixed), where the zn...;
action on S may be trivial. Then the set of all f E S for which this holds is
a C*-subalgebra of S. Check that for !1, f2 E S,

+ !2)(9 · t- 1 C)- g · ((ft + J2)(t- 1 C))II
1
1
1
ll!t(Y · t- 1 c)- g · (ft(t- C))II + ll!2(9 · t- C)- g · (!2(t- C))II,

II(!I
~

and
1
1
ll(ft!2)(g · t- c)- g · ((ftf2)(t- C))II
= llf1 (g · t- 1C)f2(Y · t- 1c) - !1 (g · t- 1C)g · !2(t- 1C)
+ !1(9 · t- 1C)g · !2(t- 1C)- g · ft(t- 1 C))g · /2(t- 1C))II
1
1
1
~ ll!t(Y · t- C)IIIIf2(9 · t- C)- g · (/2(t- C))II
1
1
11/t(Y · t- 1C)- 9 · (/l(t- C))IIIIY · (/2(t- C))II,

so that both of which goes to zero as t
inS, then

-+

oo. As well, if f

= lim fn

llf(g · t- 1 C) - g · (f(t- 1 C))II
= llf(g · t- 1C)- fn(g · t- 1C) + fn(9 · t- 1C)
1
- g · (fn(t- 1 C)) + g · (fn(t- 1C))- g · (f(t- C))II
1
1
~ llf(g · t- C)- fn(Y · t- C)II

- g · (fn(t- 1 C))II

+ llfn(9 · t- 1C)

+liB· (fn(t- 1 C))- 9 · (f(t- 1C))II

so that it goes to zero as t-+ oo.
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in norm
·

It then suffices to prove the first limit for the generators f ± (x)

S. For these we have

= xii

of

·

but which is equal to, by action triviality and functional calculus

11(t- 1 C ± il)- 1 - (t- 1 (g ·C)± il)- 1 11
= 11(t- 1C ± il)- 1 (t- 1 (g ·C)±il)- 1 (t- 1 (g ·C)- t- 1C)II
~

II (t -l c ± i 1) -lllll (t - 1 (g . C) ± i 1) -lu t - 1 ( (g . C) - C) II ~ t - 1 11 (g . C) -

c II'

and the operator (g ·C)- C is identified with ((g ·cl)- cl)( v) a function on jRn
with values in Cl*(Rn), bounded by the norm of g each element fixed. D
Definition 11.27. Denote by [(,Bt)] E Ezn (C, CoCl*(JRn)) the Ezn-theory
class of the asymptotic morphism (,Bt) : S-+ CoCl*(IRn).
Definition 11.28. Denote by g ·8 v a continuous family of the translation
actions of v E IRn by sg E 1Rn for g E zn and s E [0, 1]. Denote by g ·8 f the
corresponding continuous family of actions on f E CoCl*(JRn) and also on
f E H(Rn) = L 2 Cl*(Rn).

Lemma 11.29. Iff® hE S ® CoCl*(JRn), g E zn, and t E [1, oo), then
lim llo:t(f ® (g ·h))- g ·t-1 O:t(f ®h) II= 0

t-oo

as that the following diagram commutes asymptotically as t

--+

where (o:t) is the asymptotic morphism defined by O:t(f ®h)

= f(t- 1 D)Mht.

oo :

Proof Since the Dirac operator Dis translation invariant, we have

with
g 't-1 ht(v)

= ht((t- 1 g)- 1 + v) = h(t- 1 (tg- 1 + v))
= h(g- 1 + t- 1v) = (g · h)(t- 1v) = (g · h)t(v),
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and

= f(t- 1 D)M(g·h}t·

at(!® (g ·h))

It follows that the diagram does commute.

D

Definition 11.30. Denote by [(at)] E Ezn(CoCl*(IRn),C) the Ezn-theory
class of the zn-equivariant asymptotic morphism (at) : S ® C0 Cl*(~n) -v-+
OC(H(IRn)), where OC(H(IRn)) is equipped with a continuous family of actons
as g ·t-1 k.
Proposition 11.31. We have [(a)t] o [(,Bt)] = [id] E Ezn(C, C).
Proof. Let s E [0, 1] and denote by CoCl*(IRn)s the C*-algebra CoCl*(JRn)
with the scaled zn-action as g ·s h. The C*-algebras CoCl*(~n)s form
a continuous field of zn_C* -algebras over the unit interval [0, 1), where
the fibers are the same and the zn-actions vary continuously. Denote by
C([O, 1], {C0 Cl*(1Rn)s}) the zn_C*-algebra of continuous sections of the continuous field, equipped with the zn-action as (g·h)(s) = g· 8 h(s) E CoCl*(JRn)s·
In the similar way, form the continuous field of zn_C*-algebras OC(H(IRn))s
over [0, 1] and denote by C([O, 1], {OC(H(1Rn))s}) the zn_C*-algebra of continuous sections of the continuous field.
The asymptotic morphism (at) : S ® CoCl*(IRn) -v-+ OC(H(JRn)) induces
an asymptotic morphism

defined as at,s(f)(s) = at(f(s)). Similarly, the asymptotic morphism (,Bt) :
S -v-+ C0 Cl*(IRn) extends to an asymptotic morphism

(,8'()

= (,Bt,s): S

-v-+

C([O, 1).{CoCl*(1Rn)s})

by forming the tensor product of (,Bt) with the identity map id on C([O, 1])
and then composing with the inclusionS C C([O, 1], S) as constant functions,
so that ,Bt,s(f)(s) = 1 ® ,Bt(f). Then consider the diagram of zn-equivariant
E-theory morphisms
C ~ C{[O, 1].{CoCl*(1Rn)s}) [(ot')] C([O, 1])

1

II

1

[evs)

[ev 8 ]

[(ot)]
----+

where [ev s] denotes the equivariant E-theory class corresponding to the evaluation ev 8 at s E [0, 1].
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Observe that [evs] is an isomorphism in equivariant E-theory for every
s. Indeed, [ev8 ] is an equivariant homotopy (and so E-theory) equivalence.
In fact, the map ev 8 is a *-homomoprhism and which splits, so that the
composition of the splitting with ev8 is the identity map, and as well note
that C([O, 1]) is contractible as a 0*-algebra.
Set s = 0. In this case the composition at the bottom line above is the
identity class _of Ezn (C, <C). This is because when s = 0 the action zn on IRn
is trivial and the asymptotic morphism (fJt): S ~ CoCl*(~n)o is homotopic
to the trivially equivariant *-homomorphism {J : S ~ CoCl*(~n). So the
required formula [(at)] o [(,Bt)] = [id) follows from that [a) o [{J] = [id) obtained
before. Since the composition at the bottom line above is the identity, it
follows that the composition at the top line is· the identity as well. Note
that the identity may be deduced from that C([O, 1]) can be identified with
<C by evaluation at any s or by contracting to <C1 with 1 the unit.
Now set s = 1. Since the composition at the top line is the identity, it
follows that the composition at the bottom line is the identity, as desired. 0

12

Groups with the Haagerup property

Affine Euclidean spaces
A real vector space equipped with a positive-definite inner product is
said to be a (real) Euclidean vector space.
Definition 12.1. An affine Euclidean space over a Euclidean vector space
is only a set E equipped with a simply-transitive action of a Euclidean vector
space V viewed as an additive group. An affine subspace of E is an orbit in
E under the action of a vector subspace of V. A subset X of E generates
E if the smallest affine subspace of E which contains X is E.
Remark. Even if E is infinite dimensional, we are not assuming any completeness forE, and moreover, ·affine subspaces need not be closed.
Example 12.2. Every Euclidean vector space Vis an affine Euclidean space
over V by forgetting the structure of a Euclidean vector space.
Definition 12.3. Let E be an affine Euclidean space over a. Euclidean
vector space V. If e 1 , e 2 E E, and if v is the unique vector of V such
th~t v · e 1 = e 1 + v = e2, then we define the distance between e1 and e2 to
be d(e~, e2) = II vii.
Let Z be a subset of an affine Euclidean space E. Let ~ : Z x Z ~ lR
be the square of the distance function so that ~(z, w) = d(z, w? for all
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. z, wE Z. The squared distance function has the following three properties:
(a) d2 (z, z) = 0 for all z E Z; (b) d2 (z, w) = d2 (w, z) for all (z, w) E Z x Z;
(c)
n

~ aid2 (zi,Zj)aj ~ 0
i,j=l

for all n, all z1, · · · , Zn E Z, and all a1, · · · , an E IR such that L~=l ai

= 0.

Proof. (Added). Indeed, we compute
n

n

~ aid (zi, Zj)aj
2

=~

aillzi- Zjll 2 aj

i,j=l

i,j=l

n

=

~ ai(Zi- Zj, Zi- Zj)aj
i,j=l

n

= ~ ai(llzill

2

-

2(zi, Zj)

+ llzill 2 )aj

i,j=l

n

n

n

n

n

n

= ~ aillzill 2 ~ aj- 2(~ aiZi, ~ ajZj) + ~ ai ~ aillzill 2
i=l

j=l

i=l

j=l

i=l

j=l

n

= -211 ~aizill 2 ~ 0.
i=l

0
Proposition 12.4 .. Let Z be a set and let b: Z x Z ~ IR be a function with
the above three properties (a), (b), and (c). Then there is a map q, from Z

into an affine Euclidean space E such that the image of q, generates E and
that
for all z1, z2 E Z.
If q>' : Z ~ E' is another such map into another affine Euclidean space,
then there is a unique isometry \ll : E ---+ E' such that \ll ( q, (z)) = q>' ( z) for
every z E Z, as that the diagram commutes

Z~E

1~

II

-
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Proof. Denote by fo(Z, ~) the real vector space of all finitely supported,
real-valued functions on Z with sums equal to zero:

/o(Z,IR)

= {!: Z ~ IR Isupp(f)

finite;

L

f(z)

= 0}.

zEZ

Define the positive semidefinite form on fo(Z, ~) by

(ft,h} =

-~

J(z1)b(z~,z2)!(z2)

L
Zl!Z2EZ

=b~(h,h).

It is clear that the form b"' is bilinear and b"'(j, f) ~ 0 by the property (c)
of the form b.
The set of all f E fo(Z, IR) with (J, /) = 0 is a vector subspace of
fo(Z, IR), and is denoted by fo(Z, IR)o.
Indeed, if /1, !2 E fo(Z, IR)o, then (!I+ !2, /1 + !2) = 2(ft, /2). We then
use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in this case. In fact, for any t E JR.,

2

0 ~ (tf1 + /2, tf1 + /2) = t (fb f1) + 2t(/1, f2) + (/2, /2),

so that the discriminant is non-positive: (/b !2) 2 - (J~, /1)(/2, /2) ~ 0.
Let V = fo(Z, IR)/ fo(Z, R)o be the quotient space, with the structure of
a Euclidean vector space.
Let f 1 (Z, IR) be the set of all finitely supported functions on Z, with
sums equal to 1. Two functions of ft (Z, IR) are said to be equivalent if
their difference function belongs to fo(Z, IR)o. The set of equivalence classes
becomes an affine Euclidean space E = !I{Z,IR)//o(Z,IR)o over V.
Indeed, for classes [g] E E and [h) E V, we may define (g)+ (h)= [g +h)
in E. Because, if g rv g1 and h rv h', then g + h,g' + h' E /I(Z,IR), and
(g +h) - (g' + h') = (g- g') + (h- h') E /o(Z, IR)o.
Define ~ : Z ~ E by ~( z) = [Xz], with Xz the characteristic function at
z E Z. Then

d2 (~(zl), ~(z2))

= d2 ([Xzl], [Xz2]) = ([Xzl]- [Xz2], [Xzl]- [Xz2])
= ([Xzl], [xz~D - 2([Xzl], [Xz2]) + ([x~2], [X%2])
= (Xzl, Xz1) - 2(Xzl, Xz2)

= -~

L

+ (Xz2, Xz2)

Xz1 (k1)b(k1, k2)Xz1 (k2)

+

k1,k2EZ
1

-2

L

L

Xz1 (kl)b(k1, k2)Xz2(k2)

k1,k2EZ

Xz2(k1)b(klt k2)Xz2 (k2)

k1,k2EZ
1

1

.

= 2b(z1, z1) + b(zlt z2)- 2b(z2, z2) = b(z1, z2)
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as required, where the equality ([Xz 1 ], [Xz2 ]) = (Xzp Xz2 ) is well defined.
If <P' : Z ~ E' is another such map, then the unique isometry w : E ~ E'
is given by the formula:

w(<P(f))

= L: f(z)<P'(z).
zEZ

In particular, for any z E Z,

\li(<P(z))

= W(Xz) = L

Xz(k)<P'(k)

= <P'(z).

kEZ

0

Exercise. In an affine space E over V one can form linear combinations so
long as the coefficients sum to 1.
If W : E ~ E' is an isometry of affine Euclidean spaces, then the finite
sum of coefficients E; a; = 1 implies that W(l:; a;e;) = E; a; W(e;).
Proof. (Added). For instance, for any e1, e2 E E, there is v E V such that
e2 = e1 + v. As well, e1 +tv = (1 - t)e1 + te2 E E for t E [0, 1].
Since w is an isometry, any line segment is mapped isometrically to a
line segment without no more or less scaling. Hence, it says and holds that
w((1- t)el + te2) = (1- t)w(el) + tw(e2)·.
0

Definition 12.5. Let Z be a set. A function b: Z x Z ~ 1R is said to be a
negative type kernel if b has the properties (a), (b), and (c) listed above.
According Proposition 12.4 above, mappings from Z into affine Euclidean
spaces are classified up to isometry, by negative type kernels.

Isometric group actions
Let E be an affine Euclidean space and suppose that a group G acts
on E by isometries. For any point e E E, the function from G into E is
defined by g ~ g·e. There is an associated negative type kernel (corrected)
b:GxG~JRas
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Indeed, (a) b(g,g) = 0 for any g E G; (b) b(gt,g2)
9b92 E G; (c) if 'Ej= 1 ai = 0 in R, then
n

=

b(g2,g1) for all

n

L

aib(gi,gj)aj

i,j=l

= L ai(Yi · e- Yi · e,gi · e- Yi · e)ai
i,j=l

n
n
n
n
2
= L aill9i · ell ai- 2(L ai(Yi ·e), L aj(9j ·e)}+ L aiiiYi · ell 2 ai
i,j=l

i=l

j=l

i,j=l

n

= -211 Laj(9i · e)ll 2 ~ 0.
j=l

Since G acts by isometries, the function b is G-invariant in the sense that

Indeed,

As a result, the function b is determined by the one-variable function
b(e,g) f(g) on G. Because b(g1,g2) = b(gJ: 1g1,gJ: 1g2) = f(gJ: 1g2)·

=

Definition 12.6. A real-valued, function f on a group G is said to be a
negative-type function if (ci) f(e) = 0 for e the unit of G, (b) f(g) =
f(g- 1) for all g E G, and (c)
n

L

aif(gi 1Yj)aj ~ 0

i,j=l

for all n, 91, · · · , 9n E G and all

a1,

···an E R such that '2:~ 1 ai

Example 12.7. {Added). Check that for f(g)
(a) f(e) = b(e, e) = 0, (b)

f(g)

= b(e,g)

= 0.

defined, we have

= b(e,g) = b(g-l,g-lg) = b(e,g-1) = f(g-1),

and {c)
n
L aif(gi 1Yi)ai
i,j=l

=

n
L aib(e,gi 1Yj)aj
i,j=l

=

n
L aib(gi,gj)aj ~ 0.
i,j=l
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Proposition 12.8. Let G be a group (corrected:) and let f be a nepativetype function on G. Then there is an isometric action of G on an affine
Euclidean space E and a pointe' E E such that the orbit of e' generates E,
and such that f(g) = d 2 (e', g · e') for all g E G.

0

Proof. There is an affine Euclidean space E associated to the negative type
kernel b(917 92) = /(91 1 92) as constructed before as E = !1 ( G, IR)/ fo( G, IR)o
over V = fo(G, R)/ fo(G, IR)o, and there is a map~: G ~ E such that the
image ~ (G) generates E and

Now fix hE G and consider the map <Ph(9) = <P(h9). Then
d2(<Ph(91), ~li(92))

= d2(<P(h91), ~(h92)) = b(h9I, h92)

= b(gi,92) = d2(<P(9I), <P(92)).
It follows from the uniqueness that there is a unique isometry \ll h : E ~ E
such that \llh(<P(9)) = ~h(9)· The map h ~ \llh is the required action onE,
and <I>( e) = e' is the required point in E, withe the unit of G.

Indeed,

and

0

Remarks. There is also a uniqueness assertion as that if E' is another affine
Euclidean space equipped with an isometric G-action w', and e" E E' is
a point such that f(g) = d(e", w~(e")) 2 for all 9 E G, then there is a
G-equivariant isometry w" : E ---+ E' such that w' (e') = e", as that the
following diagram commutes:

E~E

~,

1w"

1

E'

~ E'.

Note that both of the actions \II and
uniqueness.

-

w'
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0

are isometric and apply to the

Proposition 12.8 above is a reminiscent of the GNS construction in C*algebra theory, which associates to each state of a C* -algebra, both of a
Hilbert space representation and a unit vector in the representation space.
Exercise. Let E be an affine Euclidean space over a Euclidean vector space
V. Suppose that a group G acts onE by isometries. Then there is a linear
representation 1r of G by orthogonal transformations on V such that
9 · (e

Proof. Define

1r9 v

+ v) = 9 · e + 1r9 v,

= 9 · (e + v)- 9 ·e.

9 E G, e E E, v E V.

This is well defined because

119 · (e + v) - 9 · e - 9 · (e' + v) + 9 · e' 11 2
= (9 · (e + v) - 9 · e - 9 · (e' + v) + 9 · e', 9 · (e + v) - 9 · e - 9 · (e' + v) + 9 · e')
= (9 · (e + v), 9 · (e + v)) - · · · + (9 · e', 9 · e')
= (e + v, e + v)- · · · + (e', e') = · · · = 0.
Hence e may be changed and be zero when 0 E E but 0 ¢ E in general. If
0 E E, then the following calculations are trivial. Then

Also,
l11r9 (v1

+ V2)- 11"9 VI

-

1i"gV211 2

= 119 · (e + VI + v2) - 9 · e - 9 · (e + vr) + 9 · e - 9 · (e + v2) + 9 · e 11 2

= (9 · (e + v1 + v2), 9 · (e + VI + v2)) = (e + Vt

· · · + (9 · e, 9 · e)
+ v2, e +VI + v2) - · · · + (e, e) = · · · = 0,

and as well,

ll1r91!/:Z V - 11"91 ( 11"92 V) 11 2
= 11(9192) ·(e.+ v)- (9I92) · e- 11"91 (92 · (e + v)- 92 · e)ll 2
= 11(9192) · (e + v)- (9I92) · e- 11"91 (92 · (e + v)) + 11"91 (92 · e)ll 2
= 11(9192) · (e + v)- (9I92) · e- 9I · (e' + 92 · (e + v)) + 9I · e'
+ 91 · (e' + 92 ·e)- 9I · e'll 2

= · · · = 0,

where in the last step··· we need to calculate inner product expansion but
omitted.
0
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Exercise. If a Euclidean vector space Vis viewed as an affine space over itself, then for every isometric action of G on V there is a linear representation
1r of G by orthogonal transformations on V such that
g·v

= g · 0 + 1r(g)v,

For every s E [0, 1], the scaled actions g· 8 v
actions of G on E.

g E G, v E V.

= s(g·0)+1r9v are also isometric

Proof. The first part is done in the last proof above, by choosing 0 as a
representative for the action 1r9 •
Note that

(g1g2) ·s v = s((g1g2) · 0) + 1I"g192v = s(g1 · (g2 · 0)) + 1rgt7r92v,
91 ·s (g2 ·s v) = g1 ·s (s(g2 · 0) + 1rg2V)
= s(gt · 0) + 1r91 (s(g2 · 0) + 1r92 v)
= s(g1 · 0) + 1r91 (s(g2 · 0)) + 1rg 11r92 V
with g1 · s(g2 · 0) = s(g1 · 0) + 7rg1 s(g2 · 0) and g1 · s(g2 · 0) = s(g1 · (g2 · 0))
because of being isometric of the given G-action, and hence the first and
0
second equations above are equal.
The Haagerup property
Definition 12.9. Let G be a countable discrete group. An isometric action
of G on an affine Euclidean space E is metrically proper if for some (and
hence for every) point x of E, for every r > 0, there are only finitely many
g E G such that d(x, g · x) $ r. In this case, we may write it as
lim

d(x, g · x) = oo.

gEF,IFI-oo

Exampl~ 12.10. (Added). For instance, the cyclic group of order 2 denoted
as Z/2Z = Z 2 identified with the set { ±1} acts on IR isometrically and
metrically properly as IR 3 x ~---+ -x E IR, with d(x, -x) = 2lxl.

Definition 12.11. A countable discrete group has the Haagerup property if it admits a metrically proper isometric action on an affine Euclidean
space.
Proposition 12.12. A countable discrete group G has the Haagerup property if and only if there exists a proper, negative-type real-valued function
on G, that is, a negative-type function for which the inverse image of each
bounded set of IR is a finite subset of G.
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Remark. (Extended). Refer to the metric approximation property of Haagerup
[22]. Groups with the Haagerup property are also called a-T-menable, by
Gromov [19, Section 7]. It is proved by Bekka, Cherix, and Valette [6] that
the Haagerup approximation property for a countable group r, its admitting
a proper function of conditionally negative type, and its being a-T-menable
are equivalent, where the first condition means that the G* -algebra C0 (r)
has an approximate unite consisting of positive definite functions on r.

Theorem 12.13. Every countable amenable group has the Haagerup property.
Proof. A function <p : G ~ C is said to be positive-definite if cp(e) = 1
with e = 1a the unit of G, cp(g) = cp(g- 1 ), and
n

Aicp(gi 19; )Aj 2: 0

L
i,j=1

for all 91, · · · , 9n E G and all A1, · · · , An E <C. Observe that if <p is positivedefinite, then 1- Re(cp) is a negative-type function.
Indeed, with Re(cp) = !(cp +~),we have (1- Re(cp))(e) = 1-1 = 0, and
(1- Re(cp))(g) = (1- Re(cp))(g- 1), and
n

L

ai(1- Re(cp))(g; 1g;)a;

i,j=1

n

n

= L

aia;- L

i,j=1

aiRe(cp))(g; 1 g;)a;

i,j=1

n
n
n
= L aiL a;- Re( L aicp(gi 1 g;)a;) ~ 0,
i=1

j=1

i,j=1

where a1, · · · , an E IR such that L:~ 1 ai = 0.
As one among many characterizations o_f amenability, G is amenable if
and only if there exists a sequence of finitely supported, positive-definite
functions "Pn on G which converges pointwise to the constant function 1 on
G. Then there is a subsequence (cpnk) such that the series L:k(1- Re(cpnk))
converges at every point of G. The series limit is a proper, negative-type
function.
Note that being zero ate= 1a E G, having a conjugate symmetry, and
being negative type .for 1- Re(cpnk) positive are preserved under taking their
series limit.
D
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Theorem 12.14. (Delorme [14]). A discrete group G with both the Kazhdan
property T and the H aagerup property is finite.
Proof. If G has property T, then every isometric action of G on an affine
Hilbert space has a fixed point. This is known as Delorme's theorem. In
fact, the converse is true as well. But if an isometric action has a fixed point,
0
it can not be metrically proper, unless G is finite.
Remark. The reader may refer to de la Harpe and Valette [13] for the theory
of groups with Kazhdan property T as an introduction. ·
Here is a (revised but incomplete) list for convenience, but without
proofs, which may be added somewhere.

Table 1: Groups with the Haagerup property
Type
Kazhdan
Property T
Without
Property T
(a-T class)

Amenable (countable or not)
Finite
(or compact)
Infinite (or non-compact):
Abelian groups,
Nilpotent groups,
Solvable groups,
Their inductive limits, · · ·

Non-amenable
No
Free groups, Groups with proper
actions on locally finite trees,
Coxeter groups, Thompson group,
Discrete subgroups of
SO(n, 1), SU(n, 1), · · ·

For more information about the Haagerup property, may consult [10]
(the lacking item).
Remarks. (Added and edited). See [22) for (finitely generated) free groups.
We may call the class of non-T groups with the Haagerup properpty as
the a-T class.
It is known that any function of negative type on a Kazhdan T group,
associated to a kernel of negative type, is bounded. It is obtained by [8)
that any infinite subgroup of a Coxeter group has an unbounded kernel
of negatitv type. A (abstract) Coxeter group may be defined as a group
with a countably many generators of order 2 such that each product of two
generators has a finite (or infinite) order, as relations ( [40]).
The Thompson group is generated by Thompson functions with composition as a product, where a Thompson function f is a piecewise linear,
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increasing function from the closed interval [0, 1] to [0, 1] with respect to the
same dyadic division of each [0, 1] such as
2n

_

1 [

[0, 1] = Um=O

m m

+

1]

2n' ~ '

with f(O) = 0 and /(1) = 1. For instance, refer to [41] for more details.
It is known that a connected simple Lie group G has the property T if
and only if G is not locally isomorphic to either SO(n, 1) or SU(n, 1), and
if G has a discrete subgroup rasa lattice, then G has the property T if and
only if r does ([40]). See also Robertson [49] and [50].
- Example 12.15. (Added). Let G be a finite group. Define a function
f : G ~ lR by /(1a) = 0 and f(g) = 1 otherwise. Then f(g) = f(g- 1 ) for
any g E G, and
n
1

L

aif(gi gj)aj

= Laiaj
i=f:j

i,j=l

n

n

~ L aiaj + La;
i#j

i=l

=L
i,j=l

aiaj

= (L ai) 2 = 0
i=l

where L:~ 1 ai = 0. For any bounded set B of JR, f- 1 (B) C G and thus
1
/ - (B) is finite. This shows that any finite group has the Haagerup property.
The BC conjecture for a-T-menable groups
As the main theorem of this lecture (paper),
Theorem 12.16. Let G be a countable discrete group with the Haagerup
property. Then there is a proper G-C*-algebra ~ and Ea-theory classes
o E Ea(~, C) and {3 E Ea(C, ~) such that o o {3 = 1· E Ea(C, C).
Corollary 12.17. Let G be a countable discrete group with the Haagerup
property and let 1> be a G-C*-algebra. Then the full (or maximaQ BaumConnes assembly map with coefficients in 1> is an isomorphism.
Moreover, if G is exact, then the reduced Baum-Connes assembly map
with coefficients in !> is an isomorphism.
Remark. Theorem 12.16 and its Corollary 12.17 above are also true for
locally compact groups with the Haagerup property. The final contusion is
known to hold without assuming G of being exact.
Problem. Every countable discrete group with the Haagerup property is
C*-exact?

-
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13

The BC conjecture for a-T-menable groups

There are three Parts I, II, III for the proof of Theorem 12.16.
Part I
We may refer to [25] of Higson, Kasparov, and Trout (unchecked in
details).
Notation. Let E be an affine Euclidean space over a Euclidean vector
space V. Denote by Ea or Eb finite dimensional affine subspaces of E.
Denote by Va the vector subspace of V corresponding to Ea.
If Ea C Eb, then we denote by Vb,a the orthogonal complement of Ea in
Eb, which is the orthogonal complement of Vain \lb, so that

Eb = Ea ffi Vb,a

and

Vb = Va ffi Vb,a

as a direct sum decomposition, and hence any point eb of Eb has a unique
decomposition as eb = ea + Vb,a E Ea ffi Vb,a·
For instance, for a real line L = Ea in a real2-dimensional plane P = Eb,
we have P = L ffi Vb,a with Vb,a =JR. a vector space.

Definition 13.1. Let Ea be a finite-dimensional affine Euclidean subspace
of E. Set CoCl*(Ea) = Co(Ea, Cl*(Va)).
Lemma 13.2. Let Ea C Eb be an inclusion of finite dimensional subspaces
of E. There is an isomorphism of graded C*-algebras

CoCl*(Vb,a) ® CoCl*(Ea)

~

CoCl*(Eb)

by sending h1 ® h2 to h1 · h2, where (h1 · h2)(v +e) = ht (v)h2(e) for v + e E
Vb,a ffi Ea.
Proof. (Added). As before,

CoCl*(Eb)

= CoCl*(Vb,a ffi Ea)
~

Co(Vb,a ffi Ea) ® Cl*(Va,b ffi Va)
~ Co(Vb,a) ® Co(Ea) ® Cl*(Vb,a) ® Cl*(Va)
~ Co(Vb,a) ® Cl*(Vb,a) ® Co(Ea) ® Cl*(Va)
~ CoCl*(Vb,a) ® CoCl*(Ea).
D
Definition 13.3. (Corrected and editied). Let Va (or Vb,a) be a finite dimensional linear subspace of a Euclidean vector space V and denote by Ca
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(or C(b,a)) : Va--+ Cl*(Va) the Clifford operator corresponding to Va. Define
a *-homomorphism f3a: S--+ S ® CoCl*(Va) (or f3a: S--+ S ® CoCl*(Ea) or
f3(b,a) : $--+ S ® CoCl*(ltb,a)) by

f3a(f)
where f3a

= ((id ® f3a) o fl)(J) = /(id

= {3: S--+ CoCl*(Va)

00

® 1 + 1 ® Ca),

is defined by f3a(f)

= f(Ca) = f(Ca(·)).

Definition 13.4. (Corrected). Let Ea C Eb be an inclusion of finite dimensional affine subspaces of an affine Euclidean space E over a Euclidean
vector space V. Define a *-homomorphism
·

f3b,a: S ® CoCl*(Ea)--+ S ® CoCl*(Eb)
by using S ® CoCl*(Eb) ~ S ® CoCl*(Vb,a) ® CoCl*(Ea) and by

S ® CoCl*(Ea)

3

/1 ® !2 ~ fJ(b,a)(fi) ® /2

~.

[S ® CoCl*(Vb,a)] ® CoCl*(Ea)-

Lemma 13.5. Let Ea C Eb C Ec be double inclusions of finite dimensional
affine subspaces of E over V. Then we have f3c,b o f3b,a = f3c,a·

Proof. (Detailed). The generators of S as a C*-algebra are given by u(x)
e-lxl and v(x) = xe-lxl. We compute

=

(f3c,b o f3b,a)(f3a(u)) = (f3c,b o fJb,a)[(id ® f3a) o fl](u)
= (f3c,b o f3b,a) (id ® f3a) (u ® u) = (/?c,b o f3b,a) (u ® u( Ca))
= f3c,b(f3(b,a)(u) ® u(Ca)) = f3c,b(u ® u(C(b,a)) ® u(Ca))
= u ® u(C(c,b)) ® u(C(b,a)) ® u(Ca),
and

f3c,a(f3a(u))

= f3c,a(u ® u(Ca)) = U ® u(C(c,a)) ® u(Ca)

with
C{c,b)(·) ® C(b,a)(·) ® Ca(·) = C(c,a)(·) ® Ca(·)
(identified), so that both of computations for u are the same.
Similarly, we compute

(f3c,b o f3b,a)(f3a(v)) = (f3c,b o fJb,a)[(id ® f3a) o fl](v)
= (f3c,b o f3b,a)(id ® !3a)(v ® u + u ® v) = (f3c,b o f3b,a)( v ® u( Ca)
= f3c,b(f3(b,a)(v) ® u(Ca)) + f3c,b(f3(b,a)(u) ® v(Ca))

+ u ® v( Ca))

= f3c,b(v ® v(C(b,a)) ® u(Ca)) + f3c,b(u ® u(C(b,a)) ® v(Ca))

= v ® v(C(c,b)) ® v(C(b,a)) ® u(Ca) + u ® u(C(c,b)) ® u(C(b,a)) ® v(Ca),
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and

f3c,a(f3a(v)) = f3c,a(v ® u(Ca) + U ® v(Ca))
= v ® v(C(c,a)) ® u(Ca) + u ® u(C(c,a)) ® v(Ca:)
with

C(c,b)(·) ® C(b,a)(·) = C(c,a)(·)
(identified), so that both of computations for v are the same as well.

0

Corollary 13.6. (Added). The graded C*-algebras S®CoCl*(Ea) where Ea

ranges over finite dimensional affine subspaces of E over V form a directed
system as
· · · S ® CoCl*(Ea) ~ S ® CoCl*(Eb) ~ S ® CoCl*(Ec) · · ·
Definition 13.7. Let E be an affine Euclidean space over a Euclidean
vector space V. Suppose that {Ea} be a family of finite dimensional affine
subspaces of E directed by inclusions and {Va} be a corresponding family
of finite dimensional subspaces of V. We define the C*-algebra of E over V
to be the direct limit C* -algebra:

!!!!} S ® CoCl*(Ea) =

!!!!}

S ® Co(Ea, Cl*(Va)),

~c~~cv

~cE

which may be denoted as SCo(E, Cl*(V)) (but not suspended).
An action of G by isometries onE makes the (unsuspended) C*-algebra
of E over V into a G-C* -algebra.

Proof. (Edited). Define *-isomorphisms
<I> 9 : CoCl*(Ea)

= Co(Ea, Cl*(Va)) --+ CoCl*(gEa) = Co(gEa, Cl*(gVa))

by (<I> 9 f)(e) = iJ! 9 (f(g- 1e)), where iJ! 9 : Cl*(Va)--+ Cl*(gVa) is induced from
the linear isometries of V associated to the action of G on E, as shown in
0
an exercise at Page 105 above.
Lemma 13.8. The following diagram commutes:

S ® CoCl*(Ea)
id®cl>g

1

~ S ® CoCl*(Eb)

1

id®cl>g

S ® CoCl*(gEa)

~ S ® CoCl*(gEb)

where the map {39 b,ga : SCoCl*(gEa)
the diagram to be commutative.

--+

SCoCl*(gEb) may be defined as for
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Proof. (Added). Indeed, define
,Bgb,ga((id ® <Pg)(JI ® !2)) = (id ® <Pg)(,Bb,a(JI ® !2))
with (id ® if! 9)(fi ® !2) =!I® if! 9(!2) =!I® \ll 9 (!2(g-I·)) and
(id ® if!g)(,Bb,a(JI ® !2)) = (id ® if!g)(,B(b,a)(ft) ® !2)
= (id ® if!g)((ft ® fi(C(b,a)) ® f2) = (id ® if!g)(JI ® (fl(C(b,a)) ® !2))
= fi ® Wg[JI(g- 1 C(b,a)(·)) ® f2(g-I·)).
We need to check that this definition extends by linearity and by involutive
multiplicativity to a *-homomorphism.
D
The lemma above asserts that the maps id ® if!9 are compatible with the
maps ,Bb,a for the directed system to define SCo(E, Cl*(V)). Consequently,
Corollary 13.9. (Added). The C*-algebra SCo(E, Cl*(V)) (unsuspended)
is a G-C* -algebra by the action extended from id ® if! a as a direct limit.
Theorem 13.10. Let E be an affine Euclidean space over a Euclidean vector

space V equipped with a metrically proper action of a countable discrete group
G. Then the unsuspended C*-algebra SCo(E, Cl*(V)) as a direct limit of
suspended C* -algebras SCo(Ea, Cl* (Va)) is a proper G-C* -algebra.
Proof. Denote by ZoSCo(Ea, Cl*(Va)) the grading degree zero part of the
center of the C*-algebra SCo(Ea, Cl*(Va)). It is isomorphic to the algebra
of continuous functions on the locally compact space [0, 09) x Ea (a direct
product) vanishing at infinity.
Note that the grading degree zero part corresponds to that of S of even
functions on R, identified with functions on [0, oo), and that the Clifford
C*-algebra Cl*(Va) is isomorphic to a single matrix C*-algebra if dim Va is
even, and to the direct sum of two matrix C* -algebras if dim Va is odd, so
that the center ZCl*(Va) of Cl*(Va) is isomorphic to C if dim Va is even,
and 'to C 2 if dim Va is odd, and hence the degree zero part ZoCl*(Va) of
ZCl*(Va) is isomorphic to C in both cases. ·
The linking map ,Bb,a embeds as
,Bb,a : ZoSCo(Ea, Cl*(Va))

--+

ZoSCo(Eb, Cl*(Vb))

to form a directed system and its direct limit ZoSCo(E, Cl*(V)), which is a
C*-subalgebra of SC0 (E, Cl*(V)), and in fact is the degree zero part of the
center of SCo(E, Cl*(V)), so that the notation is compatible in this sense.
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It holds that the product set ZoSCo(E, Cl*(V))·SCo(E, Cl*(V).) is dense
in SCo(E, Cl*(V)).
.
Note that the product (ft®1k)·(f2®v) = ftf2®v in ZoSCo(Ea, Cl*(Va))·
SCo(Ea, Cl*(Va)) with 1k, v E Cl*(Va) and 1k the identity element of Cl*(Va)·
Moreover, replace !2 with (!>.) a (countable) approximate unit .for SCo(Ea)
to have the limit lim>. ftf>. = !1· Then the set of Q-linear spans of simple
tensors !1!>. ® v is dense in there.
The Gelfand spectrum of ZoSCo(E, Cl*(V)) is the locally compact space
[0, oo) x E a product space, where E is the metric space completion of E,
and the product space is given the weakest topology for which the projection
to E is weakly continuous and the function t 2 + lP(eo, e) on [0, oo) x E is
continuous for some and hence any eo E E.
Note that E is an affine space over the Hilbert space Vas a l 2 -completion
of V, and that by identifying E as an orbit of V one can transfer the weak
topology of the Hilbert space V to E.
If G acts merically and properly on V, then the induced action on the
locally compact space [0, oo) x E is proper.
0

Remark. The argument above is due to G. Skandalis (but not cited in the
text).

Part II
We may refer to (25] of Higson, Kasparov, and Trout (unchecked in
details).
We assume that E is a countably infinite dimensional affine Euclidean
space on which a countable discrete group G acts by isometries.
If G has the Haagerup property, then G acts properly a~d isometrically
on some countably infinite dimensional affine space E.
Fix a point eo E E. This point is viewed as an affine subspace of E, and
thus there is an inclusion *-homomorphism as the composition:
{3: S

=S ®C ~

SCo(Ea, Cl*(Va)) ~ SCo(E, Cl*(V)),

by {3(!) = !(1 ® 1 + 1 ® Ca,o), where the image of f3a,o is contained in all
C* -subalgebras S ® Co(Ea, Cl*(Va)) if eo E Ea for every Ea, and

f3a,o(f)
where f3(a,o)(f)
e- eo EVa.

= ((id ® f3(a,o)) o l:l.)(f)

= f(C(a,o)), with C(a,O)

: Ea ~ Cl*(Va) defined by C(a,o)(e)
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=

Lemma 13.11. The asymptotic morphism (f3t) : S-+ SCo(E, Cl*(V)) defined by f3t(f) = [3(ft), where {3 : S ~ SCo(E, Cl*(V)) is defined above and
ft(x) = f(t- 1 x), is G-equivariant.
Proof. Show that if eo and e1 are two points in a finite dimensional affine
subspace Ea of E, then for every f E S,

where C9 a,1(e) = e- e1 fore E gEa (corrected as below) with g ·eo= e1.
Indeed, show that the diagram commutes asymptotically:

f3t=(id®/3(ga,l))®A)(-)(t- 1 ·)

S - - - - - - - + - SCo(gEa, Cl*(gVa))
with f3(ga,l) : gEa ~ Cl*(gVa) defined as f3(a,O) similarly.
It suffices to compute the limit for the g~nerating functions f±(x) =
for S = Co (JR). For these one has
II \II g/±(g- 1t- 1C(a,o)) - f±(t- 1C(ga,1)) II
= 11Wg(g- 1t- 1C(a,O) ± il)- 1 - (t- 1C(ga,1)

xii

± il)- 111

= ll(t- 1C(a,O)
=

± il)- 1 - (t- 1C(ga,l) ± il)- 111
11(t-1C(a,O) ± il)- 1 (t- 1 C(¥a,1)- t- 1 C(a,o))(t- 1 C(ga,1) ± il)- 111

~ ll(t- 1C(a,O) ± il)- 1 11~11Cc9a,1)- C(a,o)llll(t- 1C(ga,1) ± il)- 111,
which goes to zero as t ~ oo, where note that J±(x) are rational functions
of degree one with respect to x, so that the action w9 is cancelled with g- 1,
and that
(C(ga,l) - C(a,o))(e) = (e- et)- (e- eo) =eo- e1
and that IIC(ga,1)- C{a,o)ll = lleo- etll·

0

Definition 13.12. Define the Eo-theory class [/3] E Ea(CC, SCo(E, Cl*(V)))
induced by the G-equivariant asymptotic morphism (f3t) : S-+ SCo(E, Cl*(V))
defined by f3t(f) = f3(ft).
By broadening Definition 7.2 to the context of affine Euclidean spaces,
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Definition 13.13. Let Ea be a finite dimensional affine subspace of an affine
Euclidean space E over a Euclidean vector s·pace V, with Va an associated
subspace of V. Define the Hilbert space of Ea as the Hilbert space of all
square integrable Cl*(Va)-valued functions on Ea:
H(Ea) = L 2(Ea, Cl*(Va)).

This is a graded Hilbert space with grading inherited from that of Cl*(Va)·

Lemma 13.14. Let Ea C Eb be an inclusion of finite dimensional affine
subspaces of E over V and let Vb,a be the orthogonal complement of Ea in
Eb. Then there is an isomorphism of graded Hilbert spaces:

H(Vb,a) ® H(Ea)

~

H(Eb),

by sending h1 ® h2 to h1 · h2, where (h1 · h2)(v +e)
Vb,a ffi Ea = Eb·
Proof. (Added). We have
H(Eb) = L 2(Eb, Cl*(Eb))

= h1 (v)h2(e)

for v + e E

~ L 2(Vb,a ffi Ea) ® Cl*(Vb,a ffi Ea)
~ L 2(Vb,a) ® L 2 (Ea) ® Cl*(Vb,a) ® Cl*(Va)

~ L 2(Vb,a) ® Cl*(Vb,a) ® L 2(Ea) ® Cl*(Va)
~

H(Vb,a) ® H(Ea)·
0

Definition 13.15. If W = Va (or V(b,a)) is a finite dimensional Euclidean
vector space V, then the basic vector fw =fa E H(W) (or f(b,a)) is defined
by

for wE W.

Remark. The constant 7r-l dim w is chosen so that llfwll

= 1.

Proof. (Added). Compute that
(fw, fw)

= (e-411wll 2 , e-411wll 2 )117r-ldim w1 112
~dim W 2
{
e- L.Jj::::l wj dw
= '}f-21 d"lm W lw

=

71"-!dimWn1~"lw

L

e-w1dw;

= 7r-4dimWn1~iw .;:rr = l.
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0
Definition 13.16. If Ea C Eb as before, then define an isometry of graded
Hilbert spaces S(b,a) : H(Ea) --+ H(Eb) by

S(b,a)(f)

= f(b,a) ® f

E H(Vb,a) ® H(Ea) ~ H(Eb)·

Proof. (Added). Note that
(f(b,a) ® f, f(b,a) ®f)

= (f(b,a)' f(b,a)}(f, f) = (/,f).
0

Lemma 13.17. Let Ea C Eb C Ec be double inclusions of finite dimensional
affine subspaces of E over V. Then S(c,a) = S(c,b) o S(b,a).

Proof. Note that
(S(c,b) o

S(b,a))(f)

= f(c,b) ® f(b,a) ® f

and

Scc,a)(f)

= f(c,a) ® f

with
(f(c,b) ® f(b,a))( W(c,b)' W(b,a))

= f(b,c) (W(c,b))f(b,a) (W(b,a))

= 7r-! dim \t(c,b)e-!llw(c,b)ll 2 7r-! dim \t(b,a) e-!llw(b,a)ll 2

= 7r-!(dim \t(c,b)+dim v(b,a)) e-!<llw(c,b)ll 2 +llw(b,a)ll 2 )
2

= 7r-! dim \t(c,a)e-!llwcc,a)ll = f(c,a)(W(c,a))

0
Corollary 13.18. (Added). There is a directed system of graded Hilbert
spaces as

Definition 13.19. Let E be an affine Euclidean space over a Euclidean
vector space V and let {Ea} be a family of finite dimensional affine subspaces
of E directed by inclusions. Then the graded Hilbert space H(E) is defined
to be the direct limit:

H(E)

= !!!!!
EaCE

H(Ea)

=

!!m

L 2 (Ea, Cl*(Va))

= L 2 (E, Cl*(V))

EaCE;VaCV

in the category of Hilbert spaces and graded isometric inclusions.
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If G acts isometrically on E, then H (E) is equipped with a unitary
representation <I> of G as that SCo(Ea, Cl*(Va)) is equippec;:l with the Gaction id ® <I>.
Suppose now that E is itself finite dimensional. Fix a point eo E E
and use it to identity E with its underlying vector space V and use this
identification to define scaling maps on E by sending e ~-----+ t- 1 e E E for
t 2: 1, with the common fixed point eo E E. If h E CoCl*(Ea) and if
ea E Ea c E, then define ht E CoCl*(Ea) by ht(e) = h(t- 1e).
Lemma 13.20. Let Ea be an affine subspace of a finite dimensional affine

Euclidean space E. Denote by Da the Dirac operator for Ea and by Be!: =
+De!: the Clifford operator plus the Dirac operator for the orthogonal
complement Ecf: of Ea in E. Then an asymptotic morphism

ct

is defined by (to be corrected below)

Proof. The operator Bcf: is essentially seif-adjoint and has compact resolvent
(as checked before). So we can define *-homomorphisms "'t : S ~ OC(H(Ec}-))
by "'t(!) = ft(B;}-). As did before, define an asymptotic morphism (at) :
S ® CoCl*(Ea)) -v-+ OC(H(Ea)) by at(f ®h) = ft(Da)Mhe· The following
composition gives (af) in the statement:
S ® CoCl*(Ea) ~ S ® S ® CoCl*(Ea) -ye®crt OC(H(E;}-)) ® JK(H(Ea))
with JK(H(Ec}-)) ® JK(H(Ea)) ~ OC(H(Ec!:) ® H(Ea)) ~ OC(H(E)). Indeed,
note that if D.(/)= f ®/,then

("'t ® at)(D. ® id)(/ ®h)
ft(Bcf") ® ft(Da)Mht

= "'t(!) ®at(!® h) =
= (ft(Bt) ® ft(Da))(l ® Mht)
= ft(B; ® 1 + 1 ® Da)(l ® Mht),

which is just as the case as for u(x) = e-lxl, because D.(u) = u ® u and
u(x) ® u(y) = u(x + y). Possibly, the definition in the statement should be
slightly changed as for the case as for v(x) = xe-lxl as checked before. 0
Lemma 13.21. Let Ea C Eb be an inclusion of affine subspaces of a finite

dimensional affine Euclidean space E over V. Then the following diagram
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commutes asymptotically:

S ® Co(Ea, Cl*(Va)) ~ OC(H(Et)) ® OC(H(Ea))

OC(H(E))

Pb,al

II

S ® Co(Eb, Cl*(Vb))
Proof. We do a computation for the generators u(x) = e-lxl and v(x)
2
2
xe-lxl of Sand (as well for u(x 2 ) = e-x and ~v(x 2 ) = xe-x ).

=

Denote by Eb,a the orthogonal complement of Ea in Eb, so that

E

= Er EB Eb,a ED Ea

and

H(E)

9!

H(Er) ® H(Eb,a) ® H(Ea)·

To do the computation we n~ed to note that under the isomorphism
H(Eb) 9! H(Eb,a) ® H(Ea) of Hilbert spaces, the Dirac operator Db for Eb
corresponds to the operator Db,a ® 1 + 1 ® Da, and these essentially selfadjoint operators may correspond to their self-adjoint closures. Similarly,
the operator Bt corresponds to the operator Br ® 1 + 1 ® Bb,a under the
isomorphism H(Et) ~ H(Er) ® H(Eb,a)·
Indeed, note that for f = !I ® !2,

a

dimE&

Db(!)( e)=

L:

We;

ae. f(e)

j=l

J

a

dim E&,a dim Ea

=

L: L:
j=l

dim E&,a

=

We;®ek

k=l

ae. k (fl ® f2)(e)
J,

a

~ w.j®1(8e;

t;

a

dim Ea

® id)(fl ® h)(e)

+

wl®e.(id ® 8ek)(h ® h)(e)

= (Db,a ® 1 + 1 ® Da)(fl ® f2)(e).
Similarly, the case as for Bt = ct
It then certainly follows that

+ Dt is proved.

since (Db,a ® 1)(1 ® Da) = (1 ® Da)(Db,a ® 1) = Db,a ® Da and the same
and Bb,a· Moreover, it holds that
reason holds for

Br
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because of the multiplication rule for the Clifford algebras involved.
2
Now applying o.~ to the element e-x ® h E S ® Co(Et, Cl*(Va.L)) we
obtain

2

in OC(H(Et")) ® OC(H(Eb,a)) ® OC(H(Ea)). Applying o.~ o f3b,a to e-x ® h we
get

But we have seen before that the two families of operators e -t B~,a and
.
1 D2
1 c2
1 c2
1 D2
e-t2" b,ae-t2" b,a as well as e-t2" b,ae-t2" b,a are asymptotic to one another as
2
2
t--+ oo. It hence follows that o.f(e-x ®h) is asymptotic to o.~(f3b,a(e-x ®h),
as required.
0
The calculation for v ® h is similar.
2

From now on we assume that an affine space E over V is infinite dimensional. Let Ea be a finite dimensional affine subspace of E. Denote by
Et the orthogonal complement of Ea in E, which is an infinite dimensional
Euclidean space. We can form the direct limit Hilbert space H(Et) as

H(Et)

= !!!!}

H(Ek)

EkcEt

with { Ek} a family of finite dimensional affine subspaces of Et directed by
inclusions.

Lemma 13.22. There is an isomorphism of graded Hilbert spaces

H(E)
with E

e:!

H(Et) ® H(Ea)

= E;}- ED Ea.

Proof. (Added). Since we have
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with {Ek} a family of finite dimensional affine subspaces of Et directed by
inclusions and {Ek EB Ea}k a family of finite dimensional affine subspaces
of E, taking the direct limits of both sides implies the isomorphism in the
0
statement.
Definition 13.23. Let Ea be a finite dimensional subspace of an affine
Euclidean space E over V. Define the Schwarz space 6(Ea) to be the
dense subspace of H(Ea) of Schwarz class Cl*(Va)-valued functions on Ea,
denoted as ·

Define the Schwarz space 6 (E) of E to be the algebraic direct limit of
6(Ea) as
6(E) = 6(E, Cl*(V)) = !!m 6(Ea, Cl*(Va))
EaCE

with {Ea} a directed family of finite dimensional affine subspaces of E, using
the inclusions S(b,a) : H(Ea) ~ H(Eb)·
Note that the basic vector fw E H(W) belongs to 6(W).
If V C W c Et is a double inclusion of finite dimensional subspaces,
then the operator Bv = Cv + Dv on 6(V) also acts on the Schwar~ space
6 (W) by the formula:
(Cv

n
n
a
+ Dv)f(w) = Lw;Me;f(w) + Lwekaf(w),
j=l

k=l

Wk

where e1, · · · , en is an orthonormal basis for V and Wt, · · · , Wn are coordinates for V, extended to coordinates on W. The action on 6(W) by Bv is
compatible with the inclusion by s(b,a) as

lid®Bv

6(V)

= 6(Ek)

so.k>

~ 6(W)

= 6(Et) = 6(Vi,k) ® 6(Ek)·

Indeed,
( (id ® Bv) o S(l,k))(f) = (id ® Bv )(f(l,k) ®f)

= f(l,k) ® Bv f = (S(l,k) o Bv )(f).
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We then define an unbounded, essentially self-adjoint operator

on the direct limit Hilbert space H(Ei!:) with domain 6(Ec}-).
As a key observation,
Lemma 13.24. Suppose that Ec}- is decomposed as an algebraic direct sum
of pairwise orthogonal, finite dimensional subspaces as
Et = Vo ED V1 ED···= EDi\lj.
Iff= limi f(vo,vl, · · · ,vj) E 6(Ec}-) C H(Ec}-), then the sum limit
Bt f

= lim(Bo + B1 + · · ·Bj)/(vo,vb · · · ,vj)
= lim(Bo/ + B1! + · · · + Bif)(vo, VI,···, vi),
many nonzero terms, where each Bj = Cj + Dj

is the
has only finitely
2
Clifford-Dirac or Bott-Dirac operator on H(Vj) = L Cl*(Vj) with domain
6Cl*(Vj).
The direct limit operator Be!: is essentially self-adjoint on 6(Ec}-) and is
independent of the direct sum decomposition of Ec}-.
Proof. Since 6(Et) = !!!!!6(VoED· · ·EDVj), iff E 6(Et), then f belongs to
some 6(Vo ED··· ED Vj). Its image fk in 6(Vo ED··· ED Vn+k) under the linking
map as s(b,a) in the directed system is a function of the form:
fk(Vo, · · · , Vn+k)

= Ck · f(vo, · · · , Vn)e-!llvn+lll

2
•••

e-!llvn+kll

2

2

for some constant Ck. Since e-~llvn+kll is in the kernel of Bn+k, we see that
Bn+s fk = 0 for all k ~ s ~ 1. This proves the first part of the lemma.
Essential self-adjointness follows from the existence of an eigen-basis for
Be}-, which follows from the existence of eigen-bases in the finite dimensional
case (see Proposition 7.15 and Corollary 7.16).
The fact that Be!: is independent of the choice of a direct sum decomposition follows from that

Btf

= Bwf

iff E 6(W)

c 6(Et),

which in turn follows from that Bw1 $W2 = Bw1 + Bw2 for both W1 and W2
finite dimensional.
Indeed. Bw as well as Cw and Dw are independent of the choice of a
0
basis for W.
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Unfortunately, the operator B!- does not have compact resolvent. Indeed,

(Et) 2 = B5 + B? + · · · + BJ + · · ·
= (C5 + D5 +No)+···+ (CJ +

DJ + Nj) + · · ·

from which it follows that the eigenvalues for (Bt )2 are the sums

.X = .Xo + At

+ · · · + .X; + · · · ,

BJ

where each .X; is an eigenvalue for
and where all but finitely many .X;
are zero. It then follows from Proposition 7.15 that the eigenvalue 0 has
multiplicity 1, but each positive integer is an eigenvalue of (Bt )2 of infinite
multiplicity. For instance,

n = n+O+O+ ··· +0+ ···
= O+n+O+ ··· +0+ ··· = ···
= 0+0+0+ ···+n+O+ ··· = ···.
Because of infinite multiplicity of eigenvalues except zero, (Bt )2 can
not have the resolvent (.XI - (B!-) 2 )- 1 compact for .X ¢ a( (Bt ?) the spectrum discrete. Note that a compact operator always has eigen-spaces finite
dimensional for nonzero eigenvalues. As well, Bt does not have compact
resolvent, since u(Bt) 2 = u((Bt) 2 ).
Notation. Let Eo C E1 C · · · C En · · · be an increasing sequence of finite
dimensional affine subspaces of an affine space E whose union UnEn is E.
Set Vo =Eo and denote by Vn the orthogonal complement of En-1 in En,
so that E = ffi~=O Vn as an algebraic orthogonal direct sum decomposition.
Definition 13.25. Let Ea be a finite dimensional affine subspace of E =
ffi~o Vj. An algebraic orthogonal direct sum decomposition Et = ffi~o W; is
standard if Wo = Va some finite dimensional vector space and W; = Vn-1 +i
for j ~ 1 and some n ~ 1.
Definition 13.26. Let Ea be a finite dimensional affine subspace of an affine
space E. An algebraic orthogonal direct sum decomposition Et = EB~ 0 Z;
into finite dimensional linear subspaces is acceptable if there is a standard
decomposition Et = ffi~o W; such that

Wo ffi · · · ffi Wn C Zo ffi · · · ffi Zn C Wo ffi · · · ffi Wn+l
for all sufficiently large n.
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Remark. (Added). It may says that the acceptability for the decomposition
of affine subspaces of an affine space E over a Euclidean vector space V
ensures that its affine structure may be contained or replaced with the vector
space structure for the decomposition of linear subspaces of V.

Definition 13.27. Let Ea be a finite dimensional affine subspace of an
affine space E and let Ecf- = Ef1~oZi be an acceptable decomposition of Ecfin that sense. For each t ~ 1, define a perturbed unbounded operator Bt,t
on H(Ecf-) with domain 6(Ecf-) by

Bt,t = !i!n(toBo + t1B1

+ · · · + tnBn)

where tj = 1+t and Bn = Cn+Dn the Clifford-Dirac or Batt-Dirac operator
on the finite dimensional space Zn.
The direct limit perturbed operator Bt,t is well defined as Bj:, and it
does depend on the choice of an acceptable decomposition, as .well as on
the parameter t E [1, oo) (not checked, but a moment of thought may make
these clear).

Lemma 13.28. Let Ea be a finite dimensional affine subspace of.an affine
space E over a Euclidean vector space V and let Ej: = Ef1~ 0 Zj be an acceptable decomposition of Ej:. Then the perturbed operator

Bt,t

= ~(toBo + t1B1 + · · · + tnBn)

on H(Ej:) with domain 6(Ecf- ), is essentially self-adjoint and has compact
resolvent, as a key property.
Proof. The proof of self-adjointness follows from the same argument as for
the proof of that for Bt given above. It is shown that there is an orthonormal
eigen-baisis for Bt,t in 6(Ecf- ).
As for compactness of the resolvent for Bt,t, the formula

implies that the eigenvalues of (Btt) 2 are the sums
'

where each An is an eigenvalue forB~ and all but finitely many An are zero.
Since the lowest positive eigenvalue for every Bn is 1, and since ti = 1 + ---+

f
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t fixed, with t; < tj+l, it follows that for any R > 0,
there are only finitely many eigenvalues A for (Bt,t) 2 with I-XI ~ R. It ensures
that each nonzero eigenvalue for (Btt) 2 as well as Btt has multiplicity finite.
Hence it follows that (Bt,t) 2 and B},t have compact' resolvent by functional
calculus.
0
oo as j ~ oo and for

Proposition 13.29. Let Ea be a finite dimensional affine subspace of E
over V as above, for which a point eo E Ea is fixed to define scaling automorphisms of CoCl*(Ea) by sending h ~---+ ht as before. Let Btt be the
perturbed unbounded operator associated to some acceptable deco~position ·
of Et. Then an asymptotic morphism

(af) : S ® Co(Ea, Cl*(Va)) ~ OC(H(Et)) ® OC(H(Ea)) ~ OC(H(E))
is defined by

(to be corrected in some case).
"

Proof. This is proved in exactly the same way as for Bt involved. But the
formula for defining the morphism need to be corrected similarly as in the
proof of Lemma 13.20.
0

Again, the perturbed operator Btt does depend on the choice of an
acceptable decomposition in some sen~e. Possibly, it may come ·from the
difference between an affine space and a linear space such as arrangement.
But the situation is improved in the limit as t ~ oo.

Lemma 13.30. Let Ea be a finite dimensional affine subspace of E over V
as above. Denote by Bt = Bt,t and B~ = B:~ the operators associated to
two acceptable decompositions ffiJ:=oZj and ffij:: 0 Zj of Et. Then
lim llf(Bt)- f(B;)II

t-+oo

=0

for every

f

E S

= Co(IR).

Proof. We prove a special case such that
Zo E9 • • • • .. ffi Zn c Zb ffi .. · ffi Z~ c Zo ffi · .. ffi Zn+l

for all n. Then Zo c Z 0c Zo ffi Z1 . Denote by Xo the orthogonal complement of Zo in Z 0 and set Yo= Zo. Then Zb =Yo ffi Xo. Denote by Y1 the
orthogonal complement of .Z0 in Z1. Then Z1 = Xo ffi Y1 and

Y1 c z~ c Yi ffi z2.
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Denote by Xt the orthogonal complement of Y1 in Zf. Then Zf = Yi t9 X1.
Inductively, denote by Xn the orthogonal complernent of Yn (or Zn) in Z~
and by Yn the orthogonal complement of Z~_ 1 in Zn· Then Zn = Xn_ 1 E9 Yn
and Z~ = Yn E9 Xn. It then follows that
Et

= EB~oZi =Yo EB [EB~ 1 (Xj-1 EB Yj)]
= EB~ 0 Zj = EB~ 0 (Yj E9 Xj),.

with respect to which the operators Bt and B~ can be written as

+ (t1Bx0 + t1BY1 ) + (t2Bx 1 + t2By2 ) + · · ·
B; = (toBy0 + toBx0 ) + (ltBY1 + t1Bx 1 ) + (t2BY2 + t2Bx2 ) + · · · .
Bt = toBy0

It then follows that

Bt- B~

with each ti- ti- 1

= (t1- to)Bx0 + (t2- tt)Bx 1 + · · ·

= (1 + t- 1j)- (1 +t- 1 (j -1)) = t- 1 .
12

( Bt- Bt)

Therefore,

1 2
1 2
= -Bx
+ -Bx
t2
0
t2 1 + · · ·

In contrast,

B~ = t~B~0
and since

+ (t~Bio + t~B~1 ) + (t~Bi 1 + t~B~2 ) + · · · .

t] ~ 1, it follows that for every € E 6(Et ),

II(Bt- BD 2€II 2 = llt- 1Bio€ + t- 1Bi1 € + · · ·11 2
= t- 2(11Bio€ll 2+ IIBi €11 2 + · · ·)
2
2
2
2
~ t- (11t~B~0 €II + llt~Bxo€11 + llt~BY.€11 + 11Bx1 €ll 2+ · · ·)
= t- 2 IIB~€11 2 ,
so that II(Bt- B;?€11 ~ t- 111Br€11 (corrected).
1 •
.
If f ( x ) = x±i In S, then
11(/(Bt) - f(B~))€11 2 = II(Bt ± i)- 1(B;- Bt)(B; ± i)- 1€11 2
~ II(B~- Bt)(B~ ± i)- 1 €11 2 = ((B;- Bt) 2 (B; ± i)~ 1 e, (B; ± i)- 1€)
~ II(B;- Bt) 2 (B; ± i)- 1€IIII(B; ± i)- 1€11
~ t- 1IIB;(B; ± i)- 1 €IIII(B; ± i)- 1 €11
~ t- 1IIB;(B; ± i)- 11111€11 2 ,
1
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so that 11/{Bt)- /{BDII :::; ~IIBl(Bi ± i)- 1 11~ {corrected), where it is required that the norm of the last compact operator B[(Bf ± i)- 1 is bounded
with respect tot (correct or not?).
An approximation argument involving the Stone-Weierstrass theorem
may finish the proof.
0
By strengthening Lemma 13.30 above,
Lemma 13.31. With the same hypotheses as in the previous lemma, it holds
that for f E S,
lim llf(sBt)- f(sBDII = o
t-+oo

uniformly in s E [1, oo).

It follows that the asymptotic morphism (a~) is independent of the choice
an acceptable decomposition for Ec!-, up to asymptotic equivalence (compare
the proof of Lemma 13.20). However, the morphism does depend on the
choice of an initial direct sum decomposition.
Proposition 13.32. The following diagram commutes asymptotically:
S ® CoCl*(Ea)
Pb,a

~

1

OC(H(E))

I
b

S ® CoCl*(Eb) ~ OC(H(E))
under suitable acceptable decompositions for Ec!- as well as Er chosen.
Proof. As did before, the composition (a~of3b,a) is asymptotic to the asymptotic morphism

where, if (a~) is computed using an acceptable decomposition Er
then
is the operator associated to the decomposition

B:

Et

= EB~0 Zj,

= Vb,a EB Zo ffi Z1 ffi Z2 ffi · · · .

But this is an acceptable decomposition for Ec!-, and thus the statement
~~0
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It follows that the asymptotic morphisms (oi) (for any a as a parameter)
combine to form an asymptotic morphism (at) from SCo(E, Cl*(V)) to
IK(H(E)), as desired.
Suppose that a countable group G acts isometrially on E. Identify E
with its underlying Euclidean space V by using a point eo E E. Define a
family of actions by G on E by

= e and for s E [0, 1].
Note that if e = eo = eo+ v with v = 0, then g ·o eo = O(g ·eo) = 0 = eo
g ·8 e = s(g ·eo)+ 7r9 v,

with eo+ v

a global fixed point, and that

g ·1 e = (g ·eo)+ 1f9 v

= g · v = g · (e- eo).

Lemma 13.33. There exists a direct sum decomposition E = EBf=o Vj such
that if En = E9'J=o Vj, then for every g E G, there is a natural number no E N
such that if n >"no, then g ·8 En C En+1 for all s E [0, 1].
Proposition 13.34. If the direct sum decomposition E = E9f=o Vj is chosen so as in Lemma 13.33 above, then the asymptotic morphism (ot) :
SCo(E, Cl*(V)) """+ IK(H(E)) deduced above is equivariant in the sense that

lim llot(Y ·a)- g •t-1 (ot(x))ll

t-oo

=0

for all a E SCo(E, Cl*(V)) and all g E G, as that the diagram:
SC0 (E,Cl*(V)) ~ SC0 (E,Cl*(V))

1~

~1

IK(H(E))

IK(H(E))
commutes asymptotically as t

~

oo.

Proof The asymptotic morphism on S®CoCl*(Ea) defined by sending a~---+
· t-1 (of (g · a)) is given by exactly the same formula used to define of,
But
except for the choice of an acceptable direct sum decomposition of
give rise to
different choices of acceptable direct sum decompositions of
asymptotically equivalent, asymptotic morphisms.
Note that for a= f ® h,

g- l

E;;-

1

g- ·t-t

(at(g ·(!®h)))= g- 1 •t-1 (at(!® (g ·h)))

= g- 1 ·t-1 ft(B;,t ® 1 + 1 ® Da)(l ® M(g·h)t)
= !t(B;,t ® 1 + 1 ® Da)(1 ® M( 9 -t.g·h)t)

= ft(B;,t ® 1 + 1 ® Da)(1 ® Mht) = o~(/ ®h).
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E;;-.

0
Definition 13.35. Denote by [a] E Ec(SC0 (E, Cl*(V)), C) the Ea-class of
the asymptotic morphism (at) : SCo(E, Cl*(V)) -+ IK(H(E)).
Part III
We are going to show that a composition in the Ec-theory is the identity
class. The proof is almost exactly the· same as that of Proposition 11.31.
Lemma 13.36. Suppose that the isometric action of G on the affine Euclidean space E over V has a fixed point. Then the composition

C ~ SCo(E, Cl*(V)) __lL C
in the G..:equivariant E-theory is the identity morphism on C.
Proof. First, recall that in the definition of the asymptotic morphism {3 we
fix a point of E. But it is clear from the proof for the construction of {3
that different choices of an initial point give rise to asymptotically equivalent, asymptotic morphiphisms. Thus we may choose the point that is fixed
under the action of G on E. It then implies that each *-homomorphism
f3t(f) = f3(ft) is G-equivariant. It follows that the G-equivariant, asymptotic morphism (f3t) : S -+ SCo(E, Cl*(V)) is G-equivariantly homotopy
equivalent to the G-equivariant *-homomorphism {3: S-+ SCo(E, Cl*(V)).
Using this fact, it follows that we may compute the composition [a]o[/3] in
the G-equivariant E-theory by computing the composition of the asymptotic
morphism a with the *-homomorphism {3. But it is shown that this composition is asymptotic to 'Y = ('Yt) : S-+ IK(H(E)) defined by 'Yt(f) = ft(Bt),
where Bt is the operator associated to any acceptable decomposition of E.
This in turn is homotopic to the asymptotic morphism sending f ~.J(Bt)·
Finally, this is homotopic to the asymptotic morphism defining the identity
class [id] E Ea(C, C) by the homotopy sending

S3

f ~ {f(sBt) s E (0, 1]
f(O)p

s

= 0,

where p is the projection onto the kernel of Bt. Note that all the operators
Bt have the same 1-dimensional, G-fixed kernel.
0

Theorem 13.37. The composition [a] o [!3]
identity class.
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= [/3] ®[a]

E Ec(C, C) is the

Proof. Let s E [0, 1] and we denote by SCo(E, Cl*(V))s the C*-algebra
SC0 (E, Cl*(V)), but with the scaled G-action (g, h) ~ g *s h. The G-C*-

algebras SCo(E, Cl*(V)) 8 form a continuous field of G-C*-algebras over the
unit interval [0, 1] (see Dixmier [15] for continuous fields of C*-algebras). Denote by C([0.1], {SCo(E, Cl*(V))s}) the G-C*-algebra of continuous sections
of this continuous field. In a similar way, form a continuous field of G-C*algebras OC(H(E))s as fibers over [0, 1] and denote by C([O, I], {IK(H(E))s})
the G-C* -algebra of continuous sections of this continuous field.
The asymptotic morphism a = (at) : SCo(E, Cl*(V)) --+ IK(H(E)) induces an asymptotic morphism
a"'

= (ats)
'

: C{[O, 1], {SCo(E, Cl*(V))s})

--+

C{[O, 1], {IK(H(E))s})

defined as a't;8 (f)(s) = at,s(f(s)) with (at,s): SCo(E, Cl*(V))s--+ IK(H(E))s.
Similarly, the asymptotic morphism /3 = (f3t) : S--+ SCo(E, Cl*(V)) extends
to an asymptotic morphism
{3rv

= ({3'(
'

8

)

:

S--+ C([O, 1], {SCo(E, Cl*(V)s})

defined as /3't;s(f)(s) = f3t,s(f) with (f3t,!J) : S--+ SCo(E, Cl*(V))s.
Consider the following diagram of G-equivariant E-theory morphisms:
C

[t3"']
~

C([O, 1], {SCo(E, Cl*(V)s})

1

I·
C ~

[a""]

----+

~

[evs]

SCo(E, Cl*(V)s)

C([O, 1])

~

1

[ev 8 ]

C

where [ev~] denotes the G-equivariant E-theory class induced from the evaluation map ev s at s E [0, 1]. If the composition on the bottom line is the
identity class for somes E [0, 1], then it is t~e identity class for all s E [0, 1]
by homotopy invariance. But that compostion is the identity class when
s = 0 since the G-action (g, e) ~----+ g ·o e has a fixed point. It then follows that
0
the composition is the identity class when s = 1, as wanted to prove.

A generalization to continuous fields on compact Hausdorff spaces
We consider a simple extension of the main Theorem 12.16 to a situation
involving continuous fields of affine spaces over a compact parameter space.
Definition 13.38. Let Z be a set.· Denote by Jt,.(Z) the set of all negative
type kernels b: Z x Z ~ IR such that b(z, z) = 0 for any z E Z, b(zt, z2) =
b(z2, zt) for any z1, z2 E Z, and
n

L

aib(zi, z;)a; ~ 0

i,j=l
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for all n E N, Z1, • · • , Zn E Z, and a1, ···an E IR with "L,j= 1 ai = 0. Equip
.ftn(Z) with the topology of pointwise convergence, so that the ·net (bJ.£)
converges tobin .ftn(Z) if and only if b~-'(zt, z2) converges to b(z1, z2) for all
Z!,Z2

E

z.

Suppose now that X is a compact Hausdorff space and that we are
given a continuous map from X into .Rn(Z) as x 1-+ bx. For each x E
X, we can construct a Euclidean vector space Vx and an affine space Ex
over Vx. For example, each Vx is a quotient space of the space fo(Z, IR) of
all finitely supported functions on Z which have sum 0 (by the subspace
fo(Z, R)o of zero definite functions with respect to the positive semidefinite
form associated to bx), and each Ex is a quotient space of the space /1 (Z, R)
of all finitely supported functions on Z which have sum 1 (by fo(Z, R)o).
We then obtain a sort of continuous field of affine Euclidean spaces Ex
over X.
Then the (unsuspended, direct limit) C*-algebras SCo(Ex, Cl*(Vx)) for
x E X may be put together to form a continuous field of C* -algebras over
X (see [15]). To do this we need to specify which sections of this continuous
field are to be continuous.

Definition 13.39. Let U be an open subset of a compact Hausdorff space X
and let Su : Rn --+ Eu be a family of isometries of Rn into the affine Euclidean
spaces Eu for u E U defined above. The family is said to be continuous if
there is a finite subset F of the set Z and if there are functions fi,u : Z --+ R
where j = 1, · · · , n and u E U such that
(a) each function /j,u is supported in F and has sum 1, and thus /j,u
determines a point of Eu;
(b) for each z E Z and each j, the value /j,u{z) is a continuous function
ofu E U;
(c) the isometry Su maps the standard basis element ei of Rn to the
point of Eu determined by /j,u·
Note that as a picture,
0

------+

Rn 3 ei

~ [/j,u] E Eu

= fi(Z,R)/fo(Z,R)o

1
FeU eX.
Definition 13.40. Let us say that a function f which assigns to each point
x EX an element fx of the (unsuspended) C*-algebra SCo(Ex, Cl*(Vx)) is
a continuous section if for every x E X and every c > 0 there is an open
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subset U of X containing x, a continuous family of isometries Su: m.n ~ Eu
as above, and an element f E S ® Co (JRn, C l* (JRn)) such that the norm
lls;;'(f) -full < £ for all u E U, where s;;' is the following composition as

s;;' : S ® Co(IRn, Cl*(IRn))

id®Ad(su)

{S ® Co(Eu, Cl*(Vu))}ueU

~

C(X, {SCo(Ex,Cl*(Vx))}xex),

where Ad(su)(h)(e) = (suo h o s; )(e) on the image. su(lRn) C Eu and it is
equal to zero otherwise (possibly in this sense), the right hand side in the
first line means a continuous field of C* -algebras obtained as Lemma 13.41
below, and the C*-algebra in the last line is defined in Definition 13.42
below.
1

Lemma 13.41. With the above definition of continuous sections, there is

a continuous field {SCo(Ex, Cl*(Vx))}xeX of C*-al9ebras SCo(Ex, Cl*(Vx))
over a compact Hausdorff space X.
Oefinition 13.42. Denote by C(X, SCo(E, Cl*(V))) the C*-algebra of continuous sections of the continuous field {SCo(Ex, Cl*(Vx))}x over X.
If a group G acts on a set Z, then G acts on the space
formula (9 · b)(z1 , z2) = b(9- 1ZI, 9- 1 z2). Indeed,

(9192 . b)(z1, Z2)

Jtn (Z) by the

= b( (9192)- 1Z1, (9192)- 1z2) = b(92 1 9} 1Z1, 92 1 92 1Z2)

= (92 'b)(9} 1Zt, 92 1Z2) = (91 . 92. b)(z1, Z2)·
In what follows we are interested in the case where Z = G and the action is
the left translation on G.

Definition 13.43. Let X be compact space equipped with an action of a
countable discrete group G by homeomorphisms. An G-equivariant map b
from X into .ftn(G) is proper-valued if for every s ~ 0, there is a finite
subset F of G such that bx(9I,92) ~ s implies 9} 192 E F.
Note that the following diagram commutes:

X~ .ftn(G)

lc

cl
b

X - + .ftn(G),

so that in particular,
.

(91 · bx)(9t, 92)

= bx(1c, 9t-1 92) = bg·x(91, 92).

As a generalization of Theorem 13.10,
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Proposition 13.44. If b : X ~ .ftn(G) is a G-equivariant, proper-valued
map, then the associated G-C* -algebra
C(X, SCo(E, Cl*(V)))

= C(X, {SCo(Ex, Cl*(Vx))}xex)

is proper.

By carrying out the previous constructions fiberwise we· obtain the following (basically due to Tu [55]):
Theorem 13.45. Let G be a countable discrete group and let X be a compact
metrizable G-space. Assume that there exists a proper-valued, G-equivariant
map from X into .fin( G). Then C(X, {SCo(Ex, Cl*(Vx))}xex) is a proper
G -C* -algebra and there are G -equivriant E-theory classes

[a]

Ea(C(X, {SCo(Ex, Cl*(Vx))}xex), C(X))
[,B] E Ea(C(X), C(X, {SCo(Ex, Cl*('Vx))}xex ))
E

for which the composition [a] o [,B]
in Ea(C(X),C(X)).

= [,8] ®[a]

and

is the Ea-theory identity class

By trivially adapting the simple argument used to prove Theorem 11.24
we obtain as an important consequence,
Corollary 13.46. With the same assumption as Theorem 13.45 above, for
every G-C* -algebra 1), the Baum-Connes assembly map
JL: K(G, C(X,l>)) ~ K 0 (C(X,1>) ~G)~ E 0 (C(X, 1>) ~G)

is an isomorphism.
If G is exact, then the same is true for the reduced assembly map into
Ko(C(X, 1>) ~r G)~ Eo(C(X, 1:>) ~r G).

14 · Gromov hyperbolic groups with Gromov boundary
Toward the injectivity of the BC assembly map in the next two sections,
recall some basics and more about a geometric property of groups which
implies the injectivity, known in a number of cases. On the other hand,
the surectivity seems to reql.lire the understanding of more subtle issues in
harmonic analysis.
Geometry of groups
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Let G be a finitely generated discrete group with Sa set of finite generators of G (with S = s- 1 for convenience).
The Cayley graph r for G with S is given by G as the set of vertexes
of r and by S as the edges of r such that two elements 91, 92 E G have one
edge if there is s E S such that 91 = g2s or 92 191 = .s. The word-length
metric of G with r is defined by
d(9, h)

= min{the numbers of edges of strings between 9 and h},

where each string consists of a finite number of directed edges ej such that
the range vertex of ej is equal to the source vertex of ei+1, and each edge
has length 1. Also, the word-metric of G with r extends to a metric on
r in a natural sense that two points of two edges have .the distance as the
minimum of the usual distances from the points to their vertexes plus the
distances of the vertexes.
The word-length of an element 9 E G is defined by l(9) = d(9, lc),
where lc is the unit of G.
Note that l(h- 19) = l(9- 1 h) = d(9, h)= d(h,9).
The word-length metric depends on the choice of a generating set S.
Nevertheless, the large-scale geometric structure of G with a word-length
metric is· independent of the choice of S, in the sense as in Definition 14.1
and Example 14.2 below.
Definition 14.1. Let d{ ·, ·) and ()( ·, ·) be two distance functions on a set
X. They are coarsely equivalent if for every r > 0, there exits a constant
s > 0 such that if d(x1,x2) < r for x1,x2 EX, then d(x1,x2) <sand if
()(x~, x2) < r, then d(x~, x2) < s.
Example 14.2. Let ds and dr be two word-length metrics on a finitely
generated group G, associated to two finite generating sets SandT. Then
these are coarsely equivalent. Indeed, there is a constant c > 0 such that

for any 91, 92 E G (unchecked).
Definition 14.3. A curve in a metric space X is a continuous map from
a closed interval [a, b] in R to X.
The length of a curve f : [a, b] ~ X is defined by
n

l(f) =sup
6

L d(f(tj), f(tj-1)),
j=l
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where fl. : to = a < t1 < · · · < tn = b is a finite partition of [a, b].
A metric space X is said to be a length space if

where the infimum is taken over functions fx~,x 2 : [a, b) ~ X, each of which
is a curve fin X with f(a) = x1 and f(b) = x2, or /(a)= x2 and f(b) =XI·

Theorem 14.4. Let G be a finitely generated discrete group acting properly
and cocompactly by isometries on a length space (X, d'). Let y be a point of
X not fixed by elements of G except la. Then the distance function 8 on G
defined by
8(gi,g2) = d'(gl. y,g2. y)
is coarsely equivalent to the word: length metric d on G.

In this case we say that the word-length metric space (G, d) is coarsely
equivalent (to (G, 8) and) to the length metric space {X, d'). See Milnor [43]
and Roe [51] and [52] (unchecked).

Example 14.5. If G is the fundamental group 1r1 (M) of a closed Riemannian manifold M, then G is coarsely equivalent to the universal covering
space M"'.
Any finitely generated discrete group is coarsely equivalent to its Cayley
graph.
For example, free groups are coarsely equivalent to trees.
These are unchecked, which may be considered elsewhere.
Gromov hyperbolic groups
We are going to sketch briefly the theory of hyperbolic groups, for the
injectivity of the BC assembly map for hyperbolic groups in the next sections. The first injectivity result is due to Connes-Moscovici [5], in which
the rational injectivity of the assembly map in the case n = C is proved
essentially, with a quite different method from here.
Definition 14.6. Let X be a metric space. A geodesic segment in X is
a curve 7 : [a, b] ~ X such that
d(1(s),1(t))

for any a

~

s

~

=Is- tl

t ~ b.

If 7 is a geodesic segment from x 1 to x2 in X, then the length l(ry) of 7
is equal to d(xt, x2).
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Proof. (Added). Indeed, by definition of l(1),
n

l(r) =sup

L d(r(tj), r(ti-d)

~ j=l
n

=sup L

~ j=l

n

lti- ti-ll

=

L(tj- tj-1)
j=l

= tn- to= d(')'(tn), 1'(to)) = d(x2, Xt),
where .6. : a = to < t1 < · · · < tn = b is a finite partition or" [a, b] with
1(a) = x1 and r(b) = x2.
D
Definition 14. 7. A geodesic metric space is a metric space X in which
each two points of X are joined or connected by a geodesic segment.
Definition 14.8. A geodesic triangle lJ. in a metric space X consists of a
triple of points of X and a triple of geodesic segments in X connecting the
three points pairwise.
A geodesic triangle is d-slim for some d ~ 0 if each ponint on each
segment is within a distance d (or :::; d) for some point on one of the other
two segments.
We may write such a geodesic triangle as IJ.= UJ=oli,i+l with 1'iti+l a
geodesic segment from Xj to Xj+l for j mod 3.
.
Such a triangle /1 is d-slim if for each x E /j,i+l, d(x, y) < d for some
Y E /k,k+l with k i= j.
Example 14.9. (Added and edited). Let G = Z with S = {±1}. Then
= IR with Z as the set of vertexes and Unez [n, n + 1] as the set of edges.
Also, d(x, y) = lx-yl and l(x) = lxl for x, y E Z. A geodesic segment in 1R is
a directed (identically) parametrized closed interval. Thus 1R is geodesic as
a metric space. Three points of 1R gives a geodesic triangle, which is 0-slim.
Similarly, let G = Z/nZ = Zn with S = {1 = -1}. Then r is a circle
with length n and is homeomorphic to the !-dimensional torus 1'. The
similar as above holds.

r

Example 14.10. {Added). Let G = Z2 with S = {(±1, 0), (0, ±1)}. Then
r =( IR X Z) u (Z X IR). Also, d(x, y) and l(x) for x, y E Z 2 are given
by the routes in r with the minimum distances. A geodesic segment in
r is a directed parametrized route. Thus r is geodesic as a metric space.
The geodesic triangle given by (0, 0), (1, 0), and (1, 1) E Z 2 such that their
geodesic segments make the 1 x 1 square as a union is 1-slim.
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Let G = Zn X Zm with s = {(1, 0), (0, 1)}. Then
the 2-torus 1r2 . The similar as above holds.

r

is homeomorphic to

Example 14.11. (Detailed). Geodesic triangles in trees are 0-slim.
The two-equilateral triangle of two sides R and of two angles i in the
Euclidean space IR 2 is ~· Note that ~ = )21R. The equilateral triangle
of sides Rand of angles ~ is 1R-slim. Note that R: ~
x=

YJR.

= YJR

: x implies

Definition 14.12. A geodesic metric space X is d-hyperbolic if every
geodesic triangle 6 in X is d-slim.
A geodesic metric space is hyperbolic if it is d-hyperbolic for some
d 2:: 0.
For instance, trees are hyperbolic metric spaces, but Euclidean spaces of
dimension 2 or more are not.
May refer to Gromov [19] or [18] (not at hand) and more (not cited).
Definition 14.13. A finitely generated discrete group is word-hyperbolic,
or just hyperbolic if its Cayley graph is a hyperbolic metric space.
Theorem 14.14. Being hyperbolic of a finitely generated discrete gro?fp does
not depend on the choice of a finitely generating set.

Example 14.15. (Added). The groups Z and Zn = Z/nZ are hyperbolic
because their r = lR and r = 1r are 0-hyperbolic.
The group Z 2 is not hyperbolic because its r can not be d-hyperbolic for
any d 2:: 0. Indeed, the geodesic triangle 6 given by (0, 0), (1 +n, 1 +n), and
( 1 + n, -1 - n) E Z2 for n E N such that their geodesic segments make the
measure of the union of the 1 x 1 squares in 6 the minimum is n-slim. If we
take the geodesic segments to make it the maximum, then 6 is (n + 1)-slim.
The group Zn X Zm is hyperbolic because its r ~ 1r2 is sufficiently
(n + m)-hyperbolic but more less.
Example 14.16. Every tree is 0-hyperbolic as a geodesic metric space, so
that a finitely generated free group is hyperbolic.
The Poincare disk Dp is a hyperbolic metric space.
If G is a proper cocompact group of isometies of Dp, then G is hyperbolic.
In particular, the fundamental group of a Riemann surface of genus 2 or
more is hyperbolic.
(These are unchecked well.)
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If G is a finitely generated discrete group and if k 2:: 0, then the Rips
complex Rp(G, k) is a simplicial complex with Gas a vertex set such that
a tuple (go,··· , gp) is a p-simplex if and only if d(gi, Yi) ~ k for any i, j.
Note that the 0-skeleton of Rp(G, k) is equal to G.

Theorem 14.17. (Baum-Connes-Higson [4] and Meintrup and Schick [42]).
If G is a 5-hyperbolic group, then the Rips complex Rp(G, k) for some positive k 2:: 165 + 8 is a universal proper G-space, denoted as Uc.
Definition 14.18. A geodesic ray in a hyperbolic space X is a continuous
function f from [0, oo) to X such that the restriction of f to any closed
interval [0, t] for t > 0 is a geodesic segment.
Two geodesic rays f 1 and !2 in X are equivalent if

limsupd(fi(t),f2(t)) < oo.
t-oo

The Gromov boundary 89 X of a hyperbolic metric space X is the set
of all equivalence classes of geodesic rays in X.
The Gromov boundary 8G of a hyperbolic group G is the Gromov
boundary of its Cayley graph, that is, 8G = 89 r.
The Gromov boundary 8G does not depend on the choice of a generating
setS.
There is an action G on 8G, such that g[f] = [gf], where gf(t) = g · f(t).
There is a compact metrizable topology on 8G such that G acts on it by
homeomorphisms.
There is a compact metrizable topology on the disjoint union Gu8G = G
so denoted, such that G acts on it by homeomorphisms, and that G is an
open dense subset of G, and that a sequence of points 9n E G converges to
a point X E ac if and only if 9n ~ 00 in G in a metric sense and there is a
geodesic ray f representating x such that supn d(gn, f)< oo.
The action of G on G is amenable.
(There are unchecked well.)

15

lnjectivity of the BC assembly maps with proper
C*-algebras

The first injectivity result is the following (essentially due to Kasparov, but
not cited in the text) as an improved version:
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Theorem 15.1. Let G be a countable discrete group. Suppose that there
exists a proper G-C*-algebra ~ and Eo-theory elements a E Ea(~, C) and
(3 E Ea(C, ~) such that for any finite subgroup H of G, the composite
1 = a o (3 E Ea(C, C) restricts to ~the identity class in En(C, C). Then for
every G-C*-algebra ~' the Baum-Connes assembly map is injective and in
fact split injective:

0

----+

K(G,'.D) ~ Eo('.D

>4

G)~ Ko('.D

>4

G).

Proof Consider again the following diagram:
J..'
K(G, C ®'.D) _.,
Eo(C ® '.D

(~®idt>)•

1

K(G,~
(o®idt>)•

>4

G)

1(~®idt>)•

J..'
®'D) _.,

1

Eo(~ ®

'.D

>4

1

G)

(o®idt> ).

K(G,C ®'.D) ~ Eo(C ® '.D

>4

G),

where the assembly map J.L in the middle is an isomorphism since ~ ® '.D is a
proper G-C* -algebra. We show that the assembly map J.L in the top is only
injective. For this it suffices to show that the vertical map in the diagram

is injective. (Indeed, if so, J.L o ((3 ® idX>)* is injective, and the commutative
diagram as the firstsquare implies that ((3®idX>)* OJ.L is injective, and hence
J.L is injective.) For this we show the following composite is an isomorphism:

In view of the definition, it suffices to show that if X is a G-compact,
proper G-space, then the map
'*=a* o (3*: Ea(X, 1>) ~ Ea(X, '.D)

is an isomorphism. The proof of this is an induction argument on the number
n of G-invariant open subsets Uj to cover X, each of which admits a map

to a proper homogeneous space G /H.
"If n = 1, then X admits such a map, so that X= G xn W, where W is
a compact space with an action of H. Then there is a commutative diagram
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with restriction isomorphisms Res:
Ec(G

xH

w,~) ~ Ec(G

xH

w,~)

~!Res

Resl~

since 7 = 1 in Ey(C, C). See Proposition 11.21.
If n 2: 2, then choose a G-invariant open subset U of X which admits a
map to a proper homogeneous space, and the space X \ U may be covered
by n- 1 G-invariant open subsets, each of which admits a map to a proper
homogeneous space. By induction, we may assume that the map 7* for X\ U
is an isomorphism. Applying the Five (or to Three) lemma to the following
diagram:
~

Ec(X \ U, ~) ~ Ec(X, 1J) ~ Ec(U, ~) ~ · · ·

~-1 ~
~

'Y•

Ec(X \ U, ~)

~

1

'Y•

Ec(X, 1J)

~

1~

Ec(U, 1J)

~

0

we conclude that 7• for X is an isomorphism.
The second result (possibly taken from [23]) is the following:

Theorem 15.2. Let X be a compact, metrizable G-space and assume that
X isH -equivariantly contractible for any finite subgroup H of G. Let 1J be
a separable G-C* -algebra. If the Baum-Connes assembly map
p,: K(G, C(X, 1J))--+ Eo(C(X, 1J)

><1

G)~

Ko(C(X, 1J)

><1

G)

is an isomorphism, then the Baum-Connes assembly map
p,: K(G, 1J)--+ Eo(1J

><1

G)~

Ko(1J

><1

G)

is split injective.
Proof. The inclusion map i : 1J --+ C(X, 1J) as constant functions gives rise
to the following commutative diagram:

K(G,C(X,1J)) ~ Ko(C(X,1J)
i.

l

l
K(1J
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><1

i.

><1

G).

G)

We show that the left vertical i. is an isomorphism. For this it suffices
to show that if Z is any G-compact, proper G-space, then the map
i.: Ec(Co(Z), 1:>) ~ Ec(Co(Z), C(X, 1:>))

is an isomorphisn1. By the Mayer-Vietoris argument as in the last proof
above, it suf:Iices to consider the case where Z admits a map to a proper
homogeneous space G /H. In this case there is a compact space W with an
action of H such that Z = G x H W. Consider the following commutative
diagram with restriction isomorphisms:
Ea(Co(G XH W), i>) ~ Ea(Co(G XH W), C(X, i>))

R~l~

~1~
EH(C(W), C(X, i>)).

The bottom horizontal map i. is an isomorphism since i is a homotopy
equivalence of H -C* -algebras. Therefore, the top horizontal map i: is also
an isomorphism.
0
The last injectivity result is an analytic version of the result of CarlssonPedersen [9]. As well, may refer to [23].
Definition 15.3. Let G be a discrete group, let X be a G-compact, proper
G-space, and let X be a metrizable compactification of X with the action
extended from that of G on X, by homeomorphisms. The extended action
is small at infinity if for every compact subset K of X,
lim d(gK)

g-oo

= 0,

where the limit is taken as in a metric sense and the diameters d(gK) are
computed by a metric on X.
Theorem 15.4. Let G be a countable discrete group. Suppose that there is
a G-compact space as Ua with a metrizable compactification Uc of Ua such
that
(a) the G-action on Ua extends continuously to Ua,
(b) the action of G on Ua is small at infinity, and
(c) Ua isH -equivariantly contractible, for any finite subgroup H of G.
Then for every separable G-C*-algebras 1:>, the Baum-Connes assembly
map
J.L: K(G, 1:>) -+ Eo(i> )q G)~ Ko(i> )q G)
is injective.
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16

Uniform embeddings of discrete groups into
Hilbert spaces

We are going to apply Theorem 15.2 above to prove injectivity of the BaumConnes assembly map for a quite broad class of groups, specified as in what
follows.

Definition 16.1. Let X andY be metric spaces. A uniform embedding
from X into Y is a function f : X -+ Y with the following two properties:
(a) for any r ~ 0, there is some s ~ 0 such that if d(xb x2) ~ r for
XI, x2 E X, then d(f(xi), !(x2)) ~ s, and
(b) for any s ~ 0, there is r ~ 0 such that if d(xb x2) ~ r, then
d(f(xi), j(x2)) ~ s.
Remark. (Added). The condition (a) seems to say directly that any uniformly bounded band br(X) of the diagonal in X x X is mapped by f to a
uniformly bounded band b8 (Y) of the diagonal in Y x Y. The condition {b)
seems to say that the complement of the interior of b8 (Y) has br(X) as an
inverse image by f.

Example 16.2. (Detailed). Iff: X~ Y is a bi-Lipshitz homeomorphism
from X onto the image /(X), then f is a uniform embedding. In particular,
iff is an isometry, then it is a uniform embedding.
Indeed, then there are positive constants c, d > 0 such that

for any XI, X2 E X. Thus, if d(x1, x2) ~ r, then d(f(xi),f(x2)) ~ cr with
s = cr, and if d(x1, x2) ~ r = sc', then d(f(xl), f(x2)) ~ s.
If both the metric spaces X and Y (not only X) are bounded, then
any function from X to Y is a uniform embedding. In particular, uniform
embeddings need not be injective.
Because for the condition (a) we may takes to be the diamete~ of Y:
d(Y) =

sup d(yi, Y2) < oo.
Yl.Y2EY

For the condition (b), we may taker to be the diameter of X plus 1: d(X)+l.

Exercise. Let G be a finitely generated group and H be a finitely generated
subgroup of G. If we assume that G and Hare metric spaces with wordlength metrics, then the inclusion map from H to G is a uniform embedding.
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Proof. (Added). Note that in general, for h1, h2 E H,
dH (h1, h2)

= d H (h2 1 h~, 1H) ~ de (h2 1 h~, 1e) = de (h1, h2);

which implies the condition (a). If we assume that generators of H are
contained in those of G, then dH(h~, h2) = de(h~, h2) for any h1, h2 E H,
which implies both (a) and (b). This is the case.
0

Remark. In the context of groups (with metrics), any function satisfying
condition (a) is in fact a Lipschitz function. For (b), there are some examples
such that d(x1, x2) 2:: e5 implies d(f(xl), j(x2)) ~ s. (Mentioned as being
easy to find, but not checked).
If a finitely generated group G acts metrically and properly on an affine
Euclidean space E, and if e E E, then the map from G to E defined as
G 3 g 1--+ g · e E E is a uniform embedding.
We are going to prove the following result, which partially extends Corollary 12.17 of the main Theorem 12.16.

Theorem 16.3. (Due to Tu [55] and Yu [59], but not in this form). Let G
be countable discrete group. If G is uniformly embeddable into a Euclidean
space, then for any G-C* -algebra 1>, the Baum-Connes assembly map

J.L: K(G, 1>)--+ Eo(i>

~G)~

Ko(i>

~G)

is split injective.
The proof is given below soon later.

Definition 16.4. Let X be a discrete set. The Stone-Cech compactification of X is defined to be the set (3X of all nonzero, finitely additive,
{0, 1}-valued probability measures on the (Boolean or a-) algebra of all
subsets of X. With the topology of pointwise convergence, {3X becomes a
compact Hausdorff space.
A point of {3X is a function J.L : 2x --+ {0, 1} such that JL(Uj= 1Y;) =
l:j= 1 J.L(Y;) for finitely many, mutually disjoint subsets Y; E 2X and J.L(Y) =
1 for some Y E 2x, where 2x is the family of all subsets of X.
A net of functions J.Lo E {3X converges to J.L if and only if J.Lo(Y) converges
to J.L(Y) for any subset Y of X.

Example 16.5. If xis a point of X, then the measure defined as

J.Lx

( Y)

= {1
0
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if X E Y,
if X¢ Y

for Y E 2x belongs to (JX. In this way, the set X is embedded into (JX as a
dense open subset. The measure ILx is just the point measure 5x supported
at the point x.

Example 16.6. (Added). Similarly, if x1, · · · , Xn are distinct points of X,
then the measure defined as
ILxt,··· ,Xn (

Y) = { 1 if Xt, · • • , Xn E Y,
O 1'f otherw1se
.

for Y E 2x belongs to (JX. In general, for any element p, E (JX, there is
Z E 2x such that

p,(Y)

= J.tz(Y) = {

1 if Z c Y,
0 if otherwise

for Y E 2x. We may write p,z = bz.
Proof. (Added, as for those properties of X in (JX and of (JX). Since any.
p, E (JX is p,z for some Z E 2x, with Z = {z.x}.x, there is a (one step) net
of inclusions from U.xz.x to Z, so that there is a (one step) net from U.xbz.x
converging to J-tz. Hence, X is dense in (JX.
It is also shown that the complement of X is closed in (JX. Thus X is
open in (JX.
It looks like that (JX \/LX is a discrete space (be certainly true), so
that it is a locally compact Hausdorff space. Then (JX is just the one-point
D
compactification of {3X \ J-tx by adding /LX to it.

Now, let bE l 00 (X) be a bounded, complex-valued function on X and
p, be a finitely additive probability measure with J.t(X) = 1. First, if b is a
simple function on X taking only finitely many values>..; (1 ::; j ::; n), then
define the integral of b as

1

b(x)dJL(x) =

X

:t

..\iJL({x EX I b(x) = ..\j} ).

j=l

Second, if b is a general bounded function, then b is a uniform limit of simple
functions bk, and thus define the integral of b to be the limit of the integrals
of the approximants as

lxf b(x)dp,(x) =limk lxf bk(x)dp,(x).
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Exercise. If bE l 00 (X), then the map b" : J.L ~----+ fx b(x)dJ.L(x) defined so is
a continuous function from {3X to C, so that b" E C({3X).
Proof. {Added). First, assume that b is a simple function. Then the convergence of a net of measures J.L~ to .Jl. implies the convergence of b"(J.L~) to
b"(J.L). Second, if b is bounded, then b = limk bk a uniform limit of simple
0
functions bk, and thus the continuity of b" follows as well.

Remark. The virtue of using {0, 1}-valued measures is that this integration
process makes sense in a great generality, so that it is possible to integrate
any function from the set X into any compact space, as well.
Suppose now that G is a finitely generated discrete group. The compact
space {3G for G as a space has a continuous action of G by (9 · J.L) (E) = J.L( E 9)
for·9 E G and a subset E C G. Note that for 9, hE G,
(9h · J.L)(E)

= J.L(E9h) = (h · J.L)(E9) = (9 · (h · J.L))(E).

Let f : G -+ E be a uniform embedding into an affine Euclidean space
E and let b: G x G-+ 1R be the associated negative type kernel: b{91, 92) =
d(/(91), !(92)) 2. Then the function defined by 9 ~----+ b(9917992) is bounded
for every 91,92 E G.
{Added). Note that
d(9917 992)

= d((992)- 199r, la) = d(92 19b la)

for which, there is some s

~ 0

=r,

such that

Define the negative type kernel bJ.' for J.L E {3G by integration:
bp,(9b92)

=

1
G

b(991,992)dJ.L(9)·
.

(Detailed). Observe that

Lb(gg~o992)d(h.
Lb(ghh- g~oghh- 92)dJL(gh)
=L
= bl'(h- g~o

bh.l'(gi.!/2) =
=

JL)(g)

1

1

b(kh- 1gi. kh- 192)dJL(k)

=(h. bJ-&)(91,92)·
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1

h- 1g2)

Note that

((gh). bJl)(g1,92) = bp.((gh)- 1gb (gh)- 192) =(g. (h. bp.))(g1,92).
Thus there is a G-equivariant map from f3G into the space .ftn(G) of negative
type kernels on G as
{3G fabd(·> .ftn(G)

lheG

G3hl

{3G fa bd(·) J\n( G).
Lemma 16. 7. Let bp. E /3G as above. For every s
that if d(g1, 92) ~ r, then bp.(91l 92) ~ s.

~

0, there is r

~

0 so

Proof. By Definition 16.1 (b) of uniform embeddings, for any s ~ 0, there
is r ~ 0 such that if d(gb 92) ~ r, then vfb(gt, 92) = d(f(gl), j(g2)) ~ .JS.
Hence,
b,.(gi' 92) =

where d(gg1,gg2)

fa b(ggi' 9!12)dJL(g) ;::: fa

= d((gg2)- 1gg1, 1c) = d(g~,g2).

8.

dJL(g) = s,

D

Since G is finitely generated, for every r ~ 0, there is a finite subset F
of G, so that if d(g1, 92) < r, then g- 1 92 E F. Therefore, the map J.L ~--+ bll
on {3G is proper-valued.
It is proved above that

Proposition 16.8. If a finitely generated discrere group G is uniformly embedded into an affine Euclidean space, then there is a G -equivariant, propervalued, continuous map from {3G to J\.n(G).
To prove Theorem 16.3 we apply Theorems 13.45 and 15.2. To do so
we need to replace {3G by a compact G-space which is smaller and more
connected than {3G, namely, is second countable and contractible, as done
as follows.
Lemma 16.9. Let G be a countable discrete group, let X be a compact Gspace and let b : X ---+ .ftn( G) be a continuous, G-equivariant map. Then
there is a metrizable compact G-space Y and a G-map f from X toY such
that

X~ Jtn(G)

f

I

1

y ~ J\n(G)
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for some map c.
Proof. Take Y to be the Gelfand dual of the separable C* -algebra generated
by the functions bg(.) (gl , g2) : x ~---+- b9 x (g~, g2) on X for g, g~, g2 E G.
(Added and detailed below.) Then the C*-algebra is isomorphic to Co(Y)
in general.
Note that
(. )(gl ,g2)
R
X~ Jtn(G)
g

1

lg

lg

X~ Jtn(G)

.(. )(g~,g2)

R.

Since G is countable, the set of the functions above is separable.
Is the C* -algebra unital? This is equivalent to that Y is compact. Possibly, the C*-algebra may be generated by the .unit of C(X) and those functions on X, but when X is compact. Then the C*-algebra is isomorphic to
C(Y), which may not be C(X).
There is an inclusion map from C(Y) to C(X) (or from Co(Y) to Co(X))
as a C* -subalgebra.
Each point x E X corresponds to the functional 'Px : C(X) --+. C ~
C (X)/ Co (X \ {x}) the quotient C* -algebra. The map f may be the restriction map from 'Px to 'Pxlco(Y) : Co(Y) --+ C, which is identified with a point
ofY.
0
Lemma 16.10. Let G be a countable discrete group, let Y be a compact
metrizable G-space, and let b: Y--+ Jtn(G) be a proper-valued, G-equivariant
continuous map. Then there is a metrizable compact G-space Z which is
H -equivariantly contractible for any finite subgroup H of G, .and a propervalued, G -equivariant continuous map from Z into J\n (G).
Proof. Let Z be the compact space of countably additive Borel probability
measures defined on the Borel a-algebra of Borel subsets of Y, with the
weak* topology as a subset of the dual space C(Y)*.
If J.L E Z, then define b"' E Jtn(G) by integration:

bp. (91' !12) =
The map J.L

~---+-

i

by(91> !/2 )dp.(y).

b"' on Z has the required properties.
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(Added). Note that

Z

b

------+

J\n(G).

Indeed,

bg•~£(91,92) = [

by(9t.!J2)dJ.t(Y9)
92)dJ,t(y')

= [

by'g-' (91,

= [

(9. by)(9t.92)dJ.t(y') = (9. bi')(91,!J2),

where the third and fourth equalities are by definition by this reason.

0

Proof. (For Theorem 16.3). Proposition 16.8 and Lemmas 16.9 and 16.10
above show that the hypotheses of Theorem 13.45 and Corollary 13.46 hold.
Then Theorem 15.2 implies injectivity of the assembly map, as required. 0

Amenable actions
In this subsection we consider a method of constructing uniform embeddings of groups into affine Hilbert spaces.
Definition 16.11. Let G be a discrete group. Denote by Pb(G) the set
of all _(probability) functions f : G --+ [0, 1] such that LgeG f(g) = 1.
Equip Pb( G) with the topology of pointwise convergence, so that the net
(fk) converges to f if and only if fk(9) converges f(g) for every g E G. Equip
Pb(G) with an action of G by homeomorphisms by the formula (g · f)(h) =
f(g- 1 h).
1
(Added). Note that Lxeo(g· f)(x) = ExeG f(g- x) = l:yeg-IG f(y) =
1; if (g · !1) = (g · !2), then /1 = !2 on g- 1G = G; any f = (g · (g- 1 ·f));
the net (fk) --+ f if and only if (g · !k) --+ g ·f.

Definition 16.12. Let G be a countable discrete group. An action of
G by homeomorphisms on a compact Hausdorff space X is (topologically)
amenable if there is a sequence of continuous maps fn :X--+ Pb(G) such
that for every g E G,
lim sup ll/n(9 · x)- g · (fn(x))lh

n- 00 xEX

=0

where we define the norm lllll1 = l: 9 ea ll(g)l for a function lonG.
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May refer to Higson and Roe [27], Higson [23], and [1] for more details.
Note that it says that the following diagram commutes asymptotically
and uniformly on X in the 1-norm as n---+- oo:
G

----'---+

.X

Pb(G) ~ Pb(G).

Proposition 16.13. If a finitely generated group G acts amenably on a
compact Hausdorff space X, then G is uniformly embeddable into a Hilbert
space.
The proof is given soon later.
Remark. The method below can be modified to show that if a countable
group G which is not necessarily finitely generated acts amenably on some
compact Hausdorff£ space X, then there is a G-equivariant, proper-valued
map from X into the space .ftn (G) of negative type kernels on G. The
methods in the previous section then show that the Baum-Connes assembly
map is injective for such G.

Example. 16.14. Every hyperbolic group acts amenably on its Gromov
boundary.
If G is a discrete subgroup of a connected Lie group H, then G acts
amemably on some compact homogeneous space as a quotient space of H.
If G is a discrete group of finite asymptotic dimension, then G acts
amenably on the Stone-Cech compactification {3G.
See [27] for these facts.
Definition 16.15. Let Z be a set. A function <p : Z x Z ---+- C is a positive
definite kernel on Z if !f'(Z, z) = 1 for all z E Z, if r.p(z2, z1) = r.p(zb z2) for
all Zt, z2 E Z, and if
k

L

Ai<p(Zi, Zj)Aj

2:: 0

i,j=l

for all positive integers k, all Ai, Aj E C and all

Zi, Zj E

Z.

Remark. The normalization as !f'(z, z) = 1 is not always assumed, but it
is sometimes useful as here. As the case with positive definite functions on
groups, the second symmetric condition is implied by the last condition.
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Proof {Added). (Not completed). With k

= 2 we have

+ -Alcp{zt, z2)..\2 + -..\2cp(z2, z1)..\1 + l..\2l 2 ~ 0.
If we set ..\1 = 1 = ..\2, then 2 + cp(z1, z2) + cp(z2, zl) ~ 0. It implies that
Im{ cp{z1, z2)) + Im{ cp(z1, z2)) = 0 and 2 + Re( cp(z1, z2)) + Re{ cp{z1, z2)) ~ 0.
If we set ..\1 = 1 and ..\2 = -1, then 2- cp(z1, z2)- cp{z2, z1) ~ 0. It then
l..\1l

2

follows that

-2 ~ cp(zt, z2)

+ cp(z2, zl) = Re(cp(zt, z2)) + Re{cp(z~, z2))

If we set ..\ 1 = 1 and ..\2 = i =
It implies that

A, then 2 + icp(zb z2) -

~

2.

icp(z2, zt) ~ 0.

Therefore, we obtain
cp(z1, z2)

= Re(cp(z~, z2)) + ilm(cp(z~, z2))
= Re(cp(z2, Zt))- ilm(cp(z2, z1)) = cp(z2, z1).

Also, if we set ..\1

= t E Ill and ..\2 = 1, then

t2

+ (cp(zt, z2) + cp(z2, zl))t + 1 ~ 0.

It then follows that

(cp(zt, z2) + cp(z2, z1)) 2 - 4 ~ 0.
Consequently, we obtain that -1 ~ Re{cp(zt, z2)) ~ 1.

0

The following is immediate from comparing definitions:

Lemma 16.16. If cp is a positive definite, kernel on a set Z and if Re(cp)
denotes its real part, then 1 - Re{ cp) is a negative type kernel on Z.

Proof. (For Proposition 16.13 above). Suppose that G acts amenably on a
compact Hausdorff space X, with In: X~ Pb(G) a sequence of continuous
functions asymptotically commuting with the G-action uniformly on X in
the 1-norm. With suitable approximations to In, we may assume that for
each n, there is a finite subset F of G such that for every x E X, the function
1
fn(x) E Pb(G) is supported in F. Now let hn(x,g) = fn(x)(g)2. Fix a point
xo E X and define functions cpn : G x G ~ <C by

'Pn(91,g2)

= L, hn(YtXo,gtg)hn(92Xo,g2g).
gEG
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These are positive definite kernels on G x G.
(Added). Check that
cpn(91,9I)

=L

hn(91X0,919)hn(91X0,919)

gEG

=

L

fn(91X)(919) =

gEG

L

fn(91X)(9) = 1.

gEG

Also,
cpn(92, 91)

=

L hn(92XO, 929)hn(91Xo, 919)
gEG

=

'L hn(91Xo, 919)hn(92Xo, 929) = cpn(9t, 92)·
gEG

As well,
k

L Ai<pn(9i, 9j)Aj

i,j=1

k

=L

k

Aicpn(9i, 9i)Ai

L

+

i=1

Aicpn(9i, 9j)Aj

i,j=1,i::;fj

k

=

k

L IAil L hn(9iX,9i9) 2 + L
i=1
2

k

= 'L l>..il 2 'L fn(9iX)(9i9) +
i=1

(AiAj

+ AjAi)cpn(9i,9j)

i,j=1,i<j

gEG

gEG

k

'L

Re(AiAj)cpn(9i,9j)

i,j=1,i<j

k

i=1

'L

Re(AiAj )cpn(9i, 9j ).

i,j=1,i<j

But not completed to show that it is positive. (Anyhow, continued below).
(1) For every finite subset F of G and every e > 0, there is some no EN
such that if n >.no and 9} 192 E F, then I~Pn(9t,92) -11 <e.
(2) In addition, for every n EN, there exists a finite subset F of G such
that if 9} 192 ¢ F, then rt'n(91,92) = 0.
It follows that for a suitable subsequence the series Lj(l- Re(fPn;)) is
pointwise convergent everywhere on G x G. But each function 1 - Re( cpn;)
is a negative type kernel, and therefore so is the series.
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{Added). Indeed, by·the Cauchy-Shwarz inequality,

l<pn(9b92)1

=I L

hn(9IXo,glg)hn(92Xo,g2g)l

gEG

=I L fn(9IXo)(9I9)~fn(92Xo)(g2g)~l
gEG

~

L

fn(91Xo){gtg)

L

fn(92Xo)(929)

= 1,

gEG

gEG

so that -1 ~ Re{ <pn (g~, 92)) ~ 1. Note as well that being zero on the
diagonal of G x G, having the conjugate symmetry, and being negative type
for 1 - Re( <pni) positive are preserved under taking limits for their series.
The map into an affine Euclidean space which is associated to the series
is a uniform embedding, as desired.
0

Remark. In fact, it is possible to characterize the amenability of a group
action in terms of positive definite kernels (see [1]). The existence of a
sequence of positive definite kernels on G x G with two properties (I) and
(2) in the proof above is equivalent to the amenability of the G-action on
its Stone-Cech compactification {3G.
Remark. The theory of amenable actions is closely related to the theory of
exact groups. To see why, suppose that G admits an amenable action on
some compact Hausdorff space X. Then using the theory of positive definite
kernels it may be shown that C(X) ~ G ~ C(X) ~r G, and moreover, the
crossed product C*-algebra is nuclear. This means that for any C*-algebra
1>,
[C{X) ~G) ®max 1> ~ [C(X) ~ G] ®min 1>.
It follows that the crossed product C* -algebra is exact. But it then follows
that c;(G) is also exact since it is a·C*-subalgebraof C(X) ~a~ C(X) ~rG.
Therefore, the group G is exact. To summarize, if G acts amenably on some
compact Hausdorff space, then G is exact. In fact, the converse to this is
true.

Poincare duality
We consider a dual formulation of the Baum-Connes conjecture for certain groups.

Theorem 16.17. Let G be a countable exact group and let 2l. be a separable
proper G-C* -algebra. Suppose that there is a class a E Ea(2l., C) with the
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property that for every finite subgroup H of G, the resricted class
En(2l, C) is invertible. Then the Baum-Connes assembly map

alH

E

JLr: K(G, !>)--+Eo(!> ~r G)~ Ko(!> ~r G)

is an isomorphism for a separable G-C* -algebra n if and only if the induced
map from a is an isomorphism:

(a® [id:o])* : Eo((2l ® !>) ~r G) --+Eo(!> ~r G).
The remark here is omitted (because of no time to do in revising).
Proof. Consider the following diagram:

K(G,2l®!>) ~ Eo((2l®!>) ~r G)
(a®[id1)

1

n-1

K(G,!>)

(a®[id1>))•

/lr

---+

Eo(!> ~r G).

where the horizontal maps are the Baum-Connes assembly maps and the
vertical maps are induced by composition with the class a in Eo-theory
and by composition with the element from a in the nonequivariant E-theory
E(2l, C). The diagram commutes. The top horizontal map is an isomor.Phism. The left hand vertical map is also an isomorphism. Therefore, the
bottom horizontal map is an isomorphism if and only if the right vertical
0
map is an isomorphism, as required.
Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold. We denote by Co(M, Cl*(TM))
the C*-algebra of sections of the bundle Cl*(TM) = {Cl*(TxM)}xeM of
Clifford algebras Cl*(TxM) associated to the tangent space TM = UxeMTxM
of M. There is a Dirac operator D on M, that is, an unbounded self-adjoint
operator acting on the Hilbert space L2 (M, Cl*(TM)) of £ 2-sections of the
Clifford algebra bundle on M, and it defines a class

[D)= a E E(Co(M, Cl*(TM)), C).
Moreover, if a group G acts isometrically on M, then the Dirac operator
defines an equivariant class

[D)= etc E Ec(Co(M, Cl*(TM)), C).
If M is a universal proper G-space, then the hypotheses of the theorem
above are satisfied, so that
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Proposition 16.18. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold and suppose that a countable group G acts on M by isometries. Assume that M is
a universal proper G -space. Then the Dirac operator D on M defines an
equivariant E-theory class as
[D] E Ec(Co(M, Cl*(TM)), C).
Moreover, its restriction from G to a finite subgroup H of G implies an
invertible element as
[DIH] E EH(Co(M, Cl*(TM)), C).

Remark. For example, the proposition is applied to the case where G is a
lattice in a semi-simple group and M is the associated symmetric space.

17

Counter examples for tp.e BC conjecture with
coefficients

Property T discrete groups· and their C* -algebras
Definition 17.1. A discrete group G has property T if the trivial representation of G is an isolated point in the unitary dual of G.
See [13].

Theorem 17.2. Let G be a discrete group. The following are equivalent:
(a) G has property T.
(b) Every isometric action of G on an affine Euclidean space has a fixed
point.
(c) There is a central projection p E C* (G) such that for any unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space H, the operator p acts as the orthogonal
projection onto the G-fixed vectors in H.
The projection p E C*(G) is called the Kazhdan projection for the
property T group G.
Remark. If G is finite, then the Kazhdan projection is given by the sum

p= jGj1 Lg

E

C[G]

gEG

-
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= C*(G)

with ph = hp = p for any h E G, where elements of G are regarded as
unitaries of C*( G) via the left regular representation on l2 {G). Note that
_P2

1 """"
= IGI2
~

gh=

g,hEG

IG I """"
IGI2
~g=p.
gEG

If G is infinite, and if p = L:geG a 9g with hp = ph = p, then all the
scalars a 9 are equal and have sum equal to 1 in the trivial representation.

Lemma 17 .3. If G is an infinite property T group, then the quotient map
from C*(G) onto c;(G) does not induce a K-theor:y group isomorphism.
Proof. The central projection p generates a cyclic direct summand of the
group Eo(C*(G)) ~ Ko(C*(G)), which is mapped to zero in Eo(C;(G)) ~
Ko(C;(G)).
.
0
Remark. It follows that if G is an infinite, property T group, then the BaumConnes assembly maps into Eo(C*(G)) ~ Ko(C*(G)) and Eo(C;(G)) ~
Ko(C;(G)) cannot both be isomorphisms. For instance, if G has property
T, then each irreducible, finite dimensional unitary representation of G gives
a distinct central projection in C*( G). So if a property T group G has
infinitely many irr~ducible, finite dimensional unitary representations, then
Ko(C*(G)) ~ E 0 (C*(G)) contains a free abelian subgroup of infinite rank,
whereas K(G) = K(G, C) is very often finitely generated.

Proposition 17.4. If G is an exact, infinite property T group, then G does
not satisfy the hypotheses .of Theorem 11.24 for the BC conjecture.
Proof. If G did satisfy the hypotheses, then the canonical quotient map from
Eo(C*(G)} ~ Ko(C*(G)) to Eo(C;(G)) ~ Ko(C;(G)) is an isomorphism.
0
It says that for proving the BC conjecture, proving an identity class in
equivariant, bivariant K or E-theory does not work for such groups G, but
the conjecture may hold or not, and still open.
Hyperbolic, property T groups and their C* -algebras
One can ask whether it is possible to prove the BC conjecture by proving
an indentity class in bivariant K or E-theory for crossed product C* -algebras
by actions of G.
Note that if Ua is a complete manifold M, then the Baum-Connes conjecture for G is equivalent to that the map
a*: K;(Co(M, Cl*(TM)) ~r G)~ K;(C*(G))
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induced from the Dirac operator class a E Ea(Co(M,Cl*(TM)),C) is an
isomorphism.
One might hope that in fact the descended class
a E E(Co(M, Cl*(TM)), c;(G))

is an isomorphism. This is not always the case, as in the following theorem
of Skandalis [53]:
Theorem 17.5. Let G be an infinite, hyperbolic property T group. Then
c;(G) is not equivalent in E-theory to any nuclear C*-algebra.

The proof is given below soon later.
Recall that a C* -algebra 2l is nuclear if 2l ®min ~ ~ 2l ®max ~ for
any C*-algebra ~. The C*-algebra Co(M, Cl*(TM)) ~r G-is shown to be
nuclear. It then follows that
Corollary 17 .6. Let G be an infinite, hyperbolic; property T group and
assume that G acts on a complete Riemannian manifold M by isometries.
Then the Dirac operator class a E E(Co(M, Cl*(TM)) ~r G, c;(G)) is not
invertible.
Remark. The corollary applies to discrete, cocompact subgroups of the Lie
groups Sp(n, 1), with M as a quaternionic hyperbolic space. See [13]. It
follows from the work of Lafforgue [37] that in this case the class a as above
does induce an isomorphism on the K-theory. This shows that theE-theory
as well as the KK-theory as weapons are not enough to attack the BC
conjecture.
To prove the theorem above we use the following result:
Theorem 17.7. Let G be a hyperbolic group and 8G be its Gromov boundary. Then there is a compact, metrizable topology on the disjoint union
G = G U 8G with the following properties:
(a) the set G is an open discrete subset of G:
(b) the left action of G on itself extends continuously to an amenable
action of G on G;
(c) the right action of G on itself extends continuously to an action on
G which is trivial on 8G.
Remark. The property (c) is essentially the assertion that the natural action
on the Gromov compactification is small at infinity.

-
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Definition 17.8. Let G be a discrete group. Define the left regular representation A, the right regular representation p, and the adjoint representation
a of G on l2 (G) by the formulas:

for 9, h E G and € E l2 (G). The biregular representation a of G x G on
l2 (G) is defined by
a(9b 92)€(h) = €(91 1 h92)
for all 9b 92, hE G and € E l 2(G).
The left and right regular representations as well as the adjoint representation of G induce the C*-algebra representations of c;(G) into Im(l 2 (G))
by the same symbols A and p as well as a. Since these representations commute with one another, there is a C* -algebra representation (by the same
symbol): ·
which is the same as the biregular representation on G x G viewed in the
maximal C* -algebra tensor product.
Proof. (Added). Note that

(Po2Aol€)(h)

= (Ag1€)(h92) = €(91 1 h92)
=

(Po2€)(91 1 h) = (A9 1PY2€)(h).

a(91,92) = Ao1Po2 = a(91,92) = a(xol ® Xo2) =(.A® PHXo1 ® XY2),
where each (91, 92) E G
c;(G).

X

G is identified with Xol ® XY2 E c;(G) ®max
D

Definition 17.9. Denote by ker(<P) the kernel of the canonical surjective
*-homomorphism <P from c;(G) ®max c;(G) to c;(G) ®min c;(G). Then
there is a short exact sequence of C* -algebras:

0 ~ ker(<P) ~ c;(G) ®max c;(G) ~ c;(G) ®min c;(G) ~ 0.
Lemma 17.10. The C*-al9ebm representation a maps the closed idealker(<P)
into the closed ideal OC(l 2 (G)) ofB(l2 (G)), where we assume that G is a hyperbolic group with the Gromov boundary 8G.
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Proof. Denote by lm/IK = Im{l 2 (G))/OC{l 2 {G)) the Calkin C*-algebra. We
prove that there is the following commutative diagram:
~ OC{l 2 {G)) = OC

ker(~)

li

il
c;(G) ®max c;(G)

(J'

~

~1

JB{l 2 ( G)) =

m

lq

c;(G) ®min c;(G)

O'min

~

1B/OC

for some CTmin to be constructed, for which the map CT on the first line is well
defined, with q the quotient map from 1B to lB/OC and with each i the inclusion
map. Indeed, if x E ker{~), then ~(i(x)) = 0. Thus, CTmin(~(i(x))) =
q(u(i(x))) = 0. Hence, u(i(x)) E OC.
We begin by constructing a *-homomorphism from C(fJG) into lm/IK as
follows. For f E C(fJG), we extend it to a continuous function on G =
G u fJG, and then restrict the extended function on G to the open subset
G, and then let the restricted function on G act on l 2 (G) by pointwise
multiplication.
Two different extended functions /1 and /2 on G from f E C(fJG)
induce two pointwise multiplication operators on l 2 (G) which only differ by
a compact operator. Hence there is a *-homomorphism <p: C(fJG)--+ lm/IK,
as required.
Note that it says that there is an open subset U of G which contains
8G and whose complement is a finite subset of G such that /1 = !2 on U.
Possibly, this is the case in the topology.
Now let G act on C(fJG) by extending nontrivially the left action of Gas
in the theorem above. Define a *-homomorphism from C(fJG) >:1 G to lm/IK
by

<p(L fuxu) = L <p(f9 )A9
gEG

gEG

where the sum may be a finite sum, each f 9 E C( 8G), and ).. = q o ).. :
C*(G) --+ Iffi{l 2 (G)) --+ lm/OC (with q assumed to be faithful on the pointwise
image).
Next, the right regular representation commutes with the C* -algebra
<p( C( 8G)) C lB/IK. by the theorem above. We then obtain a *-homomorphism

<p ® p: (C(fJG)

>:1

G) ®max c;(G)--+ lB/lK.
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But since the action of G on 8G is amenable, the crossed product C* -algebra
C(8G) ><1 G is nuclear, so that the maximal tensor product ®max above is
the same as the minimal on ®min. Moreover, the amenability also implies
that the full crossed product is isomorphic to the reduced crossed product
C(8G) ><lr G. It then follows that the *-homomorphism displayed above is
the same as:
cp ® p: (C(8G) ><~r G) ®min c;(G)-+ B/OC.

The lemma now follows by restricting this *-homomorphism to the C*subalgebra c;(G) ®min c;(G).
0
Lemma 17.11. The K-theory group Ko{ker{~)) is nonzero, where we assume that G is a hyperbolic, property T group.
Proof. Now let 6. : C*(G) -+ c;(G) ®max c;(G) be the *-homomorphism
defined by sending x.9 1-+ x.9 ® x.9 and by universality of C* (G). Let p E
C*(G) be the Kazhdan projection and let q = fl.(p). Then q E ker(~). To
see this, observe that the following composition corresponds to the tensor
product of two copies of the regular representations, as that

C*(G) ~ c;(G) ®max c;(G)

I
C*(G)

~1
c;(G) ®min c;(G)

with c;(G)®minC;(G) c IJJ(l 2 (G)®l 2 (G)). Also observe that this representation has no nonzero G-fixed vectors in l 2 (G) ® l2 {G). Hence, the property
T of G implies that the image of the Kazhdan projection pis zero in the
minimal tensor product.
Note that the representation a: c;(G) ®max c;(G)-+ Jm(l 2 (G)) maps q
to a nonzero projection. Indeed, the following composition:
C*(G) ~ c;(G) ®max c;(G) ~ IJJ(l 2 (G))
is the representation a of C* (G) associated to the adjoint representation
a of G, which does have nonzero G-fixed vectors, and the map a of the
composite maps q to the orthogonal projection onto these G-fixed vectors.
For instance, x.9 -1 1a 9 = Xla E l2 (G) with lathe unit of G.
But it follows from the lemma above that the representation a maps
ker{~) into OC{l2 (G)), and every nonzero projection ofOC determines a nonzero
K-theory class of the Ko-group of OC. Hence the map a. : Ko{ker(~)) -+
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Ko(JK.) induced from a takes the K-theory class [q) to a nonzero K-theory
D
class. Therefore, the class [q) is itself nonzero.
f?roof. (For the first theorem in this subsection). Let us suppose that there
is a separable nuclear C* -algebra 2l and an invertible E-theory class [<p] E
E (c; (G), 2l). Since c; (G) is an exact C* -algebra, there are invertible Etheory classes:

(<p) ®~ax [id] E E(C;(G) ®max c;(G), 2l ®max c;(G)) and
[<p] ®min [id] E E(C;(G) ®min c;(G), 2l ®min c;(G)).
Therefore, we obtain the following commutative diagram in the E-theory
category:
[IP)®max [id)
21 ®max c; (G)
c;(G) ®max c;(G)

9!!

[4l)1
c;(G)

1[4l"')

®min

c;(G)

[IP]®min[id)
~

21 ®min c;(G),

where theE-theory classes [<I>) and [<I>"'] corresponds to the surjective homomorphisms <I> and <I>"' that is defined similarly as <I>. But since 21 is nuclear,
the vertical map [<I>"'] is an isomorphism, even at the level of C* -algebras.
It then follows that the vertical map [<I>] is an isomorphism in theE-theory
category. As a result, there are isomorphisms of abelian groups:

E(<C, c;(G)

C;(G))

®max

0:1

~

E(<C, c;(G)

~r
Eo(C;(G)

®max

®min

c;(G))

19!!
c;(G))

--+
~

Eo(C;(G)

®min

c;(G))

~r
Ko(C;(G)

®max

c;(G))

where the horizontal isomorphisms in the second and third lines are induced
from that in the first line.·
But the result above contradicts to the six-term exact sequence of Ktheory groups associated to the short exact sequence of C* -algebras:
0 ~ ker(<I>) ~ c;(G)
with Ko(ker(<I>))

~

®max

c;(G) ~ c;(G)

®min

c;(G) ~ 0
D

0.

-
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Another weakness of the Bivariant E-theory and the KK-theory

It is shown in the previous subsection that it is not possible to prove the
Baum-Connes conjecture for certain infinite, hyperbolic, property T groups
such as uniform lattices in Sp( n, 1) by working purely within the bivariant
E-theory as well as the KK-theory.
Recall that the bivariant E-theory E(~, ~) has long but periodic exact
sequences in both variables ~ and ~, but we could not equip it with the
minimal tensor product operation, since the operation does not preserve
exact sequences in general. On the other hand, the Kasparov KK-theory has
minimal tensor product operation, but the long but periodic exact sequences
are only constructed under some hypothesis or other related to the nuclearity
of C* -algebras. One might ask whether or not there is an ideal theory which
has both these desirable properties. But the answer is no such as follows.
Theorem 17.12. ([54]). There is no bivariant ideal theory functor on separable C* -algebms, which has both the minimal tensor product operation and
the long but periodic exact sequence in both variables.

The proof is given below soon later.
Remark. By the term as bivariant ideal theory functor, we mea~ a bifunctor such as the EE-theory and the KK-theory, which is equipped with an
associative product such as theE-theory product and the Kasparov product
allowing us to create an additive (and multiplicative?) category. The homotopy category of separable C* -algebras and their *-homomorpisms should
map to this category, and the ordinary K-theory functor Kj(~) with one
variable 2l should factor through it.
Lemma 17.13. ( [33)). Let G be a residually finite, discrete group. Then
the biregular representation a of G X G on l2 (G) extends to a representation
of the minimal tensor product C*(G) ®min C*(G).

Proof. Let { Hn} be a decreasing family of normal subgroups of G with index
finite, for which the intersection nnHn is the trivial subgroup {la} of G.
If x E C[G] ® C[G] C C*(G) ®min C*(G), then we denote by (cpn ®
IPn)(x) the corresponding element of C[G/Gn] ®C[G/Gn] C C*(G/Gn) ®min
C*(G/Gn) by the quotient map IPn: G--+ G/Gn. Denote by an the biregular
representation of (G/Gn) X (G/Gn) on l 2 (G/Gn)·
By the functoriality of ®min, we have

llxll

~sup ll(cpn ® cpn)(x)ll.
n

-
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Note that there is a *-homomorphism as the following composition:
C*(G) ®max C*(G)

C*(G/Gn) ®max C*(G/Gn)

and hence, ll(<pn®<pn)(x)ll ~ llxll for x E C[G]®C[G], and the *-homomorphism
on C[G] ® C[G) extends continuously to C*(G) ®min C*(G) by preserving
the norm estimate, where note that C*(G/Gn) is finite dimensional, so that
the map <P is an isomorphism.
In addition, we have
ll(<pn ® <pn)(x)ll ~ llan((<pn ® <pn)(x))ll,
with an : C*(G/Gn) ® C*(G/Gn) ~ B(l 2 (G/Gn)) = lK(l 2 (G/Gn)) with
®=®max= ®min·
Now, it is checked that
sup llun((<pn ® <pn)(x))ll ~ llu(x)ll·
n

Note that there is a direct sum *-homomorphism as

which is injective by residual finiteness of G. Hence a on C[G] ® C[G] may
extend to some C*-algebra generated by C[G] ® C[G], which is isomorphic
to the C*-algebra generated by the image of C[G] ® C[G] in the direct sum
C*-algebra EBnB(l 2 (G /Gn)).
It is concluded from putting together all the inequalities thta
llxll ~ lla(x)ll,
0

as required.

Lemma 17 .14. Let J = ker( 1r) denote the kernel of the quotient map 1r from
C*(G) onto c;(G)~ so that there is a short exact sequence of C*-algebras:
0 ~ ker(1r) ~ C*(G) ~ c;(G) ~ 0.

If there is a bivariant theory functor F(21, ~) which has long but periodic
exact sequences in both variables, and if C1r is the mapping cone for 1r, then
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the inclusion map i : ker(1r) C C-rr determines an invertible element [i] of
F('J, Orr), where

C-rr

= {(J, a) E Co{{O, 1), c;{G)) EB C*(G) l1r(a) = !(1)}

with the commutative diagram as a pull back C* -algebra with 1r and ev 1 both
surjective:
~ 'J = ker(1r)

OEB:J

~

il
C-rr

= Co((O, 1], c;,(G)) EB-rr C*(G)

P2

---+

Pll
~

Co((O, 1)-, c;(G))

c;(G)

---+

o,

where each Pi is the j-th coordinate projection and ev 1 is the evaluation map
at 1 E (0,1).
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram:
0

---+

il

II
0

:J ~ C*(G)

--+

C-rr

1r

---+

c;(G)

il
i

---+

Z-rr

---+

II
evoop1

0
II

c;(G)

---+

0

where Z-rr = C([O, 1], c;(G)) EB-rr C*(G) is a pull back C*-algebra with 1r and
ev1, which may be called as the mapping interval for 1r, and the inclusion
map i : C*(G) ~ Z-rr is defined as i(a) = (1 ®1r(a), a) with 1 ®1r(a) constant
functions on [0, 1]. Then the inclusion ~ap is a homotopy equivalence.
Indeed, the C* -algebra Z-rr is contractible over [0, 1] to a pull back C*algebra c;(G) EB-rr C*(G), which is isomorphic to C*(G).
Therefore, by applying the F-theory to the diagram above and using
the Five Lemma we obtain that the inclusion map i : 'J ~ C-rr induces an
invertible class [i] E F(:J, C-rr) with its inverse class [j] E F( C-rr, 'J) such that
[j] ® [i] and [i] ® [j] are identity classes ofF( C-rr, C-rr) and F('J, 'J) respectively.
Moreover, induced (corrected) are the isomorphisms as abelian groups:
F(2!, 'J)

o:[iJ

F(21, C-rr)

~
~

for every C*-algebra 2l

F(2t, C-rr)

and

F(C-rr, ~) [i]:(-)

F{'J, ~),

F(2l, 'J)

and

F('J, ~)

F(C-rr, ~)

and~-

~
~

D
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Proof. (For the theorem in this subsection). If the bivariant F-theory has
the minimal tensor product operation, then it follows from the lemma above
that the inclusion

'J ®min C* {G) C Crr ®min .C* {G)
determines an invertible class of F -theory, and therefore, induces an isomorphism on K-theory groups. But it is proved that the map on K-theory
induced from the above inclusion fails to be surjective as in the following.
Consider the following short exact sequence:

0 ___.. £ ___.. C*(G) ®min C*(G) ~ c;(G) ®min C*(G) ___.. 0,
where the closed ideal£ is by definition the kernel of the quotient homomorphism 1r ® id. The mapping cone for 1r ® id is isomorphic to Crr ®min C* {G).
Note that

Crr®id

= Co{(O, 1], c;(G) ®min C*(G)) EBrr®id [C*(G) ®min C*(G)]
~

[Co{{O, 1], c;(G)) EBrr C*(G)] ®min C*(G)

by sending (! ® (1r(a) ®b), a® b) ..-. {/ ® 1r(a), a)® b and extending to a
*-homomorphism, with

II{/® (1r(a) ®b), a® b)ll =max{ II(/® (1r(a) ® b)ll, lla ® bll}
= II(/® 1r(a), a)® bll.
It then follows from the same proof for the lemma above that the inclusion
£ c C1r®id ~ Crr ®min C* (G)
induces an invertible class in the F-theory, so that the class induces an
isomorphism of K-theory groups.
Observe now that there is a sequence of inclusions:

'J ®min C*{G) C .C C Crr ®min C*(G).
It is proved below that the inclusion

'J ®min C* (G) C Crr ®min C* (G).
does not induce a surjective K-theory homomorphism because the inclusion
'J ®min C* (G) C £ does not so.

-
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There is a diagonal homomorphism:
2
~: C*(G) ~ C*(G) ®min C*(G) c B(l 2 (G) ® l (G))

by universality of C* (G). Now suppose that G is a property T group and
let p be the Kazhdan projection of C*(G). Set q = ~(p). Consider the
composition ('rr®id)o~. This representation has no nonzero G-fixed vectors,
so that q belongs to ..C. Since the biregular representation u of G x G on l 2 (G)
extends to C*(G) ®min C*(G), it then follows that the following diagram is
commutative:

C*(G) ®min C*(G)

(1

-----t

w®~l
c;(G) ®min c;(G) ~ B(l 2 (G))/OC(l 2 (G)),
where G is assume to be a hyperbolic group, so that the homomorphism
CTmin is constructed by hyperbolicity of Gas before. Since ..Cis the kernel of
1r ® id, it is contained in the kernel of 1r ® 1r. Hence the commutativity of
the diagram implies that u maps .C into OC(l 2 (G)).
Consider now the sequence of homomorphisms:
:1 ®min C*(G) ~ .C ~ OC(l 2 (G)),
c

and the composition a o i is zero. But the projections p as well as q are
mapped to a nonzero class of OC( l 2 (G)) because the representations u o ~ as
well as u does have nonzero G-fixed vectors. Therefore, the K-theory class
[q] E K 0 (..C) is mapped to a nonzero class of K 0 (0C(l 2 (G))). This shows that
the class [q] is not co;ntained in the image of Ko(:J ®min C*(G)) under the
induced map i •. Namely,
Ko(:J ®min C*(G)) ~ Ko(..C).
~

0

Expander graphs
Definition 17.15. Let r be a finite graph, i.e., a finite, !-dimensional simplicial complex and let V = V (r) be the set of vertices of r. The Laplace
operator ~ : l 2 (V) ~ l 2 (V) is a positive linear operator defined by the
positive quadratic form:
(/,~/}

=

lf(v)- f(v')l 2
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;:::

0,

where the sum is over {unordered) pairs of adjacent vertives, or in other
words over the edges of r, where each (not directed) edge [g, g'] (a line
segment between adjacent g and g') is identified with a pair (g, g'). We may
denote by E = E(V) the set of edges of r with length one. Denote by A1 (r)
the first nonzero eigenvalue of !::l..
Remark. (Added). Note that (f, !::if) = (!::if, f) with !::l. = !::l. *. Since Ll is
positive, the spectrum cr(!::l.) is contained in [0, oo ).
Iff is a constant function on V, then (f, Llf) = 0. Thus ll!::l.~ fll 2 = 0
1
for any f. Hence the square root ~2 as well as Ll are zero.
0
If the graph r is connected, then the kernel of !::l. consists of the constant
functions on V.
In this case, iff E l 2 (V) and EvEV f(v) = 0, then

1

IIIII 2

(

~ At(r) Llf,f).

This estimate may be called as the expander property.
Proof (Added but not completed). For some nonzero f E l 2 (V), suppose
that (Al- !::l.)l = 0 with A E C and 1 the identity operator on l 2 (V), and
namely that A is a point spectrum of !::l., with 0 ~A< oo. It follows that

A(l, /) - (Lll, f)

= 0.

In particular, if A = A1 (r) > 0, then
2

1

IIIII = At (r) (!::if, f).
0
Definition 17 .16. Let k be a positive integer and let c > 0. A finite graph
r is said to be a (k,c)-expander if it is connected, if no vertex ofr is incident
to more thank edges, and if A1 (r) ~c.
Proposition 17.17. Let k be a positive integer and, let c > 0, and let
{rn}~=l be a sequence of(k,c)-expandergraphsforwhichlimn-+oo IV(rn)l =
oo. Let V00 be the disjoint union of the sets Vn = V(rn) and suppose that
Voo is equipped with a distance function which restricts to the path distance
function on each Vn. Then the metric space V00 may not be embedded into
an affine Euclidean space.
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Proof. Suppose that there is a uniform embedding f from V00 into an affine
Euclidean space E. We may assume that E is complete and separable, and
then we may identify E isometrically with l 2 (N). By restricting f to each
Vn and by adjusting each fn = f on Vn by a translation in l 2 (N), that is, by
adding suitable constant vector-valued functions to each fn, we can arrange
that each fn is orthogonal to every constant function in the Hilbert space
of all functions Vn to l2 (N), and we have to arrange that 'LxeVn f(x) = 0.
Now the Laplace operator can be defined on l 2 (N)-valued functions on
V00 , just as it is defined on scalar-valued functions on Vn. Then the expander
property as above carries over the vector-valued Laplacian.
However,

{!:l.fn, fn)

=

L

lfn(v)- fn(v')l 2

d(v,v')=l

<

L

k

1::; 21Vnl,

d(v,v')=l

It follows from the expander property that

L

vEVn

2
2
II fn(v)ll =- llfnll ~

1

k

-{!:l.fn, fn) ~ - IVnl·
e
2e

Thus for all nand for at least half of the points v E Vn, we have llfn(v)ll 2 ::; ~
This contradicts to the definition of a uniform embedding since among this
half, there must be points Vn and v~ with limn-+oo d(vn, v~) = oo.
0

Definition 17.18. Let us say that a finitely generated discrete group G is
a Gromov group if for some positive integer k and some e > 0, there is a
sequence of (k, e)-expander graphs r nand a sequence of maps l.{)n : V(rn) ~
G such that
(a) there is a constant R such that if v and v' are adjacent vertices in
some graph r n, then d(cpn(v), t.pn(v')) ::; R;

(b)

lim max lcp;;l(g)l
n-+oo gEG IV(r n)l

= 0.

The second condition implies that
lim jV(rn)l
n-+oo

= op.

As a simple extension of the proposition above,
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Proposition 17.19. If G is a Gromov group, then G cannot be uniformly
embedded into an affine Euclidean space.
The Baum-Connes conjecture with coefficients
It is contingent on the existence of a Gromov group that there exists a
separable, commutative C* -algebra i> and an action of a countable group G
on i>, for which the Baum-Connes map
11->. : K(G, 'D) ~ Eo(i> ~r G) ~ Ko(':D ~r G)

fails to be an isomorphism.
Lemma 17.20. Let G be a countable group and let J be a closed ideal of a
G-C*-algebra 21. If the Baum-Connes assembly map 11->. is an isomorphism
for G, with coefficients as all separable C* -algebras J (corrected), then the
K-theroy sequence

Ko(J ~r G) ~ Ko(21 ~r G) ~ Ko((21/J) ~r G)
is exact in the middle, where i: J ~r G ~ 21 ~r G is the inclusion map and
q : 2l ~r G ~ (2l/J) ~r G is the quotient map, but their composition q o i
may not be zero.
Proof. Since exactness of the sequence is preserved by direct limits it suffices
to consider the case where 2l itself is separable. The proof follows from the
following diagram with the assembly maps p, and the induced quotient maps
.X*:
K(G,J) ~ K(G,2l) ~
K(G,2l/J)

~1

1~

1~

~ Eo(2l ~G) ~ Eo((2l/J) ~G)

1

>..

1

>..

Eo(J ~r G) ~ Eo(2l ~r G) ~ Eo((2l/J) ~r G)
and the fact that the horizontal sequence in the middle is exact in the middle
as q. o i* = 0 and the assumption that the compositions A* o p, = 11-r in the
vertical sequences in the middle and the left are isomorphisms.
Indeed, let [x] be a class of Eo(J ~r G). Since the map Jl.r is isomorphism
at the left column, one can find a class (y) of Eo(J ~ G), which is in the
inverse image of (x] under -X •• By exactness at the middle on the middle
row, (q. o i*)[y] = (0]. Hence, (-X. o q. o i.)[y] = [0]. By commutativity of the
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diagram, we obtain (q. o i.)[x) = [0). It shows that the image of Eo('J ~r G)
under i. is contained in the kernel of the map q. on the bottom line.
It remains to show that the converse inclusion holds. For this, we assume
that a nonzero class [p) of Eo(21 ~r G) is not contained in the image of i •.
But if q. [p] = [0), then one can find a class [p'] at the center of the diagram
which is in the image under i.. If [p'] is mapped to [p] under .X., then we
have a contradicion, as desired (but unchecked).
Note that in the proof above we are not using whether (or not) the map
J.lr is an isomorphism at the right column.
D
It is prove~ below that if G is a Gromov group, then for a suitable 21
and 'J the conclusion of the lemma does not hold.
Definition 17.21. Let 21 be the C* -algebra of bounded «:>valued functions
on G x N such that the restriction to each subset G x {n} for n E N. belongs
to co (G) of functions on G vanishing at infinity. Denote by 'J the closed
ideal of 21 consisting of functions on G x N vanishing at infinity.

Then we have
21 ~ l00 (N, co( G))~ l00 (N) ® co(G) and
'J = co(G x N) ~ co(N, co(G)) ~ co(N) ® co(G).
Note that 21 is not separable but 'J is separable and 21/'J is not separable as
well.
Now let G act on 21 by the right translation action of G on G x N as
g · (h, n) = (hg, n).
Lemma 17.22. The right regular representation p ofG on l2(GxN) induces
a faithful covariant representation of the reduced crossed product C* -algebra
21 ~r G on l2(G X N) ~ l 2(N,l 2(G)) ~ l2 (N) ® l 2(G) (corrected).
Proof. (Added). We may assume that 21 ~ l00 (N)®c0 (G) acts on l2(GxN) ~
l 2 (N) ® l 2 (G) by the multiplication operators Mx as

Mft®h(~ ® "')

= M11~ ® Mh'fl = f~ ® 9"1 E l2 (N) ® l2(G).

It is well known that this representation M defined above is faithful. It then
follows that
(p9 M~t®hP9 -l )(~ ® 'fl)(n, h)

= (M!l®hPg-1 )(~ ® 'f/)(n, hg)

= (!I~® f2P9

'fl)(n, hg)
= ft(n)~(n) ® f2(hg)'fl(h)
-1

= Mh®(g·h)(~ ® 'fl)(n, h)= Mg·(ft®h)(~ ® 'fl)(n, h),
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which shows that the pair (M, p) of the representations is by definition a
0
covariant representation of 2l ~r G to be induced by continuity.
From here on, we assume that G is a Gromov group with the maps
--+ q injective, for simplicity. Let V be the disjoint union of Vn· Let
us map Vn under l.fJn to the n-th copy G x {n} of Gin G x N, and thereby
embed V into G x N. We then can identify l 2 (V) with a closed subspace of
l 2 (G x N).
We may identify the vertex set Vn = V(rn) with its image in Gunder
l.fJn injective. We denote by En = E(rn) the set of (not directed) edges in
r n· Let [g, g'] E En be an edge [g, g'] which corresponds elements g, g' E G
which are adjacent in the graph r n·
Ifg E G correspond to a vertex offn, we write en(g) for its valence, which
means the number of edges in r n joined at g, and set kn (g) = en (g) - 1.
l.fJn : Vn

Definition 17.23. Denote by ~00 : l 2 ( G X N) --+ l 2 ( G X .N) the direct sum of
the Laplace operators ~n on each l 2 (Vn) c l 2 (V) with the identity operator
on the orthogonal complement of l 2 (V) in l2 (G X N).
Lemma 17.24. The operator ~00 - id on l 2 ( G X N) belongs to 2l ~ r G c
Im(l 2 (G x N)), and it is in fact in its algebraic crossed product.
Proof. Let X(g,n) be the characteristic function at (g, n) E G x N. The set
of all X(g,n) for (g, n) E G x N is the canonical basis for the Hilber.t space
l 2 ( G X N). In this basis, we have

~[g,g')EEn X(g',n) if g E

{ (~oo- ~d)X(g,n) == 0

kn(U)X(g,n)-

(~oo- ld)X(g,n)

Note that if g Ern, then
{X(g,n)' (~oo- id)X(g,n))

=

L

= (X{g,n)' ~ooX(g,n)}- 1

IX(g,n)(h, n)- X(g,n)(h', n)l

2

-

(h,h'),d(h,h')=l

=

L

11-01 2 -1

= en(g)- 1 = kn(g)

(g,h),d(g,h)=l

= {X(g,n)' kn(g)X(g,n) -

L

X(g 1,n))·

[g,g')EEn

Therefore, we can write

~ 00 -

~00

-

Vn,

if g ¢_ Vn.

id as a finite sum

id

= k . id +

L
h#la
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c . Ph

1

(corrected) with the coefficient functions k and c defined as
k( n) = {kn(g) if g E Vn
g,
0
· if g fj. Vn

and for h =I la,

-{-1

c(h
g ,n) -

0

if(g,gh]EE(rn),
if [g, gh] fj. E(rn)·

It follows from the first condition of G being a Gromov group that the sum

is finite.

D

Since the graphs r n are (k, c-)-expanders, the point zero is isolated in the
spectruJII of .6 00 • Therefore, it makes a sense that
Definition 17.25. Let G be a Gromov group and assume that the maps
<fJn: Vn ~ G are injective. We denote by xo(Ll 00 ) t.he orthogonal projection
onto the kernel of .600 , which belongs to 21 ~r G by functional calculus.

The operator xo(Ll 00 ) is the orthogonal projection onto the functions of
l ( G x N) which are constant on each Vn and zero on t4e complement of
V = UnVn.
2

Proof. (Added). Indeed, iff is such a function, then (f, .600 f)
1

Ll~f

= 0, so that

= 0 and thus Lloof = 0.

Conversely, iff is not such a function, then
(f, Lloof) can not be zero. Hence, Lloof =I 0.
D

Lemma 17.26. The E-theory class [xo(Ll00 )] of Eo(21
image of the map i* : Eo('J >4r G)~ Eo(21 >4r G).

>4r

G) is not in the

Proof. Let ~n = co(G x {n} ). Since ~n is a quotient of 2l and is invariant
under the action of G, there is a quotient homomorphism as
1I"n :

2l

>4r

G~

~n >4r

G·.

This induces the following:

because
~n ~ r

G ~ Co( G) ~ G ~ OC.
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Since 7rn(Xo(.6.00 )) is a rank one projection, we get (7rn).[xo{.6. 00 )] = 1 for all
n. Therefore, theE-theory class [xo(.6.oo)] does not come from Eo('J ~r G).
Note that
'J ~r G ~ co(N) ®(Co( G) ~G)~ EBNII<
the direct sum. It then follows that

D

the direct sum.

Lemma 17.27. The image q(xo(.6.oo)) in {2l/'J)

~r

G is zero.

The proof is given below soon later.
Recall that the reduced crossed product C* -algebras i> ~r G is faithfully
represented as operators on the Hilbert !>-module l 2 (G, i>).
Exercise. If p 9 denotes the orthogonal projection onto the space of constant
functions of l 2 (G, i>) supported on an element g E G, denoted by <!9 , and
if t E 1) ~r G, then p9 tpe with g, e E G is an operator from «!:e to <!9 • If
p9 tpe = 0 for all g, e E G, then t = 0.
Proof. {Added). Note that the space <!9 is generated as a vector space by
E 1) ~ r G as well as l 2 ( G, Xl) for any d E Xl, and is closed. Also, for
91, 92 E G and d~, d2 E Xl,

x9 d

Hence, we obtain «!:91 • «.!92 = «!:919; 1 •
The first in the statement is clear by definition. The second follows from
D
that the union of «.!9 for g E G is dense in Xl ~ r G as well as l 2 ( G, 1)).

Exercise. The operator p9 tpe can be identified with an element t 9 E Xl
such that
(p9 tpe~)(g) = t 9 ·~(e) ~ E l 2 (G, Xl).
If t is a finite sum L: d9 • x9 with d9 E Xl and is in the algebraic crossed
product of Xl by G, then t 9 = d9 .
If cp : i> ---+ Xl' is a G-equivariant *-homomorphism and if <P is the induced
map on their crossed products by cp, then <P(t) 9 = cp(t9 ).
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Proof {Added). If
L:9 , Xg' d9 ', then

e is a finite sum L:h XhCh

with Ch

E ~

and if t

=

if h = e for some h,
otherwise,

c _ {XeCe
0

Pe~

which may be identified with Ce = €(e), and

g'

if g' = g for some g',
otherwise.
Similarly, compute with omitting the zero case as
P9 q,(t)Pe€ = p 9

(L: Xg tp(d

9 , ))ce

1

= tp{d9 ){€(e));

g'

so that q,(t) 9 = tp(t9 ), where we may assume as that q,(Xg'dg')
Note that for g E G and dE ~,

= x 9 ,tp(d9 , ).

0
If an operator t E 2t ~r G has matrix coefficients t(g,n),(g',n') E C for the

canonical basis

{X(g,n)}(g,n)EGxN

tX(g,n) =

of l2 {G, N) as

L

t(g,n),(g',n')X(g',n')'

(g',n')EGxN

then the functions t 9 E 2t ~ l00 (N, co (G)) associated to t are defined by

= t(hg,n),(h,n)·
is a finite sum L: d9 x 9 , then t 9 = d9 •
t 9 (h, n)

Proof. If t
with ts = ds E 2t

~

If t

= dsxs,

l00 (N, co{ G)). Then

Therefore, we obtain
(tX(g,n))(h, u)

= t(g,n),(h,u)
= ts(h, u)X(gs,n)(h, u).
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then t

= tsxs

It then follows that

= t(g,n),(gs,n) ·

ts (gs, n)

If we replaces= g' and gs = h, then

t 9 ,(h, n)

= t(h(g')-l,n),(h,n)
0

(corrected).

Proof. (For the lemma above). The projection xo(~oo) on l2 (G X N) is
comprised of the sequence of projections xo(~n) onto the constant functions
in l 2 (Vn)· The matrix coefficients of xo(Aoo) (as well as xo(~n)) are given
by the formula

xo(Aoo)(X(g.,n)) = Lg'EVn WJx(g',n)
{ Xo(~oo)(X(g,n)) = 0

~f g E Vn,
1f g ¢ Vn

WJ

as locally constants (unchecked). As
for n E N, 'Yith matrix coefficients
a result, the functions xo(~oo) 9 (as well as xo(An) 9 ) in 2l associated to the
projection xo(Aoo) (and xo(~n)) are given by the formula

J, I

xo(~oo)g(h, n) = { 0"
1

if hg, h E Vn,
if hg ¢ Vn or h ¢ Vn

for n E N. This shows that xo (A 00 ) 9 E J for all g E G. It follows that
the elements q(xo(~ 00 ) 9 ) = q(xo(~ 00 )) 9 E 2l/J associated to the image of
xo(~oo) in {2l/J) ><~r G are zero, so that the projection q(xo(~oo)) is itself
0
zero in {2l/J) ><lr G.
Corollary 17.28. (Added). The following sequence of theE-theory groups:
Eo('J ><~r G) ~ Eo{2l

><lr

G) ~ Eo{{2l/J)

><lr

G)

is not exact in the middle.

Theorem 17.29. Let G be a Gromov group. Then there is a separable,· commutative G-C*-algebra l:> as J above, for which the Baum-Connes assembly
map
J.L>..; K( G, l:>) --+ Eo{l:> ><~r G)
is not an isomorphism.

Non exact groups
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Theorem 17.30.

(G~entner

and Kaminker [20], [21] and Ozawa [46]). If a

finitely generated discrete group G is
into a Hilbert space.

e~act,

then G is embedded uniformly

The proof is given below soon later.
Definition 17 .31. {Kirchberg [34)). Let 2l and ~ be unital C* -algebras.
A unital linear map <P : 2l ~ ~ of C* -algebras is completely positive if for
all k E N, the linear map <Pk : Mk(2l) ~ Mk(~) defined by extending <P
entrywise to a matrix over 2l is positive in the sense that positive matrices
over 2l is mapped to positive matrices over~.
Theorem 17.32. {Kirchberg (34]). A separable C* -algebra 2l is exact if and
only if every injective *-homomorphism <P: 2l ~ IS{H) can be approximated
in the pointwise norm topology by a sequence of unital completely positive
maps <Pn, each of which factors through a matrix algebra Mk(n) (<C) via unital
completely positive maps 'Pn and 1/Jn, as that

2l

ci>

----+

B(H)

r

II
21
with <Pn

= 1/Jn

0

1/Jn

I{Jn

----+

Mk(n)(<C)

'Pn·

Corollary 17.33. If G is a countable exact group, then there exists a se. quence of completely positive maps <Pn : c; (G) ~ B( l2 (G)) which converges
pointwise in norm to the natural inclusion map from c;(G) into Ia(l 2 (G))
and which have the property that for every n E N, the operator valued function sending g ~---+ <Pn(g) is supported on a finite subset of G.
Proof. By the theorem above, there exists a sequence of unital completely
positive maps <Pn which converges pointwise in norm to the natural inclusion
(G) into B( l 2 (G)), and each <Pn factors through a matrix algebra
map from
Mk(n) (<C), as that

c;

<Pn: C;(G)

~

Mk(n)(C)

~ lm{l 2 {G)).

Now, a linear map 8: c;(G) ~ Mk(<C) is completely positive if and only
if the linear map 8': Mk(C;(G)) ~ <C defined by
1 k

8'((fijn

=k

L

i,j=l
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8(fij)ij

is a state.
Check that
.1

O'([lij]

+ [9ij]) = k

=~

k

L 0(/ij + 9ij)ij
i,j=l
k

L (0(/ij)ij
i,j=l

+ O(gij)ij) = 0'([/ij]) + 0'([9iiD·

Also

k
L O(L ftiftj)ij
i,j=l l=l

1 k

0'([/ij]*[/ij])

=k

k
L L O(fli/lj)ij ~ 0.
i,j=l l=l

1 k

=k

As well, if lk is the k x k unit matrix of Mk(C;(G)), then
0'(1k) =

k

~

L

0(1)ii = 1 =

IIO'II·

i=j=l
Moreover, the correspondence between completely positive maps 0 and
states O' is a bijection.
In addition, if h 1 , · · · , hk are finitely supported functions on G which
determines a unit vector in the k-fold direct sum mkl 2 (G), then the vector
spate on Mk(C;(G)) as
k

o'([/ijn

=

L (hi, )..(Jij)hj)

i,j=l

corresponds to a completely positive map 0 which is finitely supported as a
function on G as in the statement.
But the convex hull of the vector states associated to a faithful representation of a C* -algebra is always weak* dense in the set of all states, as a
version of the Hahn Banach theorem.
It follows that the set of those completely positive maps 0 from c;(G)
into MkC) which are finitely supported as functions on G is dense in the set
of all completely positive maps from c;(G) into MkC).
By approximating the maps On in the compositions <Pn we obtain completely positive maps from c;(G) into B(l2 (G)) with the required proper0
ties.
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Proof (For the first theorem in this subsection). It follows from the corollary
above that there exists a sequence of unital completely positive maps <Pn :
c;(G) -.. B(l 2 (G)) which converges pointwise in norm to the inclusion map
from c;(G) into B(l2(G)) and each <Pn is finitely supported as a function
on G. Define a sequence of functions 'Pn : G x G -.. C by
1

'Pn(9I,92) = (X91I,<Pn(9! 92)X9;-l)
for 91,92 E G and x 9 E l 2(G). The functions 'Pn are positive definite kernels
on G. To prove the inequality L:tj=I Ai'Pn(9i, 9;)>..; ~ 0, write the sum as a
matrix product
AI <Pn(9~ 9I)AI
I
:
.

-

(9r, . . . '9k)

·. · ·
..

AI <Pn(9~ 9k)Ak
9I
I
)()
:
.

-

(

Ak<Pn(9k"I gi)A.I · · · Ak<Pn(Yk" 19k)Ak
and apply the definition of complete positiveness.
Indeed,

;k

and

'Pn(9I, 92)

= (<Pn(91 192)X9;1, X91 1) = (X9;1, <Pn(91I92)*x91 1),

which is equal to 'Pn(92,9I), with <Pn(Y1 192)*
with conjugate linearity in the second variable,
k

L

= <Pn(92I91) (if so). Also,

k

Ai'Pn(9i, 9;).-\;

=

i,j=I

L Ai(X9;-l, <Pn(9ii9;)X ;1 )A.;
9

i,j=l

k

=L

. . I
Z,J=

_

(X 9;-l, .Xi<Pn(Yii9;)A.;x 9 ~~)

1

1

-I

= (9I ' ... , gk )

*

(AI <Pn(9~I91)AI

:

-

I

Ak<Pn(Y'k 9I)AI

where the operation * means the vector product via the inner product (corrected). Note as well that
->.l>.k~i I 9k )

-

I

AkAk9k" 9k
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is a positive k x k matrix, so that its image under the positive linear map
(<Pn)k : Mk(C;(G)) --+ Mk(B(l 2 (G)), which is equal to the k x k matrix in
the (two sided) products with vectors, is positive.
The functions <fJn converge pointwise to 1. Indeed,

Moreover, for every finite subset F of G and every e > 0, there is some
1
N EN such that ifn >Nand 91 92 E F, then lct'n(91,92) -11 <e. In
addition, for every n E N, there exists a finite subset F of G such that if
1
91 92 ¢ F, then ct'n(91, 92) = 0.
It then follows that for a suitable subsequence, the series Lj(1 - ct'n;)
is pointwise convergent everywhere on G x G. (Possibly, <fJn; should be
replaced with its real part). But each funciton 1 - <fJn; is a negative type
kernel, and therefore so is the series.
Indeed, consider the following composition:

which is a positive linear functional on
positive, and hence

Therefore, with

llx9

-1
1 92

c; (G),

so that the composition is

II = 1 we obtain

Note as well that being zero on the diagonal of G x G, having complex conjugate symmetry, and being negative type for 1 - <fJn; positive are preserved
under taking limits for their series.
The map into an affine Euclidean space, which is associated to the series,
0
is a uniform embedding.
Remark. The above argument shows that if a countable group G is exact,
then G acts amenably on its Stone-Cech compactifieation {3G. As a result,
if a countable group G is exact, then the Baum-Connes assembly map
J.L>. : K(G, ~) --+Eo(~ ~r G)

is injective, for every G-C* -algebra~.
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